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Abstract
Environmental psychology has been increasingly applied to the study of
consumer patronage behavior. This study adapts a model based largely on
environmental psychology and tests it empirically in an attempt to explain
several aspects of in-store consumer behavior. In doing so, it goes beyond
previous applications of environmental psychology by considering the effect of
several antecedents of consumer emotions and by considering the
consequences of varying retail experiences in terms of the personal shopping
value they convey to a consumer.
Prior to testing the model, previous research is reviewed to develop the
relationships comprising the model. Put simply, various consumer
characteristics (shopping motivations and shopping process involvement) and
store characteristics (affective quality and perceived store image) are
hypothesized as comprising the consciousness of the consumer; this
consciousness causes, to some extent, the level of consumer emotions
experienced while in a retail environment (pleasure, arousal, and domination);
these emotions relate to in-store consumer behavior; and finally, the model
predicts consumer value (utilitarian and hedonic) resulting from a particular retail
experience.
A multi-equation system of structural equations representing this model is
estimated using maximum likelihood. Overall, support is found for the
theoretical model tested as indicated by the

to degrees of freedom ratio, the

V III
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goodness-of-fit index, the root-mean-squared residual, and other fit indices. In
general, the relationships described above are supported to varying degrees.
For example, individual differences in consumer characteristics appear to be
more important predictors of in-store emotions than are objective differences
among store characteristics. Particularly strong relationships are found between
in-store emotions and behavior and the hedonic and utilitarian value obtained
from a particular retail experience. Interestingly, these two types of value
appear to have quite different antecedents.
Potential implications for retail theory and practice are discussed.
Among these implications are the ability of this model to explicitly represent
both cognitive and emotional aspects of consumer behavior and a potential
segmentation basis for retailers based on these results. In addition, this
research is expected to lead to a number of related studies to be conducted in
the future.

IX
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The In-Store Retail Experience:
A C-E-V Approach to Consumer Shopping Activity

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Action Is stimulated through these motives, however, not by an appeal to
reason, but by an appeal to the conscious desire of the consumer to
please his own personal feelings (Copeland 1923, p. 141).
Marketing and consumer researchers have increasingly turned their
attention toward study of behavior which is often inconsistent, or not
appropriately explained, using a traditional consumer behavior paradigm
(Holbrook 1986). This traditional approach generally assumes that consumers
conform to the economic premise of "rationality" leading to an emphasis on
functional or utilitarian aspects of consumption activities (Hirschman and
Holbrook 1982). In keeping with this tradition, consumer decisions are
assumed to be based on a choice calculus which involves a conscious
weighing of tangible product attributes to reach an optimal consumption choice
among an array of alternatives (Johnson and Fornell 1987). Not surprisingly,
advances in knowledge in the domain of consumer behavior have paralleled
work in artificial intelligence and cognitive psychology which basically portray
"man as computer" (Cacioppo, Losch, Tassinary, and Petty 1984).
However, coinciding with a growing disdain among cognitive and social
psychologists for this view of man as computer (Bower and Cohen 1982),
studies of consumer behavior not relating to its utilitarian (economic) aspects
have taken a new-found prominence. Much of this more recent work has
1
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concentrated on (1) the impact of emotions and feelings experienced during a
consumption experience (e.g., Anderson 1986a; Gardner 1985; Holbrook,
Chestnut, Oliva, and Greenleaf 1984; Westbrook 1987), and, (2) emotional
effects on processing of various types of advertising stimuli (e.g., Burke and
Edell 1989; Holbrook and Batra 1987; Ray and Batra 1983). Studies such as
these have begun to address a relative imbalance between the number of
studies emphasizing experiential consumer activities and those examining
product or brand choice (Holbrook et al. 1984).

Historical Perspective
Despite a recent increase in attention to experiential and emotional
phenomena, an acknowledgment that emotional factors are important drivers of
many consumer activities is neither a new nor novel idea among consumer
researchers. This point is made quite nicely by the words of Melvin Copeland
(1923) expressed above. At least as far back as the first part of this century
some researchers recognized that the consumer researcher or marketer
ignoring emotional aspects of consumption activities overlooks what "would
impart to them (consumers) the initial desire to possess a piano anyway"
(Copeland 1923, p. 152). Clearly, Alderson (1957) also recognized the
importance of an experiential aspect to consumption activities; within his
"general theory of marketing," he referred to these types of activities as
congeniai, or consummatory behavior. Congenial activity is contrasted to more
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traditional, or instrumental, aspects of consumer behavior in that it is viewed as
an end in itself rather than a means to an end. That is, in satisfying some
functional need, a series of acts may be required, some of which may lead to
an opportunity to engage in congenial behavior. Congenial behavior is seen as
satisfying some basic need which may or may not ultimately lead to a market
transaction. Using a conceptually similar argument, Kotler (1974) argued that in
many instances the thing actually being consumed is the emotion, or feeling,
experienced in a retail store.
Given their day to day contact with consumers, it is not surprising that
retailers are particularly cognizant of how consumer emotions can influence
their behavior. As early as 1958 it was obvious that retailers recognized how
retail environments, as market stimuli, could generate differing emotions based
on their "personality" or image. Martineau (1958) points out how a store’s
personality creates a force which transcends its mere functional attributes; how
it can transform a shopping trip into an "exotic adventure." During such a
shopping experience a consumer can enter "a little world in itself" (p. 50) where
she is free to browse and enjoy her fantasies. However, coinciding with the
"man as computer" period of consumer research mentioned above, the role of
emotions in store image research was attenuated. During this era, image
researchers adapted a multiattribute approach, where perceptions of various
physical store attributes were studied for relation with a simple preference scale
representing a store’s image (e.g., James, Durand, and Dreves 1976; Singson
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1975; Hirschman, Greenberg, and Robertson 1978). Under these approaches
Martlneau’s affective gestalt is at best reduced to a single predictor of a store’s
preference -- usually termed its atmosphere. Such a limited role for emotions in
forming a store's personality would seem to grossly underestimate the
importance of what is likely a primary motivator of much shopping activity
(Grossbart, Amedeo and Chinchen 1979). Thus, the nonutilitarian, experiential,
emotional, and perhaps "nonrational" (economically), dimension of shopping,
and consumer behavior in general, remained relatively obscure.
Within the last 10 or so years, the imbalance of research addressing
emotional aspects of behavior has clearly gained recognition in consumer
behavior (Burke and Edell 1989) and throughout all of social science (Izard
1982). A clear result of this research is a realization that consumers "are as
emotional as they are intellectual" (Holman 1986), and that "[p]assion has a way
of dominating even the most finely tuned, well-established decision processes"
(Peterson, Hoyer, and Wilson 1986). Although a recognition of aspects of
consumer behavior unrelated to traditional rational product or brand choice
decisions is not new to marketing research, this current nontraditional line of
research appears to be elevating these aspects to a role of equal importance in
understanding consumption activities and experiences (Hudson and Murray
1986). More specifically, since the retail environment has been shown to
provide consumers the opportunity for (1) leisure (McKechnie 1974), (2)
sensory stimulation (Kotler and Rath 1983), (3) daydreams (Maclnnis and Price
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1987), and (4) emotional responses (Gardner 1985), thus meeting the
requirements of a "consumption experience" as outlined by Holbrook and
Hirschman (1982), retail visits would appear to be a prototypical consumer
behavior to study from an experiential or emotive point of viewpoint.
As pointed out above, retailers long recognized that physical store
attributes like location and merchandise assortment contribute to the type of
experience created by a retail stimulus (Martineau 1958).

Nevertheless, the

precise mechanism through which these experiences are created remains
unclear. Donovan and Rossiter (1982), using an approach based on
environmental psychology (Mehrabian and Russell 1974), were among the first
to shed light on this issue. They provided empirical evidence of how multiple
dimensions of emotion can be evoked by a retail environment, and further, how
these dimensions influence purchase behavior. And while the
acknowledgement of emotional factors in a retail environment had never
disappeared completely, their work nicely complemented the reemergence of
attention given to emotional and experiential dimensions of consumer behavior.

Theoretical Issues
Studies emphasizing the relative efficacy of feelings on behavior have
been begrudgingly accepted among some researchers of "cognitive processes"
due to a perception that such an approach portrays human behavior as
functioning at a fairly primitive level (Winton, Putnam, and Krauss 1984). In
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consumer behavior, studies involving the affective domain have often been
portrayed as "behaviorist" and thus simplistic (Allen and Janiszewski 1989).
Further, these types of studies have been portrayed as incommensurable with
traditional consumer behavior studies, and perceived of as requiring a separate
philosophical epistemology (Anderson 1986b). These criticisms can be
addressed on two levels. First, a more precise understanding of the philosophy
of science clearly demonstrates how both approaches to the study of consumer
behavior fall within a single research ontology (Hunt 1990). Second, in light of
recent evidence demonstrating clear relationships between cognitions and
emotions in psychology (see Brewin 1989) and consumer behavior (Allen and
Janiszewski 1989; Anand, Holbrook, and Stephens 1988), research that may
reconcile conceptual differences of opinion between each approach have
already met with some success. Based on this evidence, experiential and
traditional models are seen more as complementary rather than alternative
approaches.

A New Perspective
One point of departure from traditional approaches to consumer behavior
lies in the desired end result of a model of consumer activities or experiences.
A familiar C-A-B (cognition-attitude-behavior) approach generally seeks to
predict purchase intentions or brand loyalty (Howard and Sheth 1969; Engel,
Blackwell, and Miniard 1986). Considering that much of the early consumer
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research was funded by large manufacturing companies, the ascension of these
variables into epistemic priority is not surprising (Darden 1979; Holbrook 1986).
Further, a traditional C-A-B approach can be criticized for its failure to account
for what Ahtola (1985) refers to as an "hedonic" or "nonutilitarian" aspect of
consumer behavior. Recognizing this, modifications to this traditional
framework which explicitly recognize hedonic elements of consumer behavior
have been suggested (Ahtola 1985; Batra 1986).
In particular, Holbrook (1986), in the tradition of Lazarus (1982) and
Mehrabian (1980), proposes a modified framework based on a C-E-V
(consciousness-emotions-value) model of consumption activities. Although this
perspective in some ways parallels a C-A-B approach, Holbrook (p. 23)
distinguishes it thusly:
The key differences...involve a broadening of the basic building blocks of
the model and a shift in purpose from the explanation of brand choice to
the representation of consumption experiences.
Consciousness is broadened to extend beyond store or product attribute beliefs
and evaluations and is operationalized as a verbal or nonverbal reaction to
person-environment inputs. Emotion is extended to account for a fuller range of
their effects extended beyond simply an evaluative perspective. Finally, value is
defined psychologically and not tied to any specific object per se, but to some
extrinsic or intrinsic utility arising from an activity. Further, the model
distinguishes inputs from people and their environment leading to an emphasis
on person-environment events experienced by consumers. Emotions
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associated with these events are hypothesized to bring value to a consumer,
thus, distinctly recognizing that even the most important consumptions
decisions are done with "your heart and not your head" (p. 24). Along with this
recognition, a C-E-V approach explicitly "reveal[s] the partly hidden emotional
foundations that underlie the consumption experience" (p. 52).
The purpose of this dissertation is to study consumer-retailer encounters
from a C-E-V perspective. First, the hypothesized model is not intended to
replace previous patronage or consumer behavior models. Rather, it is
intended to complement previous models which do not explicitly account for
environmentally related, or any other types of, consumer emotions (e.g.,
Monroe and Gultinan 1975; Sheth 1983). Support for the model would provide
evidence that the relationships contained in the model should be considered in
any fully specified model of patronage and/or consumer behavior. Second, a
C-E-V perspective to consumer-retailer encounters is adapted as it is most
consistent with the nature of these experiences as portrayed in previous
research applications involving environmental psychology (e.g., Anderson
1986a; Donovan and Rossiter 1982; Mazursky and Jacoby 1986). Third, it is
believed that a consideration of experiential, or emotional aspects of consumer
behavior, is more of a reemergence than a revolution. As pointed out above, a
recognition of the importance of these aspects in understanding consumer
behavior is far from novel. Fourth, a C-E-V model allows for a more emotional
account of consumer behavior without portraying people as mindless. Although
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emotions can sometimes lead to unwise decisions in terms of financial
implications, people in general recognize the emotional consequences of their
decisions, and often address intrinsic needs through consumption related
activities.
The remainder of this chapter introduces a model of retailer-consumer
encounters (personalization) which builds on this foundation. Included is a brief
discussion of the model’s main components including a justification of their
inclusion. Chapter one concludes with a discussion of possible contributions of
this research.

BACKGROUND
The Retail Environment
The retailing industry represents an important part of the American
economic scene (Ghosh 1990). As of 1987, the total number of retail
establishments in the United States approached 3 million, and total retail sales
exceeded 1.5 trillion dollars. By extrapolating current trends, Sales and
Marketing Management (1987) estimated that American consumers would
spend nearly half of their effective income on retail goods and services. In
addition to traditional retailers, at-home, catalog, and video shopping also
account for a sizable portion of American spending power (Attaway 1989;
Berman and Evans 1989). And although the retail industry is constantly
changing, it is expected to remain a crucial aspect of our economy in the future
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(Mason and Mayer 1990). Indeed some marketers have labeled the 90s the
"era of retailing" (Miller 1990) based on the dramatic increase in major retailers’
relative strength among channel members (Engel et al. 1990).
Despite high expectations for the retail macroenvironment, competition
among individual retailers is becoming increasingly fierce (Kotler 1988).
Throughout the 80s the amount of available retail space grew at a substantially
faster rate than did the population growth rate (Lusch and Dunne 1990). Kotler
(1974) has pointed out that under conditions of high competition among
retailers, experiential, or emotional aspects of shopping become increasingly
important strategic tools. In addition, as the amount of time consumers have
available for shopping decreases (Riche 1986), retailers are faced with a
realization that time is an important cost of shopping to most consumers (Berry
1969; Lindquist and Lane 1989). Retailers, therefore, are challenged to create
environments which are increasingly attractive to consumers in an effort to
persuade them to spend greater portions of their discretionary time shopping.
Tauber (1972) has indicated how retailers can make shopping more rewarding
through either extrinsic utilities, provided through merchandise acquistion, or
through intrinsic utilities resulting from various aspects of the activity itself.
Turning shopping into more of an enjoyable and rewarding experience for more
consumers may prove an effective method of dealing with increased
competition from both other retailers and other activities.
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A recent compilation of the top performing retail companies provides
some indication that retailers capable of turning shopping into an experience,
rather than a task, are able to deal quite well with competitive pressures
currently present in the industry {Chain Store Age Executive 1988). Among top
performers were several companies which would appear to stand out as
capable of satisfying experiential needs of consumers (Attaway 1989). These
top performing stores include The Sharper Image, Tiffany, and Toys "R" Us.
These stores appear to have been successful in creating an environmental
gestalt, or personality, which does transform shopping into a pleasurable
adventure capable of enticing patronage (Martineau 1958).
An important part of a store’s personality is its physical environment
(Kotler 1972). As of 1988, the average cost of building a high contact
department store, including fixtures, lighting, signage, and flooring, was about
nine million dollars {Chain Store Age Executive 1988). Broken down, this figure
represents an average cost of $80.22 per square foot. In contrast, discount
department stores spend an average of $46.95 per square foot. Among
plausible explanations for substantially higher finishing costs among department
stores may lie in an attempt to build a distinct store personality. Department
stores like Neiman Marcus, Bloomingdale’s, Macy’s, and Marshall Field’s
appear to be more willing to invest capital in creating a distinctive environmental
appeai than are other types of merchants.
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Other factors in addition to a store’s physical environment help form a
distinctive personality or feeling. For example, many high contact department
stores, like those mentioned above, place a special emphasis on training their
employees to make each consumer feel like they are special (Mason and Mayer
1990). Certain specialty stores, like Banana Republic, the Limited, and Athlete’s
Foot, require their employees to maintain an appearance and profile consistent
with the theme of their store. Another noticeable trend in the top performing
retail companies {Chain Store Age Executive 1988) is the appearance of
wholesale clubs like Costco. These stores are able to create a strong appeal
by requiring "memberships" of store patrons (Lusch and Dunne 1990). In
addition to making customer’s feel special, wholesale clubs, as well as some
discounters, may provide excitement through "smart shopper feelings"
associated with perceptions of exceptional bargains (Schindler 1989).
In sum, no exhaustive list of factors which comprise the retail
environment is available. However, retailers do have a multitude of variables
available to them with which they can attempt to create a distinct environmental
appeal. Factors which help create it include Its customers’ social class and
other general characteristics, location, size of the store, physical plant,
merchandise assortment and the manner in which it is displayed, employees,
and promotional policies to name a few.
Nonstore retailers also appear to recognize the importance of creating
special feelings within their customers. Although their "environment" is generally
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confined to some sort of pictorial and verbal presentation, often the design and
style of a catalog can attempt to accomplish a similar purpose as does a retail
store. Companies like Land’s End and Eddie Bauer now provide catalogs
which offer customers an opportunity to become emersed in their theme. For
example, Eddie Bauer’s "Outfitting New Heroes" series catalogs provide much
more than just merchandise descriptions. Included in these catalogs are
adventurous stories and photographs which implicitly associate their product
lines with the activities and characters portrayed. In recent editions of this
series Eddie Bauer has attempted to capture the pioneering spirit of early
aviators of the Alaskan Airline, the exhilaration of wildlife photography as
described by Galen Burrell, and the challenge of white-water rafting down the
Colorado River.
In sum, retailing practitioners appear to recognize that the ability to evoke
specific feelings in consumers is one way of attempting to establish competitive
advantage. However, it is also necessary to recognize that not all consumers
respond to affective appeals in similar ways (Stern, Bush, and Hair 1977).
Thus, any model of consumer-retailer interactions should take into account
individual differences in both retail outlets and consumer reactions to
environmental stimuli.
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Shopping Personality
While Martineau (1958) clearly pointed out that stores have
"personalities," retailers also recognize that shoppers have "personalities" as well
(Darden and Reynolds 1971). The typing of shoppers based on their
"personalities," or orientations, has been a topic of great interest for retailers
because of its potential for segmenting and targeting specific customer groups
with personalized and persuasive appeals (Westbrook and Black 1985).

Thus

it is not surprising that shopping orientations have been shown to be a major
factor in understanding retail choice behavior (e.g., Darden and Ashton 1975;
Lumpkin and Greenburg 1982; Darden and Howell 1987; Gentry, Stoltman,
Anglin, and Burns 1989).
Among the earliest studies of shopper orientations is an often-cited
typology proposed by Stone (1954). This typology describes four basic
shopper orientations: economic, personalizing, apathetic, and ethical. Three of
these types, apathetic, personalizing (social) and economical, appear to be
particularly ubiquitous among subsequent studies of shopping orientations
(Westbrook and Black 1985). Other shopper typologies have specifically shown
an ability to distinguish shoppers based on their responsiveness to aspects of
the retail environment {Chicago Tribune 1955), and on their tendency to partake
in functional rather than recreational shopping (Bellenger and Korgaonkar
1980). More recently, Attaway (1989) has shown how shoppers can be
distinguished based on a taxonomy of consumer motivations proposed by Park,
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Jaworski, and Maclnnis (1986). Using this approach, individual differences
among consumer orientations can be distinguished based on their relative
amounts of functional, experiential, and/or symbolic shopping motivations.
Further work on shopping orientations will be reviewed in the following chapter.
Given the ubiquity of the apathetic shopper, distinctions of orientations
based on preference for shopping as an activity, and the ability to characterize
shopping motivations as being other than functional, shopping personality
would seem a clear choice as a variable measuring consumer responsiveness
to varying retail personalities. Further, shopper orientations were developed as
context-specific personality measures (Reynolds and Darden 1974). As such,
they are similar to environmental dispositions which are used to predict
individual differences in responsiveness to environments (McKechnie 1970).
An additional motivational variable which is likely to influence consumer
responsiveness to the retail environment is shopping process involvement
(Kassarjian 1981). Individuals who are highly involved in shopping are sxpected
to find visits to a retailer rewarding simply for the sake of the experience or
activity itself (Richins and Bloch 1986). Just as high levels of consumer
involvement are expected to relate to the extent of consumer pleasure and
arousal in a product setting (Holbrook and Hirschman 1982; Laurent and
Kapferer 1985), these effects should be felt for shopping involvement as well.
Hence, shopping process involvement is considered an additional component
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of a shopper’s personality which may influence their feelings and behavior in a
retail setting (Slama and Tashchian 1985).
To sum, it has been argued that the retail environment can satisfy
consumer needs other than those driven by functional product acquisition
motivations (Markin, Lillis, and Narayana 1976; Grossbart, Hampton,
Rammohan, and Lapidus 1989). This is most likely to occur when consumers
with personalities indicating a tendency to possess experiential motivations
enter into a retail environment capable of providing sensory and emotional
stimulation (Grossbart, Mittelstaedt, Curtis, and Rogers 1975). In contrast,
apathetic consumers may prefer a more functional shopping environment.
Thus, "personalization" of a retail experience is proposed as taking place when
a shopper’s personality is most consistent with the personality of a retail
establishment.

Consumer Emotions as Mediators
The mainstream cognitive approach to the affective domain of consumer
behavior has generally been confined to one aspect comprising a consumer’s
predisposition, or attitude, toward some choice-related object or act (Ahtola
1985). From time to time this construct has explicitly recognized an affective
component by taking on a labei of "affect toward the act" (Bagozzi 1982).
These attitudes, including an "affective" component, have generally been based
on consumer beliefs about an alternative’s tangible attributes. This
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conceptualization is wholly consistent with attitudinal studies of store image
discussed in the introduction. However, a growing recognition of the
inadequacies of this approach in capturing affective, emotional, or hedonic
components of consumer attitudes continues to emerge as a shift in emphasis
to consumer or shopper experiences as opposed to brand or store choice
takes place (Horton 1979; Batra 1986; Zimmer and Golden 1988).
In keeping with a traditional C-A-B model, a C-E-V model employs an
intervening role for the emotional domain of experience (emotions). In addition,
these emotions are assumed to be based on some sort of cognitive
representation or perception (c.f., Zajonc 1980). In an interaction with a retailer,
this conceptualization posits emotions as mediators of relationships between
environmental stimuli and subsequent shopping behavior (Donovan and
Rossiter 1982; Anderson 1986a; Grossbart et al. 1989) and perceived value
(Gardner 1985). Both instrumental (a means to an end) and congenial (an end
in itself) shopping behaviors are expected to be affected by retailer induced
emotions. The impact on instrumental behavior is more in keeping with the
study of traditional functional product acquisition motivations. On the other
hand, effects of emotion on congenial behavior are more consistent with the
study of hedonistic, or experiential dimensions of consumer activities.
Instrumental Behavior. A great deal of consumer research ignores the
possibility that consumers are often "in the grip" of emotions while processing
information leading to a consumption decision (Cacioppo et al. 1984). Further,
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it has been speculated that product evaluations may well involve an evaluation
of feelings rather than beliefs (Cacioppo and Petty 1989). The impact of
emotions on decision processes can be either euphoric or dysphoric (Oatley
and Johnson-Laird 1987). By ignoring emotional aspects, irrational or unwise
consumer decisions would be attributed to errors in thinking rather than to
feelings (Cacioppo et al. 1984). However, other evidence suggests that
increased amounts of pleasurable emotions can actually increase consumer
efficiency (Isen 1989). Related literature will be more thoroughly reviewed in
chapter two and briefly touched on here.
A growing literature in both consumer behavior (Holbrook and Hirschman
1982) and psychology (Plutchik 1983) supports the role of emotions as a major
mediator of problem solving. Holbrook (1986) explicitly recognizes emotions as
an integral part of the intervening response system of consumer decision
processes. This model parallels a model of cognition-emotion relations
proposed by Plutchik (1980). His model, which defines emotions as a reaction
to some environmental stimuli, hypothesizes the following sequence of actions:
stimulus - > cognition — > feeling — > behavior — > effect
In a similar conceptualization, Lazarus (1982), speaks of emotions as leading to
action-impulses within an environment.'

’ Plutchik (1980), Holbrook (1986), and others (e.g., Russell 1978) adapt a broad
view of emotion as encompassing a wide range of phenomena. Thus, the terms
feeling and emotion are generally used interchangeably. A further discussion of this
issue is provided in Chapter Two.
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While a growing amount of literature supports emotions as mediating
relationships between an environment and behavior, less is known about the
nature of subsequent effects. In cognitive psychology, Bower and Cohen
(1982) have provided a mechanism in which emotions are stored in semantic
networks. Using this conceptualization, retrieval processes would be biased
based on the types of emotions stored within a particular network. Gardner
(1985) has suggested similar effects on consumer decision processes. Batra
(1986) has hypothesized that high levels of arousal promote a greater depth of
information processing. This may help explain the results of Isen’s (1987)
experiment demonstrating more productive processing of consumer information
under conditions of increased positive affect. In addition, Krober-Riel (1979)
has referred to similar effects and explained them psychobiologically by using
the idea of increased phasic activation within a consumer’s brain.
Congenial Behavior. There appear to be three ways in which emotions
affect congenial consumer behavior. First, there is a possibility that feelings
associated with the purchase act itself may satisfy intrinsic consumer needs.
Second, there are feelings associated with browsing from an information
seeking perspective. In this sense, it is what Alderson (1957) referred to as an
opportunity to engage in congenial behavior within a more encompassing
instrumental act. Third, there is the simple idea that the feelings encountered
while interacting with a retail environment, perhaps even in the absence of a
purchase, are capable of satisfying intrinsic consumer needs. In these
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situations, value is found simply in fun experienced through sensory perceptions
encountered while shopping (Tauber 1972). Each of these ways is now
discussed in turn.
It is safe to say that all consumers have purchased products which were
never truly used to the extent intended at purchase. In these situations, the
purchase itself, rather than the good or service purchased, may have
addressed some intrinsic consumer need. For example, Schindler (1989) has
proposed that "smart-shopper feelings" occur along with perceptions of
exceptional bargains. In this sense they can be thought of as high levels of
transaction utility (Thaler 1985). In other instances, purchases can be
symptomatic of some pre-existing emotional disorder. To compulsive shoppers,
interacting with retail environments performs a denial function, reducing their
awareness of external problems, and inhibiting them from recognizing their
behavior as abnormal (Krych 1989). However, compulsive shopping is a
potential problem more often when it leads to compulsive, or irresponsible,
buying. To these types of shoppers, the value of any item purchased is
secondary to value provided by feelings associated with the purchase act itself
(O’guinn and Faber 1989).
From a more functional perspective, consumers may engage in certain
search activities as an end unto itself. Bloch, Sherrell, and Ridgway (1986)
found that perceived enjoyment was a major impetus of ongoing search
activities. Further, this relationship appears to hold up even when purchase
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motivations are absent or remote. Although the information itself provides some
measure of value to consumers, it appears often to be secondary to hedonistic
value supplied by the search activity itself. "Thus, the traditional orientation that
considers search to be determined solely by the practical information it provides
is deficient" (p. 123).
Finally, there is a possibility that some consumers derive benefits simply
through interacting with retail environments as a form of leisure activity
(McKechnie 1974). In an empirical study, Bellenger and Korgaonkar (1980)
indicate that 69 percent of all shoppers appear to enjoy shopping as a form of
recreation. In short, retailers have created "a recreational experience which
goes beyond the purchase of goods" (Bellenger and Korgaonkar 1980, p. 92).
In each of these perspectives it becomes clear that consumer feelings
are capable of mediating their behavior. While this perspective appears
consistent with the mediating role of "attitudes" in a traditional C-A-B approach,
models with a more explicit recognition of "emotion" and its role in decision
processes better account for experiential or emotive aspects of behavior which
may go overlooked otherwise (Holbrook 1986). Also, an explicit account of
emotion’s role in shopping recognizes that consumers are not always rational
problems solvers; instead, consumers often behave as pleasure seekers (Bloch
and Bruce 1984), and it is often in this pleasure that they find value.
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Approach-Avoidance Behaviors
It was argued above that retail environments are capable of evoking
specific feelings among their patrons. Consistent with a definition of emotion as
a response to an environment, these feelings are manifested in respondents’
approach-avoidance behaviors in reacting to various environmental stimuli
(Mehrabian and Russell 1974). In a retail environment, observable approachavoidance behaviors include measures such as a consumer’s frequency of
patronage, number of clerks and/or products approached, willingness to
interact socially, and amount of time spent within a given environment.
Unobservable measures include a desire to stay within an environment, and
feelings of attractiveness to a given stimulus. Approach-avoidance measures
such as these have previously been used to explain patronage activity both
among given shopping alternatives (Meoli and Feinberg 1989) and within a
given retail setting (Donovan and Rossiter 1982).

An Hedonic Perspective on Perceived Value
The key output of a C-E-V perspective to consumer behavior is value as
opposed to brand choice or purchase decisions (Holbrook 1986). In a
patronage context, perceived value of a specific shopping trip involves some
evaluation of the interaction with the retailer(s) itself. How well was that time
spent? In this sense, value is closely related to satisfaction. Clearly, there is
some relation between emotions elicited by an object and its value (de Rivera
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1989). This appears to be a point which is often ignored in measures of
consumer satisfaction (Westbrook 1980). In contrast, Westbrook (1981)
specifically points out how nonproduct related aspects of shopping influence
consumer evaluations of retailers. Diversion, sensory stimulation, and the
pleasure of bargaining are just a few examples of nonfunctional phenomena
which can bring value to a shopping trip (Tauber 1972; Sheth 1983). Thus,
retail-interactions are exemplary of both economic and social or psychological
exchanges (Bagozzi 1979). A C-E-V perspective appears to offer an
appropriate framework for exploring relationships between feelings elicited by
retailers during a shopping experience and a measure of value imparted by that
experience.
Additionally, it is important for marketers to understand how a valuable
shopping experience can be delivered to its customers. Past experience and
satisfaction with a retailer is likely to impact future patronage intentions and
behavior (Darden 1979). In short, if customers find a shopping experience
unrewarding, they are not likely to repeat that behavior. It is the value
associated with a retail encounter that makes it rewarding.
Manufacturers and distributors also have a stake in creating a rewarding
shopping experience. An unpleasant retail experience is very likely to bias
evaluations about products purchased or considered while shopping in a moodcongruent direction (Howard and Daniel 1990; Bower and Cohen 1982). Lusch
and Dunne (1990) refer to such an effect as retailer induced "dissonance."
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Thus, a measure of satisfaction or value is the end result of this C-E-V model,
although possible extensions involving future patronage intentions are easily
conceivable.

A C-E-V MODEL OF CONSUMER-RETAILER ENCOUNTERS
The Model
Figure 1.1 introduces a conceptual model which will provide a focus
for the remainder of this dissertation. The purpose of the figure is to introduce
some of the concepts and how they may relate. A more specific model is
introduced at the end of Chapter two. The model adapts a ConsciousnessEmotion-Value perspective (Holbrook 1986) focusing on the impact of personenvironment (real or imagined) activities which are a key building block in any
model of environmental psychology (Mehrabian and Russell 1974). In addition,
it is in a cognitivistic structuralist tradition which views people as far from
mindless in recognizing the outcomes of their experiences (Lazarus 1982).
The model can be summed up as a flow of actions emanating from
person-retailer encounters. A retail environment is consciously represented, in
some form, by those consumers entering it. This conscious representation
leads to a number of specific feelings, depending in part on a consumer’s
general characteristics as summarized here through shopper personality.
These feelings have related motivational and behavioral responses, which
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ultimately affect one’s evaluation of that experience. Or stated in a slightly
different manner, consumers become conscious of their environment,
generating specific responses in the form of emotions. These emotions in turn
affect behavior within an environment and the value to be had in that specific
person-environment encounter (Holbrook 1986).

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE DISSERTATION
This dissertation is intended to make a contribution to both the
substantive theoretical, or descriptive, body of knowledge in retailing and
consumer behavior, and to the more pragmatic or normative side of marketing
based on potential outcomes of the study. First, in adapting a C-E-V
perspective the intention is to extend previous research using environmental
psychology to explain consumer behavior. Previous studies employing
environmental psychology have generally failed to take into account either
individual or interstore differences (c.f., Anderson 1986a). As can be seen in
Figure 1.1, this model includes both a measure of retail personality and shopper
personality as exogenous variables. In doing so, it extends the adaptation of
environmental psychology to retail settings as called for by Donovan and
Rossiter (1982).
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Figure 1.1
A GENERAL C-E-V FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY OF
CONSUMER-RETAILER EXPERIENCES
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Second, the environmental psychology approach is extended to include
an additional endogenous measure: shopping value. While Westbrook (1981)
has discussed satisfaction with specific retailers as impacted by nonfunctional
motivations, this study alters the focus slightly by centering on a specific retail
encounter. This foilows from the idea that people do form ideas of how
valuable the time they have spent on some activity was spent, and on how
consuming this time has helped them accomplish intrinsic and extrinsic goals.
Thus the focus on retail interactions as activities (Darden and Dorsch 1990).
Third, this research continues to address a major epistemic issue of
consumer behavior; just how much of consumer behavior conforms to current
cognitive-rational models consumer decision processes? While some
researchers would explain anomalies to these models on the basis of simple
conditioning effects or mindless affect (Zajonc 1980), this research offers a
more thorough explanation of what could basically be thought of as a stimulusresponse model. By attempting to go inside of the "black box," a more
molecular explanation of certain aspects of consumer behavior may be offered.
Explanation such as these may begin to reconcile the behaviorist-cognitivist
dichotomy in consumer research. In addition, evidence uncovered here may go
further in exploring possibilities of explaining consumer behavior in the absence
of an economic rational man assumption.
Fourth, some practical issues will be addressed as well. First, an
attempt will be made to link store environments with specific emotions. If
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successful, this may help retailers design their environment in a more
constructive and desirable manner. A typical question explored by this
research would be, what aspects of a store’s environment create feelings of
excitement among its customers. Also, it may well help in tailoring a more
appropriate demeanor for specific retail salesforce. Not only are retail
salespeople an important part of a stores physical environment, but they also
have the ability to manipulate consumer feelings through their actions (Gardner
1985). Clearly there can be no retailer "for all seasons." This research may
provide evidence which may help retailers gear the feelings given off by their
retail space in a manner consistent with its target market.
Fifth, the study also may provide insight into what types of variables
need to be added to existing patronage models. If the explicit account of
emotions included in this model prove to significantly Impact various shopping
behaviors, evidence will be provided that such a construct is deserved of
recognition in these models. That is, the primary focus on emotions taken here
may well complement previous research which concentrated mainly on other
aspects of consumer and patronage behavior.
This chapter has served as an introduction to the dissertation.
Hopefully, it has been somewhat successful in setting the theme, or "mood," for
what is to come in subsequent chapters. Chapter two further reviews related
research areas, some of which has already been alluded to. Drawing on this
literature, a conceptual framework supporting the proposed model, as well as a
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more detailed account of hypotheses to be examined will be presented.
Chapter three describes the research approach and measurement devices used
to test hypothesized relationships. Chapter four discusses the statistical results
of the measurement devices employed in the study. Chapter five provides the
statistical results of testing a more detailed C-E-V model. Finally, Chapter six
discusses these results in terms of their implications and contributions as well
as some limitations resulting from the study design; and, this last chapter is
concluded with a prologue suggesting further research possibilities and
extensions stemming from this dissertation.
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter of this dissertation, a model of consumer-retailer
encounters was introduced (see Figure 1). The focus on person-environment
interactions and transactions makes appropriate the use of environmental
psychology in explaining related behavioral correlates. In keeping with this
tradition, the model adapts a C-E-V (consciousness-emotion-value) approach
allowing for an explicit account of feelings which consumers experience while
interacting with retail environments. These feelings are not only expected to
affect behavior within a specific environment, but they are also hypothesized as
capable of providing value to consumers irrespective of any specific product
acquisition. Rather than relying solely on consumer rationality in its traditional
sense, consumers are also seen as pleasure seekers (hedonistic). As such,
this model further redresses a relative imbalance of studies emphasizing
emotive aspects of consumer behavior.
The model centers on five basic constructs, four of which eventually lead
to a measure of shopping satisfaction or value. Although Figure 1 portrays
each of these as a single construct, the true structure of each concept may
require a slightly more elaborate specification. Two basic exogenous concepts
are used to account for individual differences among both people and retailers.
Shopper and store personalities determine how a specific retail environment is
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perceived; that is, consumer consciousness of the environment creates affective
responses. These feelings, or emotions, are modeled as an intervening
construct, which alter consumer motivations and direct their behavior. They, as
well as the behaviors which they affect, are then expected to determine
shopping satisfaction. A more detailed description of each construct and its
relations will follow. There are two key distinguishing features of this model
compared to other applications of environmental psychology in consumer
behavior and/or retailing. First, it takes into account individual differences
among both consumers and retailers; and second, it provides for a specific
measure of value or satisfaction based on a realization that consumers often
function as pleasure seekers rather than rational problem solvers.
The purpose of this chapter is to review previous literature relevant to the
conceptual development of a C-E-V model of retail interactions. The basic plan
of the chapter is to provide an overview of previous research in each of major
area of the model. First, a review of retail personalities, or store image, will be
presented, concentrating on what has been referred to as a retail "gestalt."
Second, previous work on shopping personalities, or orientations, will be
reviewed with an emphasis on the experiential or emotive versus the functional.
Third, the role of affect in consumer behavior will be reviewed. Fourth, a brief
discussion examining approach-avoidance behaviors in retail environments is
presented. Finally, a measure of shopper value obtained from a shopping
experience is developed based on various literature in consumer behavior and
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social psychology. Upon concluding this review, a more detailed description of
"a C-E-V model of consumer-retailer encounters" is presented, along with an
explicit account of various hypothesis which follow from it.

RETAIL PERSONALUIES
Pierre Martineau’s (1958) seminal work on "retail personalities" appears
to have precipitated significant interest in the study of retail environments,
although earlier authors (e.g., Rielly 1929; Lazarsfeld 1934) may well have had
similar notions. With this increased interest came a growing recognition that
s+ores possess physiognomic, as well as innate, properties. This is clearly
pointed out by numerous references to a "holistic" effect, or "gestalt," emanating
from a retail environment; making it capable of transcending a shopping
experience beyond the realm of routine task-performance (e.g., Martineau 1958;
Weale 1961; Berry 1969; Mazursky and Jacoby 1986; Zimmer and Golden
1988). And while this work cleariy pointed out that intrinsic satisfaction could be
gained from retail experiences (Westbrook 1981; Sheth 1983), the majority of
interest in retail personality centered directly on its ability to impact patronage
(Bellenger, Steinberg, and Stanton 1976) and purchase behavior (Doyle and
Fenwick 1974).
With the passing of time, the term retail "personality" has appeared with
decreasing frequency. This may be in large part due to semantic associations
between "personality" research and the bad karma surrounding marketing’s
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voyage into motivational research during the 50s and 60s (Mittelstaedt 1990;
Stern 1990). However, research on the physiognomic properties of retail
establishments has continued under three sometimes indistinguishable guises.
The first, and most prominent, of these approaches generally subsumes the
labei store or retail image. Second, and perhaps more linguisticaiiy precise, is
research involving what Kotler (1974) labeled retailer "atmosphere." Third, and
most recent, retailing scholars have adapted the fledgling theoretical perspective
of environmental psychology to the study of stores and shopping centers (Sarel
1981).
Each of these three approaches carries with them their own sets of
strengths and weaknesses. Store image research has closely paralleled brand
loyalty and attitude research and, therefore, is considered highly tractable
(Engel and Blackwell 1982). However, its approach has sometimes been
criticized as rigid and incapable of capturing the "flavor" of retail experience
(Zimmer and Golden 1988). In addition, image research has failed to uncover
precisely how images are formed despite a substantial literature base (Mazursky
and Jacoby 1986; Attaway 1989). In contrast a more limited literature on store
atmosphere has developed. More often, atmosphere has been included as a
single item measure used along with multiple other variables in predicting store
image (e.g., James et al. 1976; Singson 1975). Like image research, it too
appears to suffer from a lack of a concise understanding of exactly what a
store’s atmosphere comprises. Is atmosphere a physical or psychological
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construct? Applications of environmental psychology may provide some help in
addressing this issue (Donovan and Rossiter 1982). These studies provide a
framework for linking specific affective and cognitive dimensions with specific
environments (Wapner 1987). Although subject to criticism as behaviorist, and
thus simplistic (Anderson 1986b), they may hold the potential to go inside the
retail "Skinner box" (Markin et al. 1976) and help to explain the mechanics of
behavior modifications related to retail personalities. Thus, environmental
psychology may offer us a more molecular view of consumer behavior than has
previously been advanced.
In the following sections, related research on store image, atmospherics,
and environmental psychology will be reviewed. Based on this review an
attempt will be made to reconcile the concepts of image and atmosphere. Also,
an attempt will be made to justify inclusion of "retail personalities" as an
exogenous variable in a C-E-V model of retail interactions.

Store Images
Unquestionably, a rich literature exists concerning formation of retail store
images (Weale 1961; Berry 1969; Singson 1975; Hirschman et al. 1978;
Hirschman 1981; Zimmer and Golden 1988). However, it appears that there is
no single definition common through this research theme. While a great
number of researchers have adapted a definition of "image" consistent with
Martineau’s (1958) idea of "personality," that is the way a store is defined in a
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consumers mind, other researchers have opted for an attitudinal perspective
(Doyle and Fenwick 1974), and still others have viewed image as a stimulus
reinforcement (Kunkel and Berry 1968; Berry 1989). Mazursky and Jacoby
(1976) provide a synthesis of previous definitions as follows. A store image is:
• A cognition and/or affect
•

Inferred

•

Based on ongoing perceptions and/or memory inputs attached
to some stimulus property

•

Representative of the personal significance of a stimulus

The redeeming quality of this synthesis is that it is broad enough to be
consistent with the majority of conceptualizations proposed previously.
Despite what seems to be a variance in opinion on a precise definition of
retail store image, one common theme is expressed by the majority of image
researchers. The idea is that image is a holistic construct based on a wide and
numerous variety of store properties. Oxenfeldt (1974) spoke of image as
being "...more than the sum of its parts ... [its parts being] a combination of
factual and emotional material" (p. 9). Dichter (1985) spoke of an image as "not
anchored in just objective data and details," but rather a "configuration of the
whole field of a subject" (p. 80). Thus, this dissertation adapts the conclusion of
May (1975) and others (Marks 1976; Oxenfeldt 1974; Zimmer and Golden
1988). An image is made up of multiple dimensions, which together form a
construct that is equal to far more than the sum of all its parts.
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"Whats in an Image?" That’s the question posed by Dichter (1985). A
review of the store image literature reveals that "what’s in an image" has often
depended on the objectives and research approach of the study.
Some of the earliest store image research focused on the congruency
between a store’s image and a consumer’s self-image. Weale (1961)
"stereotyped" store images based on consumer perceptions of the t\'pe of
patrons which could be found there. Thus, Weale (1961) was able to
demonstrate that image connotes "status," among other things, and that people
of high social standards tend to patronize stores with "positive" images.
Bellenger et al. (1976) used assertiveness and impulsiveness to operationalize
both store image and self-image. The correlation between store and self-image
was then used as a predictor in a multiple regression model. Bellenger et al.
(1976) concluded that this congruence was a far better predictor of store loyalty
than were demographic characteristics. In similar studies. Stern, Bush and Hair
(1977) demonstrated how congruency could be used to segment retail markets,
and Darden and Ashton (1975) matched store and consumer images in terms
of lifestyles. One point made clear by this research is that no store appears to
be all things to all people. In particular, certain segments of shoppers appear
to be attracted to certain types of stores, each having its own unique set of
characteristics.
Other studies offered conceptual attempts at determining which retailer
attributes contribute to patronage or image. Perhaps the first of these attempts
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was made by Fiske (1961). Fiske considered six store characteristics important
to image formation: convenience of location, merchandise assortment, price,
sales effort, post-sale service, and congeniality of the store. In another early
article illustrating how multiple-item semantic differentials could be used to
reveal determinant attributes, Kelly and Stephenson (1967) hypothesized the
following attributes as relating to patronage: general corporate characteristics,
"physical" characteristics, convenience of location, product assortment,
perceived prices, store personnel, advertising, and store reputation among
one’s peers.
Other authors (Burke and Berry 1974; May 1975; McDougall and Fry
1975; Cardozo 1975) have employed a variety of qualitative techniques ranging
from case analysis to psycholinguistics in an effort to determine what makes an
image. For the most part, these studies produced a list of store qualities which
differed little from each other or from previous attempts employing different
techniques.
In an effort to bring further consistency to the "meaning of image,"
Lindquist (1975) provides a synthesis of previous research aimed at developing
an exhaustive list of retailer qualities contributing to image perceptions. Based
on frequency of mention in previous studies, nine attributes were singled out as
important predictors of store image:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Merchandise
Service
Convenience
Physical Facilities
Clientele
Promotion
Store Atmosphere
Institutional Factors
Post-sale Satisfaction

Of these, merchandise, service, and convenience of location were said to be of
primary importance. In all, the first 15 years (1960-1975) of image research
appeared to produce a reasonably consistent list of image determinants. In
addition, these same store attributes continue to be listed as primary
determinants of store image (e.g.. Lush and Dunne 1990; Ghosh 1990; Mason
and Mayer 1990; Engel et al. 1990).
However, more recent research may point out some limitations of
studying retail images using only characteristics such as these. For example, in
a study in which subjects were allowed to freely explore a novel retail
environment, external environmental cues were found to be the most important
factor through which retail images are conveyed (Mazursky and Jacoby 1986).
Zimmer and Golden (1988) conducted a content analysis of unstructured
consumer comments obtained by asking them to describe various store
images. Perhaps the most interesting finding of this study is the pervasiveness
of purely affective responses. Of all categories formed in the content analysis,
those representing expressions of either positive or negative affect displayed the
highest frequencies of occurrence. Hence, the authors concluded; "affect is an
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integral part of image perceptions" (p. 287). This conclusion is further
supported by the work of Sherman and Smith (1986) which demonstrates a
relationship between subject mood and retail image perceptions.
The studies indicating the importance of affect in store image formations
point out a potential inadequacy in the inventory of image determinants
provided by early researchers. Although it might conceivably be argued that
store characteristics such as atmosphere and clientele are capable of capturing
affective or emotional dimensions of store image (Ghosh 1990), in actual
practice this is rarely the case. For example, items measuring store clientele
often involved purely cognitive responses concerning information on the number
of people present within an environment (McDougal and Fry 1975). Other times
it may involve items querying respondents with respect to the number of
acquaintances they saw when they visited a store (Kelly and Stephenson 1967).
Thus, the primary weakness of this inventory is its inability to capture
physiognomic or nonfunctional qualities of retail stores. If a store’s affective
content is an important factor forming store image perceptions, then much of
the research on store image may not be isomorphic with Martineau’s (1958)
original conception of retail "personality."
An Attitudinal Approach. Coinciding with the influx of expectancy value
models aimed at explaining product or brand attitudes (e.g., Bass and Talarzyk
1972; Cohen, Fishbein and Ahtola 1972; Ahtola 1975), store image researchers
began to adapt the same approach.

Since both brand attitudes and store
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images were often hypothesized as the result of attribute perceptions (Bagozzi
1982), it is easy to see why image researchers sometimes took similar
approaches. As mentioned in the first chapter, marketing’s inurement with an
expectancy value perspective closely coincided with what some researchers
have called the age of "man as computer" which ran rampant through the social
sciences during the 70s and early 80s (Batra 1986).
An application of an expectancy-value approach to modeling store image
perceptions is provided by James et al. (1976). In this study of list of six salient
attributes; price, assortment, personnel, atmosphere, service and quality; were
used to model consumer "appeal" for competing men’s clothiers. Each attribute
was scored on a 7-point scale measuring its "importance" and how well a store
"measured up" (belief) on a particular attribute. Each attribute’s importance and
beliefs scores were multiplied and summed to get an "attitude" toward each
store, or that store’s image. The derived store-belief indices showed modest
correlation (R = .51) with self-stated appeal scores. The authors concluded
that a multi-attribute approach provides a "powerful technique" for studying
store images with several advantages over other techniques. Likewise, other
researchers (e.g., Lessig 1973; Hirschman et al. 1978; Brinberg and Durand
1983; Lumpkin, Greenberg, and Goldstucker 1985) have operationalized store
image using some form of an expectancy value approach.
Doyle and Fenwick (1974) also adapt an attitudinal perspective of store
images. However, they criticize the use of Fishbein-type models in retailing
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research due to a lack of a suitable conceptual foundation. Instead the authors
opt for multidimensional sealing. By applying INDSCAL to store attitude
similarities, three dimensions were reoovered and used to desoribe image
peroeptions. These three dimensions, price, quality, and variety, were used to
develop a perceptual map of retail stores. Singson (1975), in a similar study,
was able to unoover two dimensions, price/quality, and width/depth of
assortment, with whioh to map various retailers.
While these studies undoubtedly provide useful information to both
aoademioians and practitioners (Sewal 1975), their degree of faithfulness to the
original oonception of store personality and their ability to oapture the "flavor" of
the retail experienoe are questionable (Zimmer and Golden 1988). Clearly
Martineau (1958) points out how a store’s sensational, or emotional, qualities
are at least equal in importanoe to their more oonorete or functional elements in
forming its personality. Yet many of the studies olaiming to adapt Martineau’s
oonoeptualization employ only a single measure of a store’s "aura" (James et al.
1976) or ignore these qualities all together (Doyle and Fenwiok 1974; Hirschman
et al. 1978; Singson 1975; Brinberg and Durand 1983; Maholtra 1983; Lumpkin
et al. 1985). Thus, just as the conceptual image research appeared to ignore
this factor, simply defining store image as an attitude appears unduly limiting.
Considering this inconsistency, it is not surprising that research under a
different guise has appeared which gives far greater consideration to these
neglected qualities. Store "atmosphere" is a more recent conceptualization
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arising directly from a need to consider a store’s physiognomic properties. At
times, the two concepts (atmosphere and image) appear indistinguishable. The
following section reviews the limited research available on store atmosphere
with the intent to help reconcile discrepancies in these two research streams.

Store Atmosphere
The paucity of basic marketing research specifically exploring store
"atmosphere" as a construct appears somewhat inexplicable considering the
prominence attributed to it by many retail practitioners (Ghosh 1990). Chain
Store Age (1988) recently distinguished two stores in particular for their
outstanding atmosphere. The North Face is a west coast specialty outdoor
store. Store decor at The North Face consists mainly of granite and flagstone
allowing customers’ adventures to begin before they ever leave the store. On
the opposite coast, Chestnut Hill, a specialty furniture store, set out to create an
"action-oriented" environment. Among other unique features, customers
entering Chestnut Hili are greeted by an espresso bar tended by vibrant
employees. Retailers such as these have clearly distinguished themselves by
intentionally constructing stores which elicit a particular aura, or set of feelings.
These store environments consist of a great deal more than simply building
materials. It is their atmosphere which allows them to express a great deal of
intangible, physiognomic and emotive properties which consumers are more
than willing to respond to (Kotler 1974). Additionally, if The North Star and
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Chestnut Hill’s sales are any Indication, atmosphere appears to be an important
strategic tool in attempts to gain competitive advantage.
The emphasis on emotion is what appears to distinguish the construct
atmosphere from that of store image. Perhaps nowhere is this made more
clear than in the seminal work of Kotler (1974). Kotler refers to atmospherics as
an effort to design "buying environments to produce specific emotional effects
in the buyer that enhance his purchase probability...in the extreme, stores like
Harrods" of London or Marshall Fields of Chicago are consumption palaces" (p.
50). Further, the atmosphere of a store is said to be capable of overwhelming
any product that might be involved in some specific purchase situation. Along
the same lines, a store’s atmosphere is spoken of as being able to create
nonutilitarian (hedonic) benefits which can stand on their own in creating a
sociopetal force.
Continuing on the same theme, Ghosh (1990) speaks of atmosphere as
influencing the overall value provided by retailers by creating "psychic utility."
The importance of atmosphere is also clearly pointed out; "[i]f the merchandise
is the heart of the retailer’s offer, the internal store environment is its soul" (p.
464). An important point emphasized in Ghosh’s conceptualization of the
concept retail atmosphere is its psychological treatment. "Retail atmosphere is
the psychological effect or feeling created by a store’s design, and its physical
surroundings" (p. 465). This definition clearly delineates the concept of
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atmosphere from the more tangible aspects of a retail environment (i.e. racks,
lights, bricks, formica, etc.) which may help create it.
In contrast, other authors (James et al. 1976; Engel et al. 1990) have
conceptualized atmosphere as a physical property possessed by stores.
"The physical properties of the retail environment, often referred to as
store atmospherics, are of particular interest to marketers for two
fundamental reasons. First, unlike many situational influences that are
beyond the marketer’s control, marketers have the ability to create the
retail environment. Secondly, this influence is brought to bear on
consumers at just the right place -- inside the store" (Engel et al. 1990, p.
210).
This presents, arguably, an overly objective view of a store’s atmosphere. It
deemphasizes the Importance of perceptions over reality; a point which is
particularly important when dealing with an environments cognitive, evaluative
and affective interpretations (Wapner 1987). However, it does clearly point out
that marketers can, to some extent, control how their store environments are
perceived. Often though, a retailer’s intended atmosphere, as created
physically, fails to equal a customer’s perceived atmosphere (Kotler 1974).
Still other authors (Mazursky and Jacoby 1986; Langrehr 1989; Lushe
and Dunne 1990), have failed to consistently discriminate between store image
and store atmosphere as separate constructs. Lushe and Dunne (1990) refer
to a retail building as projecting an "image," which appears somewhat
inconsistent to the position of the authors cited above. Similarly, Mazursky and
Jacoby (1986) speak of environmental cues as being the most important
determinant of a store’s "image" rather than its "atmosphere." Further, it is not
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surprising that the terms are sometimes used interchangeably when the list of
component’s comprising each are compared.
What makes up an atmosphere? For the most part, the list of physical
properties which have been linked to a store’s "image" would appear to
subsume those hypothesized as forming a store’s "atmosphere." Although
Kotler (1974) points out that any element related to a store which is capable of
being sensed can contribute to an atmosphere, other authors (e.g., Lushe and
Dunne 1990; Mason and Mayer 1990; Ghosh 1990) have narrowed down the
list by including only the most salient dimensions. Items typically mentioned by
these authors include:
Merchandise Assortment
Employees
Physical Facilities
Store Layout
Store Policies and Services
Promotions
Clientele
Density
Music
Upon observing this list, it becomes quickly apparent that is more than
suspiciously similar to the list above showing elements commonly used to
measure a store’s image. While the two constructs appear to overlap, the
number of common antecedents presents somewhat of a conceptual and
methodological difficulty.
Problems arise from the way in which previous image researchers have
often employed atmosphere as a predictor variable. Although a sharing of
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common antecedent variables does not preclude inclusion of atmosphere as a
predictor of a store's image, it does raise some interesting issues. For
example, the issue of colinearity among predictors would certainly arise
considering that store atmosphere’s determinants are also included as
predictors of a store’s image. If the two variables do share common
antecedents, and if atmosphere is truly a predictor of a store’s image, it would
seem that a multiequation system would be required for an accurate
representation to be had. This also would spawn issues concerning
atmosphere’s role as a mediating vis-a-vis a moderating variable. To this
researchers knowledge, no such conceptualization has appeared in the
literature, nor have there been any real attempts at establishing the discriminant
validity of the two constructs.
Although there are certainly many unsettled issues surrounding research
into a store’s atmosphere, what is clear is that some aspect(s) of retail
environments are capable of modifying a consumer’s behavior upon interacting
with it (Markin 1976; Durand 1980). For example. Smith and Curnow (1966)
and Milliman (1982) have each showed that background music in retail stores
did significantly affect patrons’ purchasing behavior. Specifically, Milliman
(1982) showed that the speed at which grocery store patrons shopped was
directiy related to the tempo of its background music. More interestingly, the
majority of store patrons were completely unaware that there was any music
playing in the store at all. But just what is it that leads to these changes in
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behavior. In general, these changes have been attributed to affective
responses to the environment (Gardner 1985). However, an empirical test of
this proposition did not take place until environmental psychology was adapted
to a study of store atmosphere.

Stores as Environments
A number of marketing scholars have investigated the impact of various
environments on behavior and decision processes (e.g., Bawa et al. 1989;
Bitner 1990; Cole and Gaeth 1990; Iyer 1989; Srikumar and Farley 1987).
Grossbart et al. (1975) points out the importance of studying environmental
perceptions calling them a necessary element in the study of consumer
behavior. Of all the possible marketing environments which could be studied,
perhaps none is more salient than the retail outlet. More specifically, retail
environments have been singled out as capable of inducing affective reactions
in consumers (Westbrook 1980) which c o u Ig potentially influence their behavior
(Mehrabian and Russell 1974).
The question of the ability of environments to induce various affective
reactions is not only a concern to marketers. Various researchers in
psychology have demonstrated that nonmarketing environments can induce
assorted affective and behavioral responses (McKechnie 1970; Mehrabian and
Russell 1974). Specifically, Russell and Pratt (1980) have developed scales to
measure the "affective quality" of places, and Mehrabian and Russell (1974)
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have developed scales to measure affective responses within an environment.
Studies such as these have shown that not only can affective responses to
environments be measured, but an individual’s response to a particular
environment is consistent upon subsequent interactions (Russell 1987). Given
these advances in the fledgling study of environmental psychology, it was only
a matter of time until they were adapted by interested retailing scholars.
Donovan and Rossiter (1982) were among the first marketing scholars to
apply an environmental psychology framework to the study of retail
environments. Their study specifically investigated effects attributed to store
atmosphere. The authors interpret atmosphere broadly, and speculate that it
exerts a stronger influence on consumer behavior than do measures of
intentions. Using scales developed by Mehrabian and Russell (1974), Donovan
and Rossiter (1982) demonstrated how three affective dimensions, pleasure,
arousal, and dominance, were evoked by retail environments. Further, they
demonstrated how these dimensions were related to shopping behavior.
However, in this general study, no account of individual differences among
either stores or consumers was investigated. This issue was left to future
research.
Anderson (1986a) has also employed the P-A-D paradigm (pleasure,
arousal, and dominance) to the study of retail environments. In this study,
student-subjects were instructed to visit a specific store in search of one of two
possible items. She concluded that pleasurable affective experiences were
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related to impulse purchases. However, her operationalization of "impulse"
purchase was somewhat questionable given the research approach used.
One clear implication of these and other applications of environmental
psychology is an emphasis on person-environment interactions (Holbrook 1986;
Little 1987) or transactions (Wapner 1987). Two interesting studies focusing on
person-environment interactions have investigated one particular aspect of a
retail environment - crowding. Langer and Saegert (1977) were able to show
that excessively crowded supermarkets generate a substantial amount of
negative affect, which in turn, affects task performance. Performance was
operationalized by instructing subjects to buy the most economical brands in a
number of product categories. Increased affect was associated with lower
performance as indicated by the inability to consistently purchase the most
economical choices. Similarly, Eroglu and Harrell (1986) introduce a model of
retail crowding in which affective density is posited to intervene between
environmental cues and subsequent consequences due to crowding. One main
conclusion from this study of person-environment interactions is that affect
experienced while within a retail environment can modify shopping intentions
and behavior.
While the number of studies of person-environment interactions in
marketing are limited, they do appear to have been fruitful. These studies have
demonstrated that (1) varying emotions are encountered by patrons of various
retailers, (2) these emotions are an important mediator of (3) intentions, and (4)
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behavior within those environments. Further, the ability of these studies to
account for emotional responses appears to make them well suited to the study
of physiognomic properties of retail environments, and is wholly consistent with
an "experiential" perspective of consumer behavior (Holbrook and Hirschman
1982). In addition, an environmental approach to the study of consumer
behavior may see broadened applications in the future. In particular, a
broadened interpretation of environments to include perceptions, or one’s
psychological environment, may provide an excellent framework for studying
consumer behavior. This perspective is wholly consistent with Kurt Lewin’s
(1936) concept of "life space" (Little 1987) and its impact on our behavior.

Summary and Conclusions
Obviously, previous research on store image, atmosphere, and personenvironment interactions in retail stores has produced a rich knowledge base.
Based on the review and critique above, several suppositions can be offered
and are listed below.
•

Stores can be distinguished based on consumers’ cognitive
representations.

•

The majority of previous research on store image has failed to
capture the affective content, or ’flavor,’ of retail environments.

•

Stores can be distinguished based on consumers’ affective
representations (atmosphere).

•

The discriminant validity of atmosphere and image as constructs
has not been established.
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•

Environmental psychology offers a useful perspective to
measuring the impact of affect on shopping behavior.

•

Environmental psychology offers a conceptual framework
especially suited for studying experiential and emotive elements of
consumer behavior.

In concluding this section on "Retail Personalities," a review of
Martineau’s (1958) original and well cited definition may prove insightful. "Retail
personality is the way in which a store is defined in a person’s mind, partly by
its functional qualities, and partly by the aura of its psychological attributes" (p.
47). Considering the literature cited above, it would seem plausible to argue
that the concept image nicely captures the contribution of a store’s functional
qualities to its personality, and that the concept atmosphere, particularly in light
of recent findings associated with environmental psychology, is capable of
capturing emotional effects associated with the aura emanating from its
psychological dimension. By accounting for a stores affective quality, as well as
its functional (tangible) correlates, a measure of retail personality more in
keeping with Martineau’s original conceptualization may be obtained.

SHOPPER PERSONALITIES
The study of shopper "personalities" has generally arisen from a failure of
standard personality measures developed in psychology to consistently account
for a significant amount of variation in consumer behavior (Darden and
Reynolds 1971). One outcome of this research stream has been numerous
shopper typologies exploiting a wide variety of dimensions as classification
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criteria. On the average, these typologies have proved reasonably successful in
accounting for variation in a number of patronage and consumer behaviors
(Lastovicka, Murry, and Joachimsthaler 1990). In large part the predictive and
explanatory success of these measures lies in their ability to bring context to the
situation at hand (Reynolds and Darden 1974). Similarly, other disciplines have
developed "context-specific personality" measures in an effort to develop
correlates superior to assessments of general personality traits (McKechnie
1974).
A rather substantial literature related to shopper personalities has
developed in the marketing literature. In general, it subsumes the various
headings of shopping orientations, lifestyles, and typology. This literature has
been thoroughly reviewed on a number of occasions (Westbrook and Black
1985; Langrehr 1989; Lane and Lindquist 1989). Perhaps the enduring qualities
of this research stream lies in marketing’s never ending search to develop
reasonable bases for segmentation grounded on some individual characteristic
unrelated to a specific product (Kassarjin 1971). Thus, it is safe to say that we
have yet to see the last typology of shopper personalities. The purpose of this
section is to briefly highlight research on shopping personalities (or orientations)
with an emphasis on literature relevant to a taxonomy of shoppers based on
emotional, experiential, or environmental responsiveness.
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General Shopper Typologies
The genesis of research into shopper typologies is generally credited to
Stone (1954).

Stone proposed four key shopper types based on a study of

female department store patrons aimed at uncovering ways in which shoppers
establish relationships with a larger community. (1) Economic shoppers were
characterized by a heightened sensitivity to both price and quality of a retailer’s
assortment. (2) Ethical shoppers were generally characterized by a willingness
to sacrifice price and quality, if need be, in an effort to patronize merchants
perceived of as having values and beliefs consistent with their own. (3)
Personalizing shoppers were described by their willingness to form relationships
with retail employees. (4) A final group of shoppers demonstrated a general
disdain for retailers and appeared to shop mainly out of necessity. This early
classification schema has appeared to survive the test of time, and, provided
the bases for various subsequent taxonomies.
Darden and Reynolds (1971) used psychographic sccles to
operationalize and refine Stone’s (1954) original typology. While this study
found substantial support for the four groups previously discussed, ethical
shoppers were described on an additional dimension relating to their orientation
toward local merchants versus chain stores. The resulting classification scheme
was shown to relate to product usage rates for a variety of personal hygiene
items ranging from shampoo to lipstick. Based on canonical correlation, the
authors concluded that shopping orientations were predictive of product usage
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variables. This study presented the first empirical attempt at validating shopping
orientations as a construct capable of explaining consumer behavior. Other
studies have adapted a similar perspective and produced somewhat more
detailed or specific lifestyle typologies (e.g., Darden and Ashton 1975; Moschis
1976; Darden and Howell 1987).
A great number of other typologies have been suggested in the
marketing literature. Among these are studies that delineate in-home from
traditional retail outlet patrons (Darian 1987), classify grocery shoppers based
on their relative levels of customer and service involvement (Williams, Painter,
and Nichols 1978), and a scale development piece suggesting a typology
based on purchase effort or involvement (Slama and Taschiani 1985). While
these studies have contributed a substantial knowledge base concerning
shopping personalities, of particular interest to this dissertation would be some
type of schema capable of segmenting consumers based on experiential or
hedonic patronage motivations.

Toward An Experiential Typology
Do consumers vary in their willingness to respond to an experiential or
hedonic dimension of shopping activity? As pointed out in chapter one,
Copeland (1923) long ago recognized emotional motivations as an important
factor behind a great deal of shopping. Half a century later, Edward Tauber
(1972) provided a classification of shopping motivations based on in-depth
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consumer interviews. Some of the "reasons" for shopping uncovered by
Tauber (1972) include diversion, sensory stimulation, role playing, self
gratification, and the pleasure of bargaining. This study clearly emphasized the
importance of experiential and emotional elements of shopping.
It is maintained that an understanding of shopping motives requires the
consideration of satisfaction which shopping activities provide, as well as
any utility obtained from merchandise that may be purchased (p. 46).
Recognizing the prominence of "nonrational" motivations for retail
interactions, a number of authors have identified shopper-types which might
plausibly be described as an experiential, or hedonic, shopper. In a conceptual
study predating Tauber’s (1972) work, Stephenson and Willet (1969) proposed
a typology including a class of shoppers best characterized as following a
compulsive or recreational shopping style. A more recent study characterized a
recreational shopper type as comprising of consumers with active lifestyles,
who respond to a pleasant atmosphere, and desire large arrays of high-quality
merchandise (Bellenger and Korgaonkar 1980). In addition, the authors point
out the importance of recreational shopping by stating that as much as 62% of
all purchases are spawned from recreational shopping. In explaining
recreational shopping, Bellenger and Korgaonkar (1980) point out that "retailers
have created a recreational experience which goes beyond the purchase of
goods" (p. 90).
Other authors have also pointed out the importance of nonfunctional, or
possibly hedonic, consumer motivations. In a motivation based shopper
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typology largely influenced by Tauber (1972), Westbrook and Black (1985)
revealed a shopper type consisting of consumers largely motivated by the
"activity" of shopping as opposed to the more functional aspect of product
acquisition. The authors conclude that this type appears to coincide with
Bellenger and Korgaonkar’s (1980) notion of a recreational shopper. These
shoppers were characterized by relatively high scores on such dimensions as:
sensory stimulation, affiliation, negotiation, and role-enactment.
Similarly, Venkatraman and Maclnnis (1985) have proposed a 4-group
typology of shoppers based on hedonic versus utilitarian motivations. "Hedonic
shoppers" are hypothesized as being primarily feelers who like to touch and feel
products while shopping. A closely related group is characterized as employing
high levels of sensory information in their searching activities. This group was
dubbed by the title, "experience seekers." The antithesis of this group was
labeled "experience avoiders." A fourth group, "cognitive consumers," are
hypothesized as employing relatively high levels of verbal information while
shopping. In sum, the authors conclude that two groups in particular, hedonic
and experience seekers, are seekers of experience and/or sensory gratification,
while other shoppers seek other means of gratification. However, this study
somewhat neglects the possibility that cognitive activities, such as ongoing
search, can often have hedonic motivations (Bloch, Sherrell, Ridgeway 1986).
Attaway (1989) has also proposed a motivation-based taxonomy of
shoppers based on the concepts of experiential, symbolic, and functional utility
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(Park, Jaworski, and Maclnnis 1986). In addition, Attaway (1989) developed
multiple item scales to measure the extent to which consumers are motivated
by each of the three utilities. Functional shoppers, in general, are characterized
by relatively high levels of agreement with instrumental orientations such as, "I
only go shopping if I need to buy something," or "My only reason to shop is to
purchase some specific item. In contrast, experiential shoppers show higher
levels of agreement with more congenial items such as, "I sometimes indulge
myself by spending a day at the mail," or "when the going gets tough, I go
shopping." The measures developed in the study were shown to relate to store
choice. Ghosh (1990) has similarly pointed out how numerous shoppers
receive "psychic utility" through the process of simple interaction with retail
environments.
Other studies have implicitly or explicitly proposed a taxonomy of
shoppers based on their openness to sensory stimulation. Grossbart et al.
(1975) have pointed out how consumers’ reactions to various environments
varies across individuals. More importantly, an interaction between a store’s
environmental characteristics and consumer predispositions is suggested as
having the greatest impact on behavior. In a later study, Grossbart et al. (1989)
suggest environmental dispositions (McKechnie 1970) as a possible alternative
in typing environmental responsiveness to consumers.
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Summary and Conclusions
The research on shopper personalities has provided a wide variety of
descriptions of various "types" of consumers. However, a close inspection of
each typology often reveals a great deal of similarity among the descriptions of
the groups which comprise them. For example, the ubiquitous "apathetic"
shopper (Westbrook and Black 1985) appears in all its various forms to be quite
the opposite of what later authors have described the experiential or hedonic
shopper. In all, several conclusions can be drawn which are particularly
relevant to this dissertation;
•

Consumers can be disaggregated into discrete types based on
their shopping personalities.

•

Consumers can be distinguished based on their relative degree of
experiential (congenial) and/or functional (instrumental)
motivations.

•

Consumers with experiential shopping personalities are more
responsive to environments providing potentially high levels of
sensory stimulation.

THE ROUE OF EMOTIONS IN CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
Introduction
A growing number of scholars have acknowledged the paucity of
consideration extended tc emotional, or affective, aspects of consumer behavior
(e.g., Olshavsky and Granbois 1979; Hirschman and Holbrook 1982; Ray and
Batra 1983; Batra and Ray 1984; Peterson and Sauber 1983; Ahtola 1985;
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Cacioppo, Losch, Tassinary and Petty 1986; Holman 1986; Edell and Burke
1987; Holbrook and Westwood 1989). The move of emotions toward epistemic
prominence is far from surprising as it appears to parallel a similar movements
in social psychology (Russell 1978), cognitive psychology (Bower and Cohen
1982); and sociology (Swanson 1983). The decade of the 80s produced few
topics which aroused as much sparked debate and controversy among social
scientists as did the role of emotion (affect) in explaining human behavior (e.g.,
Lazarus 1982; Tsai 1985; Zajonc and Markus 1985; Stuart, Shimp, and Engle
1987; Russell and Woudzia 1986).
A great deal of this controversy can be traced to a number of difficult,
and sometimes unresolved, issues surrounding the study of emotion. (1)
Primary among these issues is defining and discriminating between the myriad
of terms which fall under the emotive umbrella (Fehr and Russell 1984). (2) A
closely related issue concerns the interrelationship between cognition and
emotion; or to what extent are they related at all (Allen and Janiszewski 1989)?
(3) Perhaps the issue that has developed the most attention concerns the
measurement of experiential and/or emotive dimensions of behavior (Winton,
Putnam and Krauss 1984). Although controversies surrounding the study of
emotion appear to be relatively enduring, a great deal of insight can be gained
from the existing body of empirical and conceptual evidence. However, in
commenting on the difficulty surrounding these issues, Weiner (1982) concludes
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that it takes a "bent toward self-destruction" to study experiential states, and
recommends it for tenured faculty only.
In considering the difficulty surrounding these issues, just what is this
"unchristened," much less untenured, doctoral student doing studying emotion?
As was made clear in chapter one, emotions form the central tenet of a C-E-V,
or environmental psychologist, model of consumer behavior, or in this case a
more specific model of consumer-retailer interactions (Holbrook 1986). Thus,
the purpose of this section is to briefly review the literature dealing with
emotions as they apply to consumer behavior. More specifically, each of the
three issues introduced above will be discussed in more detail, concentrating
on how they might affect the study of emotions in retail environments. The
literature reviewed in this section may prove quite important as it indicates a
broadened role for applications of environmental psychology in consumer
behavior.

Affect, Emotions, Mood-States and Other Temperamental Descriptors
Three terms that are often used interchangeably in the consumer
behavior literature are affect, emotion, and mood. .Although it often becomes
clear that these terms do have many commonalities, the indiscretion with which
terms describing emotion and/or affect, and the wide range of phenomena
which they are used to describe, often proves to be a source of confusion
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(Cacioppo and Petty 1989). Of these three descriptors, affect appears most
often In the marketing and consumer research literature.
Affect. While many authors have stated that the role of affect In
consumer behavior has been neglected, there appears to be no shortage of
studies employing affect as a construct. The fact that many feel affect has been
neglected In no way stems from Its frequent use as a synonym for attitude
(Cacioppo et al. 1984). However, this view basically reflects a cognitive
orientation In keeping with computer-Ilke analogies of human information
processing (Batra 1986). Thus, It appears that affect as a construct has been
many things to many people.
The Introduction of the construct of affect In the marketing research
literature may well be the result of Osgood, SucI, and Tannenbaum’s (1957)
seminal work. These authors proposed affect as a primary basis for providing
meaning to objects, both physical and psychological. In addition, Osgood et al.
(1957) provide semantic differentials to measure affect consisting of bipolar
adjectives like good - bad, pleasing - annoying, favorable - unfavorable, etc.
This orientation captures the evaluative aspects of affect, and Is consistent with
the traditional tripartite (C-A-B) view of affect (Cacioppo and Petty 1989). The
majority of applications of affect in marketing and consumer research have
been under this guise of affect as a predisposition. Common applications have
often found affect employed In multiattribute studies of affect toward some act
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(Bagozzi 1982), or as a measurement of ad-based affect, or attitude toward an
ad (Mitchell and Olsen 1981).
However, an attitudinal operationalization of the construct affect is subject
to criticism as overly simplistic and narrow (Holbrook and Westvvood 1989).
Ahtola (1985) specifically points to the inability of traditional operationalizations
of affect to capture its hedonic, or nonutilitarian, aspects. As an alternative, a
multidimensional representation of affect is proposed which explicitly accounts
for a utilitarian and hedonic aspect, each of which is capable of directly
influencing behavior. This view seems quite consistent with Alderson’s (1957)
dichotomous view of behavior as consisting of either congenial (hedonic) or
instrumental (utilitarian) acts.
Also responding to what was perceived as an overly simplistic view of
affect, Batra (1986) has proposed a four-dimensional structure to account for
affect associated with exposure to advertisements. The four dimensions consist
of (1) SEVA (surgency, elation, vigor, or activation), (2) deactivation or
sensuousness, (3) social affection and tenderness, and (4) "sizzle" which
induces "appetitive" desires to purchase or consume. While affect is still seen
as a basis for preferences, Batra (1986) also points out how it can also promote
information processing (through SEVA) and trigger purchasing behavior.
The more complex views of affect allow it to be studied as a factor
relevant to a much wider range of phenomena than does an attitudinal
perspective. For example, affect has been hypothesized as an important
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peripheral element in information processing (Petty, Cacioppo, and Shaum
1983) distinguished from attitudes based on its relative transiency and
specificity. The authors suggest, for instance, how a pleasant luncheon
environment could make an argument more effective. Also, Westbrook (1980)
has noted the affective nature of satisfaction. In a later study, measures of
Izard’s 10 fundamental affects are used to predict postpurchase consumer
responses (Westbrook 1987). In doing so, affect is defined as a mental
phenomena characterized by conscious feeling states, accompanying both
emotions and moods. Also, Westbrook (1987) takes the stand that positive and
negative affect are separate dimensions, rather than bipolar ends of a single
continuum.
In sum, it appears that there are several inescapable facets surrounding
the construct of affect. Based on previous applications in marketing and
consumer research, affect appears to have an evaluative element, is
multidimensional, affects behavior directly, and is generally accompanied by
emotions and moods. The following section reviews the specific use of the
term "emotion" in consumer and marketing research.
Emotions. Specific references to "emotion" in the marketing literature are
found far less often than are applications of "affect." Although Copeland (1923)
mentioned emotion as a major motivation behind a large portion of consumer
behavior, its use as a descriptive term useful in explaining consumption is only
recently reemerging as authors begin to increasingly accept the notion that
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consumption Is often undertaken "in direct pursuit of fun, feelings, and
fantasies" (Holbrook and Hirschman 1982, p. 132). Distinguishing emotions
from affect however, has often proved difficult, or been deemed useless, and is
normally not attempted.
In a number of previous applications in consumer behavior, emotion has
been treated similarly to affect as a simple bipolar unidimensional construct
(Holbrook and Westwood 1989). Such a simplistic view seems inappropriate
considering the wide ranging nature of emotions and their importance as
primary motivators of consumer behavior (Grossbart et al. 1975) capable of
overriding any utilitarian concerns (Ahtola 1984; Hudson and Murray 1986).
Fonberg (1986) notes the motivational aspects of emotions by pointing out the
term’s latins origins. Spiritus movens, derived from emovere, literally means to
push or move.
Emotions are fuels for drives, for all motion, every performance, and any
behavioral a c t. . . [t]his hedonistically bidirectional feature of emotion
seems to be of great importance . . . In sum, emotions are the fuel for
drives (p. 302).
Not all attempts at studying emotion and its influence on consumer
behavior are subject to this criticism. The majority of these multifaceted studies
of emotion have adapted one of two theoretical perspectives. The studies have
either adapted a multidimensional perspective as developed in environmental
psychology (Mehrabian and Russell 1974), or, have measured a number of
emotions without making any ascriptions concerning the dimensionality of the
resulting emotional space or circumplex (Conte and Plutchik 1981; Izard 1977).
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As an example of the latter approach, Holbrook and Westwood (1989)
examined emotional responses of television commercial viewers. Using threeitem scales representing each of Plutchik’s (1980) eight basic emotions; (1)
acceptance, (2) fear, (3) surprise, (4) sadness, (5) disgust, (6) anger, (7)
anticipation, and (8) joy; a reasonable facsimile of the proposed circumplex was
uncovei’ed by plotting emotional vectors in commercial space using regression
scores. These findings basically support additional research indicating the
ability of Plutchik’s circumplex to measure emotions elicited from advertising
stimuli. This conceptualization assumes that any attempt to define dimensions
of emotion is arbitrary due to the circular arrangement of basic emotions within
emotion space.
In contrast, a greater number of studies involving emotions in consumer
research have adapted a conceptual development of emotion grounded mainly
in environmental psychology (Mehrabian and Russeli 1974). Rather than
assuming arbitrary axis as in a circumplex, this approach theorizes the
existence of three basic bipolar dimensions which can be used to define a
diversity of emotional reactions, including the range encompassed by Plutchik’s
eight basic emotions.
In an attempt to establish the convergent validity of these three
dimensions, Russell (1978) used a variety of techniques, including
multidimensional scaling and canonical correlation, to demonstrate the
relatedness of various authors (Bush 1972; Averill 1975) proposed emotional
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schemes and his own. Based on results of this study, Russell (1978) concludes
there is strong evidence of convergent validity for a three dimensional schema,
with the dimensions of pleasure and arousal being particularly ubiquitous. In
addition, support was found for a third dimension which defines emotions in
terms of their control, dominance, or potency. This third dimension, generally
referred to as dominance, is related to both pleasure and arousal.
This three dimensional perspective, pleasure, arousal, and dominance
(PAD), has been employed to study a number of varying consumption
situations. As previously discussed, Donovan and Rossiter (1982), as well as
Anderson (1986a), have employed "the PAD paradigm" in explaining a number
of approach-withdrawal behaviors in retail environments. This approach has
also been employed in a study of playful consumption involving subjects’
emotional responses based on interacting with a video game (Holbrook et al.
1984). Pleasure, Arousal, and Dominance were found to correlate with
subjects’ preferred cognitive style and format, as well as game performance.
Studies such as these provide empirical content to the research agenda
outlined in Holbrook and Hirschman (1982).
Havlena and Holbrook (1986) directly compare the ability of PAD
dimensions, versus Plutchik’s psychoevolutionary framework, to account for
emotions arising during consumption experiences. Multiple item semantic
differential scales representing PAD and 3-item scales representing each of the
eight basic emotions listed above were employed by two separate groups of
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judges in rating the emotionality of 149 consumption experience descriptions.
Each of the PAD dimensions achieved interjudge reliabilities exceeding .90 as
measured by Cronbach’s a. Based on these reliabilities, and PAD’s superiority
in reproducing the hypothesized structure of emotional space, the authors
conclude that the Mehrabian-Russell (1974) model (PAD) appears preferable to
Plutchik’s (1980) model in accounting for emotions arising from consumption
experiences.
A more recent study (Havlena, Holbrook, and Lehmann 1989) verifies
these findings. However, the linguistic nature of Plutchik’s (1980) eight basic
dimensions is noted, leading to a potential advantage when studying advertising
content. If so, researchers are faced with a trade-off in choosing an approach
for assessing emotions. This trade-off relates directly to the importance of
words over deeds given a marketing context. For advertising, words may often
be more important and thus, Plutchik’s (1980) conceptualization may be
superior. In contrast, deeds become more important in consumption
experiences, making PAD a superior conceptual basis for studying emotions.
As an aside, it is interesting to note that Havlena et al. (1989) recover
"dimensions" of the space defined by Piutchik’s eight basic emotions. These
"dimensions" show a suspicious amount of similarity to pleasure and arousal as
defined by Mehrabian and Russeli (1974).
The superiority of PAD in accounting for consumption related emotions
may be more than coincidental considering both its underpinnings in
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environmental psychology, and the environmental nature of emotions as pointed
out by numerous scholars (e.g., Ittleson 1973; Russell 1983; Brewin 1989). For
example, Lazarus (1975) points out how emotional activity arises from
evaluation and appraisal of "moment to moment encounters" with one’s
environment. Thus, emotions are seen as mediating relationships between a
person and an environment (Lazarus 1982; Holbrook and Batra 1987). Plutchik
(1983) also defines emotions as responses to an environment. Influenced
greatly by Darwin (1872), emotions are defined as appropriate responses to
unforseen events in the environment (Plutchik 1983). In large part, it is the
environmental nature of emotion which makes it so appropriate to serve a role
as a major mediator of behavior in a C-E-V model of consumer behavior
(Holbrook 1986).
The importance of emotion in explaining behavior emanating from
person-environment interactions is made even more clear when its motivational
aspects are considered. The cite to Fonberg (1986) above clearly points this
out. In addition, other authors have included motivation as an important
component of emotion (Grossbart et al. 1979; Izard 1977; Oatley and JohnsonLaird 1987; Brewin 1989; Anderson 1990). Again, emotion seems to be a
plausible candidate to fill the role of a major mediating construct useful in
explaining patronage and consumer behavior. Indeed, it may be the missing
mediator alluded to by Sheth (1983).
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Several points can be made to summarize this brief review of research
specifically dealing with "emotion." First, emotions do appear relevant for
studying consumption experiences. Second, environmental psychology
appears to provide an appropriate conceptualization of emotion when
considering consumption experiences. Third, emotions have both an
environmental and a motivational aspect. Each of these points provides
support for a C-E-V model, which is based on person-environment interactions,
in explaining patronage and consumer behavior.
Mood-States. The term "mood-states" has also been appeared in the
marketing literature. Belk (1975) has listed moods as an important situational
variable pervasive through many consumption phenomena. Distinguishing
mood-states from affect and emotion has sometimes proved difficult however.
The key to any differences may lie in "states" as it points out a temporal aspect
generally associated with the term "mood."
Gardner (1985) has provided a detaiied review of mood research as it
pertains to consumer behavior. She begins by defining mood as a subjectively
felt feeling state. Following this definition, a number of appropriate consumption
phenomena are hypothesized as being impacted by a consumer’s mood-state.
Among these are moods impact, as a conditioning effect, on service
encounters, and as a communication tool. Gardner (1985) concludes by calling
for more research on mood in four specific areas: (1) the effects of mood-states
on basic decisions like, when to shop, where to shop, and whether to shop
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alone or with others; (2) the mediation of behavior at point-of-purchase; (3)
comparisons of marketer induced moods with other moods; and (4) the
interaction of marketer environments with pre-existing mood states.
Peterson and Sauber (1983) have developed a parsimonious verbal
report scale to measure a person’s global mood-state. They define mood as a
state of mind, or feeling, associated with a temporary internal state within a
particular environment. They also adapt the perspective of mood as an
intervening variable capable of influencing predispositions, and thus, affecting
the probability of occurrence of various responses to situations. So one explicit
use of this scale would be to partial out potential bias due to significantly high
positive or negative mood-states.
A stream of research closely related to consumer behavior deals with the
effects of mood, or feeling-states, on helping behavior or charitability (e.g.,
Gaertner and Dovidioi 1977). Cialdini and Fultz (1990) report the results of a
"mega-analysis" of previous literature dealing with the impact of negative moodstates on helping behavior. Based on this studies results, they conclude that
negative moods do lead to a significant and nontrivial increase in helping
behavior (c.f. Carlson and Miller 1987). Isen (1987) also reviews evidence of
similar effects from subtle levels of increased positive feeling-states. Studies
such as these point out the relevance of moods to studies of decision
processes.
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To conduct studies such as these it often becomes necessary to
manipulate a subject’s mood-state. Hill and Ward (1989) have recently
investigated possible confounding effects due to mood manipulations. Using an
experimental design, subjects’ moods were manipulated by being told they had
won a certain game of chance {Mutant Robots from Outer Space). Half of the
subjects were told they won because they were "lucky," while the other half was
led to attribute their success to "skill." The results of the experiment revealed
improved moods in both groups of subjects. However, "lucky" subjects
experienced relatively lower levels of self-efficacy and an increased latency in
decision-making than did "skillful" subjects. This study not only is important to
mood-researchers, but also has obvious pragmatic implications as a sales tool.
These investigations provide support for the validity of mood-states as a
construct capable of impacting consumer behavior. However, as with studies
involving "affect" and "emotion," they usually fail to distinguish "mood-states" or
"feeling-states" as a separately identifiable construct. To try to bring this
literature together, a few additional sources need to be investigated.
Synthesis. Upon briefly reviewing literature pertaining "affect," "emotion,"
and "moods," several similarities become apparent. First, it appears that each
of these terms can be represented as a multidimensional phenomenon.
Second, moods and emotions are both seen as a result of a person interacting
within some environment. Third, each term has been operationalized in some
manner which has proved capable of impacting decision processes and
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behavior. Often this impact has been hypothesized as a mediating effect. It is
not surprising, based on their similarities, that a number of authors have
concluded that various "feeling" terms are virtually indistinguishable and can be
used interchangeably (Ray and Batra 1983; Izard 1977; Batra 1986; Holbrook
and Batra 1987; Burke and Edell 1989; Ellis 1990).
In noting that emotions are sometimes referred to as affects, Fehr and
Russell (1984) point out a difficulty in establishing definitions for emotion and
related terms. They conclude that a classical definition of emotion, and other
feeling-laden terms, appears unlikely. Rather, emotions are recognized based
on their prototypicality with what we perceive to be ideal cases of emotion.
However, if pressed, a fine distinction between affect, emotion, and mood
may be possible. Of the three, emotion appears to be the more encompassing
term, with affect and mood, or feeling-states, being particular types of emotion
(Batra 1986; Russell and Snodgrass 1987). To be more precise, affect has
been distinguished from emotion linguistically, as it refers to "emotion as
expressed in language" (Russell 1978, p. 1152), and by order of magnitude,
with affect being less intense than full blown emotions (Isen 1987). Further,
moods are distinguished from affect in that they are generally feelings not
directed toward any particular object (Russell and Snodgrass 1987). Russell
and Snodgrass (1987) also define an emotional episode as an emotive event
involving both an appraisal (affect) and a mood change.
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To summarize the literature with respect to distinctions between moods,
affects, and emotions, it appears that researchers using such terms
interchangeably have not committed a grave and unforgiving error. Rather, it
appears that the term "emotion" serves as a general term capable of amply
describing most relevant phenomena. Affect is a more appropriate term when
referring to linguistic descriptions of emotional expressions, and mood is most
precisely used to refer to a current internal feeling state which is presently
influencing behavior and decision-making. Thus, the sum of various
components makes up a central construct of emotion (Holbrook 1986).
This dissertation will adapt this perspective of emotion. That is, emotive
terms like "affect" and "emotion" can be used interchangeably. However, an
attempt will be made to use more precise terms when the situation seems to
merit such action, or to use the terms which were used in the literature cited.

Cognition and Emotion
A vigorous and sometimes emotional debate has arisen over the past
decade concerning the relatedness or independence of emotions and cognition.
During the early part of this debate a wave of consumer researchers adapted
the perspective of feelings formed without thinking, and carried the idea further
concluding that consumer decisions were often completely thoughtless
(Kassarjin 1978; Olshavsky and Granbois 1979). However, recent evidence
tends to be less supportive of this view. In any event, the relationship between
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cognition and emotion appears central to consumer behavior because it strikes
at the heart of issues surrounding consumer sovereignty.
Preferences Need No Inferences. This was the issue raised by Zajonc
(1980) in a well-cited and influential article which outlines evidence supporting
his Independence hypothesis. The idea that affect can be formed in the
complete absence of cognition is supported by evidence demonstrating an
attachment of affect toward some stimulus in the absence of its recognition.
For example, Zajonc and Markus (1982) report evidence of a mere exposure
effect for novel objects as innocuous as polygons, Chinese ideographs,
photographs of faces, and tonal patterns. The mere exposure effect, or
objective familiarity, is said to occur when subjects show increased liking for an
object to which they have previously been exposed despite showing no
recollection of having ever seen that particular object (Zajonc 1986).
Zajonc, Pietromonaco and Bargh (1982) also report neurological
evidence for an independence hypothesis based on the varying roles of each
hemisphere of the brain in processing cognitions versus affects. The lateralized
valence effect predicts that subjects will perform better on recognition
(cognitive) tasks when a visual shape is first presented to the right hemisphere,
but will prefer shapes first presented to the left side of a brain. The basic
premise of lateralized valence is that things processed on the left side of the
brian are evaluated more positively. However, each study cited by Zajonc et al.
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(1982) involved only visual stimuli, and therefore, they suffer from a potential
confounding factor.
Additional evidence supporting affective primacy was provided by Zajonc
(1986). Phenomenological biological evidence is provided by cases of emotions
induced through injections of certain drugs. In addition. Bower (1981) is cited
for demonstrating how hypnotic mood-states can influence evaluations of
various stimuli.
Various Replies. Zajonc’s work spawned a number of replies reasserting
a role for cognition in affective or emotional experiences. Lazarus (1982)
reacted to the independence hypothesis by announcing the rediscovery of a
recognition of emotions as a consequence of cognitions. Lazarus explains the
full range of emotional experience as a sequence proceeding from (1) thoughts,
to (2) action impulses, to (3) somatic disturbances. He criticizes Zajonc for
mistaking rationality with cognition. In addition, empirical evidence supporting
cognitive primacy is provided. For example, Lazarus (1982) points out how
subjects can react emotionally to a stimulus even if only a small part of it is
recognized. Additionally, Lazarus (1975) demonstrates how emotional disorders
can be cognitively controlled through self-regulation. A simple example would
be a compulsive buyer tearing up their credit cards. Later evidence also
supports cognitive treatment of emotional disorders (Brewin 1989).
Other authors appear critical of affective primacy or independence as
well. Weiner (1982) conceptualizes an attributional basis for affects and/or
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emotions involving a cognitive evaluation of a stimulus based on three
dimensions of causation: locus, stability, and control. Additionally, Tsai (1985)
replied to Zajonc and Markus (1982) by asserting that all affective reactions are
affected by some form of cognitive representation, even though that
representation may be unconscious.
Perhaps the most poignant retort of the independence hypothesis is
provided by Russell and Woudzia (1986). They begin by stating their belief that
cognitive appraisals are required for affective judgments to occur. Next, Zajonc
is criticized for failing to provide his conceptualization of affect, but as he
centered mostly on preferences, they assume affective judgments to be a more
precise term to describe Zajonc’s affect. They also extract both a broad (affect
nearly always independent) and a narrow (in at least one case there is
independence) version of the independence hypothesis, and provide empirical
evidence against a broad version. Russell and Woudzia (1986) also are critical
of a mere exposure effect on two grounds. First, it requires that a lack of
recognition is equivocal to a lack of memory. Empirical evidence demonstrating
subjects’ cued recall ability is cited which fails to substantiate this assumption
(Tulving 1974). Similarly, this conjecture could be refuted by demonstrating the
ability to retrieve information from sensory memory. Second, a mere exposure
effect ignores evidence demonstrating that people form prototypes for unfamiliar
stimuli which are elaborated to varying degrees. Thus, cognitive processes
other than familiarity and recognition can lead to affective judgments.
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More recent evidence has been provided demonstrating a cognitive basis
for the mere exposure effect. In an experiment involving Norwegian words as
stimuli, Allen and Janiszewski (1989) demonstrated that an effect due to mere
exposure depended upon subjects’ contingency awareness. Similarly, Anand et
al. (1988) show how affective evaluations in a mere exposure type experiment
can be mediated by levels of uncertainty associated with an objects recognition.
This study also provided evidence refuting a lateralized valence effect by
demonstrating enhanced preference of verbal versus nonverbal stimuli when
processed in an efficient manner (verbal to left hemisphere nonverbal to right
hemisphere).
While not directly retorting affective primacy or independence, Plutchik
(1980; 1983) also supports an important role for cognition in affect and
emotion’s formation. Plutchik (1983) argues that the first step in triggering an
emotion is recognition of a stimulus as related to one’s well being. This
cognitive activity is followed by an action impulse. Similarly stated, emotion
presupposes the existence of a cognition or evaluation and provides a basis for
learning through 8->R models (Plutchik 1980). This basis of learning is
consistent with an inductive model of cognitive activity as developed by Holland,
Holyoak, NIsbett, and Thagard (1986).
As time went along, and perhaps in response to criticisms like these, a
seemingly weak form of the independence hypothesis was adapted. Zajonc
and Markus (1985), In a reply to Tsai (1985) state, "we propose that there exist
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instances where affect Is independent of cognitive influences" (p. 363). Using
this form of their hypothesis, it would be necessary to show only one instance
of affective primacy to support the independence hypothesis. However, upon
close inspection, this proposition appears unfalsifiable because it would
impossible to test every instantiation of affect. Thus, the weight of evidence
appears to continue to support some relation between cognition and affect or
emotion.
Distinguishing Cognition and Emotion. Increasingly, distinguishing
between cognition and emotion (affect) is becoming difficult (Edell and Burke
1989). Kuhl (1986) describes how some cognitive psychologists now include
emotions as nodes in prepositional networks right along with other cognitive
representations. In other instances, authors fail to draw a distinction between
cognition and affect at all (Bower 1981; Mandler 1983). Kroonberg and Snyder
(1989), in an application of three-mode factor analysis, demonstrate how
subjects consistently use both affective and cognitive factors (pleasant,
complex, and interesting) to provide bases for problem solving. They conclude
that affect and cognition are inseparable, although distinct. In the future, more
applications involving emotion and affect as forms of information may be
observed.
To conclude this section on the cognition-affect debate, several points
can be summarized. First, it appears that a stronger conceptual and empirical
argument can be made supporting an important and primary role for cognition.
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or consciousness, In forming affective judgments and emotions. Second, it
would appear that emotion and cognition have many similarities. Their primary
difference would appear to lie in each’s relative latency and decay rate. Third,
and most important, thought is probably never completely free of feeling and
feeling is never completely free of thought (Lazarus 1982).

Measurement Issues
As mentioned earlier, emotion is multifaceted and difficult to define;
perhaps emotions are best thought of as fuzzy constructs (Russell 1983). One
rather obvious facet of emotion is that it consists of both physiological and
psychological components. Thus, any attempt to measure an emotion by virtue
of one component or the other would depend upon interrelationships between
physiological and psychological aspects.
The dual nature of affect has long been a source of debate (see Winton
et al. 1984). An interesting issue arising out of this debate is whether emotions
are the result or cause of visceral changes. The dominant point of view in the
previous century was that some internal state preceded any visceral indicants of
an emotion. However, James (1884) argued against this dominant view in what
has become known as the James-Lange theory. His point is that emotions
result from recognition of some affect-inducing stimulus. This recognition leads
to some visceral display, and apprehension or "feeling" of these bodily changes
is what we commonly know as an emotion. While the latter position, which is
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consistent with a cognition-affect view of emotion, has gained great popularity in
100 years, these issues stiii lie at the heart of debates over emotion’s
measurement.
Psychobiology. A division of brain functioning consisting of assignment
of affective functions to the right brain and cognitive functions to the left has
become increasingly popular (Ray and Batra 1983). While as more is learned
about psychobiology, such a division seems overly simplistic, a substantial body
of psychobiological evidence does indicate that the physiology and psychology
of emotion are inevitably intertwined.
A number of studies provide evidence of repression of certain emotions
due to lesions in certain parts of the brain. For example, the amygdala forms
hedonistic evaluations of information stored in the hippocampus. When the
amygdala is damaged, people recognize physical features of objects, but are
unable to place an hedonic value on it. Accordingly, it appears "the amygdala
is more involved in emotional regulation and in converting sensory inputs into
subjective feelings and directing behavior according to their hedonic value"
(Fonberg 1986, p. 324). Likewise, lesions of the amygdala can lead to
suppression of somatic and visceral displays, as well as autonomic processing
(Kaada 1972). On the other hand, the neocortex appears to provide a
capability to inhibit emotions (Fonberg 1984). As a consequence, a great deal
of "irrational" thinking has been associated with a disproportionate influence of
the amygdala over the neocortex.
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Leading directly from this research stream, are attempts to measure
emotions based on activation of various portions of the brain. For example,
Ekman, Davidson, and Friesen (1990) have recently demonstrated that smiles
associated with true positive emotion, or joy (Duchenne Smile), appear to be
associated with increased activation within the left anterior portion of the brain.
In contrast, forced smiles, or smiles associated with less positive emotions,
appear to produce relatively more activity in the right anterior region.
Studies such as these greatly encouraged attempts to measure emotion
physiologically. Kroeber-Riel (1979) provides an example of how arousal due to
a marketing stimulus can be measured by activation within the brain as
indicated electronically. He indicates that marketers are able to evoke
increased levels of phasic activation (temporary disturbances) which can lead to
increased energy expenditure in an attempt to process a single stimulus (like a
store window for example) (Kroeber-Riel 1980). in contrast, consumers’ level of
tonic activation (enduring) is determined by their general affective state.
Measurement alternatives such as these have lead some to criticize
attempts to account for consumer hedonism and emotion through verbal
methods (Hudson and Murray 1986). However, it is interesting to note that
cognitive activity has also been shown to have physiological correlates.
Jennings, Nebes, and Yovetich (1990) have demonstrated that increased heartrates, galvanic skin responses, and other visceral measures can all be
cognitively induced. Nonetheless, the majority of attempts at visceral measures
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have occurred in attempt to overcome problems associated with verbal
measures of emotion.
Somativisceral Measurements. A key advantage to psychobiological and
somativisceral measurements of emotion is that these types of responses
appear inescapable. Repressing a visceral display of joy, for example, is
extremely difficult. Thus, these physiological types of measures would appear
to have an advantage in objectivity over various introspective techniques.
Cacioppo et al. (1986) provide examples of this inescapability; for example,
when someone is asked about their favorite sports team they will quite often
respond with a smile.
The most common visceral measure of emotions employs evaluations of
facial expressions. Ekman, Friesen, and Tomkins (1971) have developed a
scoring technique (FAST) which allows judges to reliably code emotional
expressions of individuals as viewed on videotapes. Fast centers on various
visceral indicants of emotional categories as displayed in one of three facial
areas (top, middle, bottom). In the present study, three judges used FAST to
accurately predict the emotion displayed in 45 out of 51 faces. Izard (1977)
also provides similar instruction on gaging emotions through facial expressions.
More recently, the Emotional Measurement Service has employed facial
expressions as scale indicators to judge consumer responses to advertising
{Marketing News 1990).
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However, caution may need to be taken when using "modeled" rather
than actual facial expressions as representations of emotion. Ekman et al.
(1990) have demonstrated how electrically induced smiles, as well as other
artificial smiles, differ from true smiles. He provides additional evidence
indicating that true emotional expressions display subtle, but noticeable,
differences from their artificial counterparts.
Verbal Reports. It only stands to reason that self-reports of emotion
would be subject to criticism. The validity of self-report measures of emotion
suffer from problems due to language limitations, a possibility of deception, and
difficulties dealing with parallel experiences of numerous emotions (Plutchik
1983). Considering these problems, does any justification exist for using verbal
self-report measures of emotive states and experiences?
A number of studies provide evidence concerning the convergence of
multiple methods of emotional measurement. The weight of the evidence
concerning verbal reports indicates that they do show substantial concomitance
with psychobiological and somativisceral indicants of emotion (Ekman et al.
1971; Mehrabian 1977; Gaertner and Dovidioi 1977). Lazarus (1968) has
previously studied the effectiveness of arousal manipulations and demonstrated
that polygraph (GSR) measures correlated significantly with subjective reports of
arousal. Ekman et al. (1990) has also demonstrated that left anterior brain
activity, as measured with alpha power, is associated with smiles indicative of
true positive emotions, and subject self-reports of joy.
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Clearly, in the best of all worlds measures of emotions would include
multiple measures including each type discussed above. However, the weight
of empirical evidence does tend to support self-report measures of emotions
(Brewin 1989). At best, they correspond directly with visceral changes which
accompany emotions, and at worst, they are "rough indices" of true emotions
(Plutchik 1980).
It would also be remiss not to mention some relative advantages of
verbal self-reports. For example, although psychobiological and somativisceral
measures are difficult to argue with from an objective viewpoint, they do suffer
from several inherent disadvantages. Specificaily, they are often obtrusive,
expensive, and are not sufficiently developed to be indicative of any particular
affective category (with the possible exception of facial expressions). In
contrast, self-reports are relatively unobtrusive, inexpensive, and do provide
evidence of specific categories of emotional experience.

Thus, until many of

the shortcomings of physiological measures are overcome, verbal reports
provide a suitable alternative in studying emotions (Ray and Batra 1983).

Summary and Conclusions
The amount of energy devoted to the study of emotions in consumer
behavior is currently increasing in attempt to make up for past neglect.
However, many basic issues concerning emotions remain unresolved. Based
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on this brief review of emotion research, a few suppositions can be made which
are relevant to this research.
•

Emotion is an all encompassing term which can generally serve as
a synonym for affect and mood.

•

Emotion, and its linguistic counterpart, perform an evaluative
function.

•

Emotions are evoked as the result of person-environment
interactions. Thus, it appears obvious that retail outlets can affect
emotions.

•

Emotions resulting from person-environment interactions can be
described along three basic dimensions (PAD).

•

Emotions are a mediating variable, intervening between awareness
of an environment and subsequent actions.

•

An environmental psychology approach, like PAD, provides a
suitable conceptualization of emotion as they pertain to consumer
behavior.

•

Emotions have a motivational component.

•

Some cognitive activity generally precedes an emotion.

•

Emotions can be measured verbally through self-reports.

The following section pursues possible effects of emotion on
approach/avoidance behaviors and decision making in a consumption
environment.
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THE IMPACT OF EMOTION ON CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
introduction
The mediating role of emotions in a C-E-V model of person-retailer
interactions, as well as the numerous cites supporting a mediating role for
emotions mentioned above, clearly lead to hypotheses regarding behavioral
effects of emotional experiences. An accounting of emotional effects on
consumer behavior may improve the overall explanatory power of consumer
behavior theory relative to the disappointing overall disappointing results of past
applications largely influenced by a rational man concept (Peterson, Albaum,
and Beltramini 1985). Thus, if emotions are capable of guiding other aspects of
human behavior (Costa and McCrae 1988), it should be expected that they
would influence consumer behavior as well.
Considering that emotions result from environmental interactions, and we
constantly transact within our environments (Little 1987), there is no shortage of
opportunities for our behavior to be affected by them (Russell and Snodgrass
1987). Previous research has dealt with these effects in a number of different
areas. Oatley and Johnson-Laird (1987) for example, have demonstrated how
emotions are used to amplify motivations; that is, to select a dominant
motivation, if so, this appears consistent with recent work in action control
theory providing evidence of emotion’s role in mediating the relationship
between behavioral intentions and actual behavior (Kendzierski 1990). Kuhl
(1985) has posited individual differences in behavior with respect to the efficacy
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of emotions in interfering with intentions. Another example is provided by
emotion’s impact on memory. Ellis (1990) has demonstrated increased difficulty
in retrieving information from memory among subjects who have had their
moods depressed through manipulation. An explanation offered for this result
has to do with reduced capacity to invoke a full range of retrieval strategies due
to a depressed state. Two other areas of interest in emotion research deal with
arousal’s effect on performance (Anderson 1990) and the impact of mood on
helping behavior (Gaertner and Dovidioi 1977).
While these cites merely scratch the surface of research dealing with
behavioral effects of emotion, each of these areas would seem related to some
aspect of consumer behavior or theory in consumer behavior. Thus, it does
appear that a mediating role of emotion in consumer behavior, as hypothesized
by Holbrook (1986), is tenable. The following section deals with related
research in more detail, with a special emphasis on emotional effects on
behavior as they relate to consumer decision making and behavior.

Emotion's Impact on Consumer Decision Processes
Consumer decision processes inherently involve evaluations of various
marketing stimuli. One clear effect of emotions on behavior deals with a bias of
stimulus evaluation created by emotional states. "In other words, when we are
feeling good we tend to behave in a more positive fashion and to perceive the
world more favorably than would otherwise be the case" (Clark 1982, p. 264).
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Isen et al. (1978) has demonstrated how subtle changes in mood-states can
influence product evaluations. Not only does this bias exist for present
evaluations, but evidence of mood-congruent retrieval cues exists which
indicates Increased retrievability of information encoded during a mood-state
concurrent with the one presently being experienced (Clark 1982). Bower and
Cohen (1982) have provided a mechanism for these effects in a network theory
of affect. This theory assumes that emotional nodes exist in semantic networks,
making affect capable of triggering propositions which can lead to retrieval of
associated information. Grunert (1982) has previously discussed associative
networks and their application to consumer behavior.
Cacioppo and Petty (1989) also recognize emotion’s possible effects on
information processing and attitude change. They list affect as a peripheral cue
which can be effectively used by marketers in an attitude change strategy (Petty
et al. 1983).

Scott, Klein, and Bryant (1990) have demonstrated how a

humorous advertisement can influence patronage behavior. Additionally, this
view appears consistent with recent evidence demonstrating how affect arising
from experiencing an unanticipated favorable event can lead to product
evaluations based on attributions of the experience (event) itself rather than on
merits (attributes) of the product (Howard and Barry 1990). A similar argument
may explain the persuasiveness of perceived bargains (Schindler 1989) or what
Thaler (1985) refers to as transaction utility.
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Further evidence illustrates how everyday emotions can influence
problem solving strategies (Isen, Means, Patrick, and Nowicki 1982). In a study
involving an automobile purchase task, subjects in good moods appear to use
more simplified and faster decision strategies. That is, subjects in reiativeiy
good moods used a smaller number of car attributes with which to soive this
problem, and they tended to reach a decision significantly faster than did
subjects whose mood had not been manipulated. Interestingly, both groups of
subjects tended to reach similar decisions as indicated by their choice of car.
In a further analysis of this data (Isen and Daubman 1984), it is suggested that
rather than using some more complicated decision process, subjects employed
an "elimination by aspects" strategy. Other empirical evidence has been
reported demonstrating how subtle levels of pleasurable emotion can impact
sociability and receptiveness (Isen 1989), perceived risk and subjective
expected utiiity (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Isen, Nygren, and Ashby 1988),
categorization (Isen and Daubman 1984), functional fixedness, and
cooperativeness in negotiations (Isen 1987).
Thus, if emotions impact decision processes, they should also exhibit
some direct influence on purchasing behavior as weli. Weinberg and Gottwald
(1982), in a field experiment involving university souvenirs, suggest that
"impulse" purchasers are more "emotionalized" than nonpurchasers. Anderson
(1986a) has also hypothesized a linkage between emotional state and impulse
purchases. Her study showed that subjects reporting reiativeiy high levels of
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pleasure in a retail environment were more likely to purchase a product they
had been instructed to seek out. Other authors have also indicated that
impulse purchases can result from fun and/or pleasure associated with
browsing behavior among product enthusiasts (Bloch et al. 1986) or from
"smart shopper feelings" (Schindler 1989).
It is not surprising that emotions would be linked to impulse purchasing.
Personality traits such as rythamalia (high levels of positive emotions) have
been shown to be indicative of impulsive behavior (Dickman 1990). A
consequence of impulsive behavior, including purchasing behavior, is that it is
often done with little regard for possible consequences (Gerbing, Ahadi, and
Patton 1987). Rook (1987) speaks of impulse buying as hedonically complex,
extraordinary, exciting, and places a consumer in what may appear to be an
"out-of-control" state. When impulsive purchasing gets out of hand, as with
other behaviors partaken of in excess, it can contribute to problems with
compulsive consumption (O’Guinn and Faber 1989). A clear problem with
compulsive behavior is that it provides a pleasurable and rewarding experience
to its participants (Kyrch 1989). Further, Faber and O’Guinn (1989) suggest as
many as 5.9 percent of all shoppers are at risk of becoming a compulsive
buyer. This problem has spawned a number of calls for research into the
environmental correlates of impulsive or compulsive buying (Rook 1987; Faber
and O’Guinn 1989; O’Guinn and Faber 1989).
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One result of the research on compulsive and impulsive buying is that
functional product needs are not the only needs capable of being satiated
through shopping and purchasing. Among possible nonutilitarian needs is what
has been referred to as the "fundamental instinctive impulse" (James 1884;
Whisner 1989). That is, people are motivated to maintain positive internal
feeling states. This is also consistent with Bandura’s (1983) regulatory model of
social learning. Analogously, a motivation to maintain, or obtain, positive affect
lies at the heart of the cliche, "when the going gets tough, the tough go
shopping." Perhaps it is also relevant to obligatory purchase behavior in an
attempt to avoid dissonance which could otherwise occur.
In any event, it appears that emotion does influence consumer problem
solving and purchasing behavior, and thus, should be explicitly considered by
formal theories of consumer and patronage behavior. Isen (1987) puts forth a
similar suggestion for all types of problem solving and information processing
models. "[M]odels of cognition must include affect and must do so in a realistic
way that accounts for the wide range effects that feelings have been found to
have" (p. 204). The following section deals more specifically with emotional
impacts on various approach/avoidance behaviors.

Emotion and Approach/Avoidance in Retail Environments
Models of person-environment interactions, by their very nature, show
similarity to basic S-O-R models of the past (Mehrabian and Russell 1974).
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Person-envii onment behavior models though, like a C-E-V model of retail
interactions, provide for a fuller range of explanations than do basic behaviorist
models of conditioning effects (Wapner 1987). Notwithstanding, basic
approach/avoidance behaviors do remain an endogenous measure worthy of
being studied.
The effect of feelings on approach/avoidance (A/A) behaviors is not
surprising when the functional aspects of emotion (Plutchik 1983; Izard 1982),
as well as each primary emotion’s basic autonomic pattern is considered
(Ekman 1984). Recently a psychobiological explanation of emotion’s impact on
A/A has been provided (Davidson, Ekman, Saron, Senulis, and Friesen 1990).
In a study involving the effects of pieasurable versus depressing emotionalstates, brain wave activity from the left frontal and anterior portion correiated
with approach tendencies and self-reports of happiness, whiie activity in the
right anterior region correlated with avoidance responses and self-reports of
disgust.
A number of studies have indicated how the link between affect and A/A
is relevant to the study of retail environments. Meoii and Feinberg (1989), using
Byrne’s (1976) interpersonal judgment paradigm, has shown how oonsumers
may be attracted to malls in much the same way as they approach people to
whom they are most attracted. In many ways, this work points out the A/A
underpinnings of basic gravity models of retail patronage (Reilly 1929).
Grossbart et al. (1979) acknowledge the fact that feelings impact patronage
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tendencies, but also point out how a store’s personality can evoke emotions
which influence A/A behavior within a retail environment as well. Donovan and
Rossiter (1982) have specifically studied this phenomenon and shown
correlations between pleasure and various environmental responses such as
willingness to stay, desire to explore, and willingness to communicate with
others. Moderate to moderately high levels of arousal were also related to A/A.
Eroglu and Harrell (1986), in a study of retail crowding, have demonstrated the
ability of store induced affect to control consumer's willingness to stay and
explore a given retail environment. Also, Flicker and Speer (1990) have recently
equated shopper a/a responses with behavioral intentions.

Summary and Conclusions
This short section on the effect of emotions on consumers has attempted
to demonstrate the need for an explicit account of emotions in explaining
various aspects of consumer behavior. In sum, several findings are particularly
interesting:
•

Mood-states can bias evaluations of stimuli within one’s present
environment.

•

Current mood-states can bias future stimulus evaluations.

•

Positive affect tends to create faster and more creative decision
making and problem solving.

•

High levels of emotions are associated with impulse and
unplanned purchases.
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®

Consumers tend to approach retail environments with which they
associate positive feelings and would tend to avoid those with
which they associate negative feelings.

•

Positive emotions lead to increased approach tendencies within a
retail environment, and negative emotions lead to increased
avoidance tendencies.

PERSON-RETAILER INTERACTIONS AND SHOPPING VALUE
A Broadened View of Value
Marketers have long searched for a suitable definition of value. For the
most part, researchers have adapted an economic orientation of value as it
arises through some price-quality relationship (e.g., Curry and Riesz 1988).
Defining value in terms of dollars and cents, however, presents a relatively
narrow view of all the various utilities and satisfactions which can be obtained
through interacting with various environments. In particular, an economic
definition seems inappropriate for a C-E-V model of person-retailer interactions.
The search for an alternative to an economic construction of value has
been a topic of concern for quite some time (see de Rivera 1989). A number of
early authors related emotion directly to value. William James (1902) suggested
that emotions impart value; Brentano (1889) claimed that emotions constitute
value; and Scheler (1916) points out how emotions disclose value. Thus, a
psychological perspective of value portrays an intimate connection between it
and emotion allowing for a focus on experiences rather than particular objects
(Holbrook and Corfman 1984; Palys and Little 1983; de Rivera 1989).
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A psychological perspective of value is adapted by Holbrook (1986); "
[tjhus, emotion and value intermingle closely in the C-E-V framework" (p. 32).
Value is seen as arising from some interaction between a person and an object,
pertaining "not to an object itself but rather to the consumption experience
resulting from its use (extrinsic value) or appreciation (intrinsic value)" (p. 32).
Thus, from an experiential perspective, value can arise in the absence of a
transaction involving economic wealth or money so long as some hedonic
response is evoked (Hirschman and Holbrook 1982).
In addition, this perspective of value does not require the assumption of
an economic rational man. Bloch and Bruce (1984) in an investigation of
product enthusiasts adapt an hedonic viewpoint of consumption activities:
The experiential perspective on consumption focuses on the pleasure or
hedonic response consumers obtain . . . [and] is closely allied to the
work on leisure experience. Consumers are not seen as rational
problem solvers, but as pleasure seekers (p. 199).
Simply put, valuable activities are ones that give us pleasure (de Rivera 1989).
A number of additional considerations demonstrate further how an
experiential approach to consumer value is appropriate for a study of personretailer interactions. Ghosh (1990) has pointed out that successful retailers are
those which are capable of "exaggerating the value equation" in some manner,
through their ability to provide either functional or psychic utility. With the focus
on retail interactions as activities, representing behaviors which occupy time
(Alderson 1957), the value of a particular retail visit will depend on how satisfied
patrons are with the time they have invested in that visit (Darden and Dorsch
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1990). In addition, considering the increasing paucity of time available for
shopping, retailers are increasingly interested in making their patrons’ time more
valuable or satisfying (Lindquist and Lane 1989). One method of providing a
more satisfying experience is to decrease the number of consumers who view
retail interactions as a task rather than a leisure activity.
An obvious question arising from this discussion concerns what it means
to experience fun, satisfaction, or leisure. Linger and Kernan (1983) have
addressed this question by enumerating some requirements of subjectively
defined leisure; that is, how well was one’s spare time spent. They list six,
sometimes closely related, dimensions of a subjective definition of leisure time:
intrinsic satisfaction, perceived freedom, involvement, arousal, mastery, and
spontaneity. Above ail though, a leisure experience should offer pleasure and
gratification. These dimensions may prove useful in attempts to assess
consumer satisfaction with shopping activities. Although such an evaluation of
value has seldom been operationalized in the marketing and consumer behavior
literature, it could go a long way in explicitly recognizing the emotional
component of consumer satisfaction (Westbrook 1980).

A Dichotomy of Shopping Vaiues
As referred to above, Holbrook (1986) mentions both an extrinsic and an
intrinsic dimension of value. This dual aspect of value, or satisfaction, appears
to be well understood. Westbrook (1981) hypothesizes both a product-related
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(extrinsic) and an in-store experiential (intrinsic) element of satisfaction with
retailers. This view also parallels Alderson’s (1957) dichotomy of consumer
behaviors as either instrumental or congenial. Thus, consumers can gain
satisfaction through behavior perceived as a means to an end, or through
behavior seen as an end in itself. Likewise, psychologists have recognized how
some behaviors produce intrinsic rewards and others extrinsic rewards (Deci,
Betley, Kahle, Abrams, and Porac 1981). In sum, a shopper’s evaluation of a
retail interactions might result from either functional satisfactions which produce
extrinsic rewards, and/or hedonic satisfactions producing intrinsic rewards.
The functional aspects of shopping have received the most attention and
are fairly well understood. Functional values result from obtaining goods or
services in an effort to meet actual state needs (Engel et al. 1990). That is, a
need is filled through acquisition of functional utility resulting from a product
itself. Functional value can also be obtained through acquisition of information
or knowledge to be used in some future purchase. In large part this could be
the result of a situationally involved consumer collecting information out of
necessity rather than recreation (Bloch and Richins 1983a). In some ways,
functional activities can be viewed as investments in future pleasure or
experiences.
In contrast, hedonic aspects of shopping value have received less
attention. However, some researchers have implicitly recognized that
consumers want more than just goods and information. They want to be
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entertained (Bellenger et al. 1976). Kotler (1974) points out a how satisfaction
can be obtained through "consumption" of emotions encountered while
interacting with consumption palaces like Marshall Field’s and Macy’s. Clearly,
shoppers obtaining value from retailers in this fashion view time spent with
retailers as something other than a task (Eroglu and Harrell 1986).
A number of authors have pointed out how hedonic (congenial or
intrinsic) value may be obtained by consumers. Bloch and Richins (1983b)
have indicated that browsing is often performed without purchase intentions,
and in this form has the potential to increase personal self-esteem. Similarly,
intrinsic value has been related to increased feelings of competence and selfdetermination (Deci et al. 1981). Maclnnis and Price (1987) list affect arising
from vicarious consumption as a source of satisfaction among consumers.
Vicarious consumption, arising from fantasy and imagery, allows a consumer to
enjoy some product benefits in the absence of purchase or the ability to
purchase. Intrinsic value can also be obtained through social contacts with
other shoppers and retail employees (Darden and Reynolds 1971; Westbrook
and Black 1985) as well as through simple approach/avoidance behaviors
(Mandler 1982). In other instances, shopping and/or browsing is capable of
relieving tension, allowing patrons to forget their troubles during this time.
Freedom from tension is an important element of elation (Isen 1987). In sum,
retail environments, even in the absence of a purchase, afford consumers
numerous opportunities to acquire intrinsic value (Markin et al. 1976).
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In other instances, purchases can be made which provide intrinsic value. In
these instances, the product acquisitions are not what they may appear to be.
Impulse purchases are often the result of some need to purchase (Rook 1987). In
addition, Faber and O’Guinn (1989) have indicated that compulsive shoppers gain
intrinsic value from their purchases. A less malicious form of intrinsic value results
from purchases by product enthusiasts (Bloch and Bruce 1984). In many instances
these items are acquired not for their functional qualities, but rather as an
enhancement to a consumer’s self-concept (Belk 1987). Similarly, value can be
provided from a product’s transaction utility or perceptions of "smart shopper
feelings" (Schindler 1989). An important point to make at this point is in many
instances a purchase or store-visit can provide both functional and hedonic value.

Summary and Conclusions
An experiential or hedonic perspective of consumer value appears especially
appropriate to a study of person-environment, or consumer-retailer interactions. It
allows for a number of key insights;
•

Emotions can result in perceptions of value.

•

Value results from person-object experiences or activities.

•

There exist both a functional and hedonic element to consumer
evaluations of value resulting from time spent interacting with retaiiers.

•

Functional or utilitarian value can result from purchases or information
acquisition.

•

Hedonic value can result from A/A, feelings, browsing, or nonfunctional
purchasing.
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SYNOPSIS AND HYPOTHESES
The literature reviewed provides a foundation for adapting a
consciousness-emotion-value (C-E-V) model of consumer behavior to a retail
setting. As this conceptual basis is rooted in environmental psychology
(Holbrook 1986; Lazarus 1982), it becomes a suitable vehicle for studying
consumer behavior in the absence of any assumption of an economic rational
man. The model recognizes that people constantly interact, in some conscious
way, with an environment (real or imagined), in the case of shopping, this
means interacting with some retail environment. People have emotional
reactions to environments, and these emotions are capable of influencing
subsequent activities, behaviors, and satisfactions. By attempting to account
for emotion-based phenomena, this model of consumer-retailer interactions
allows for an explicit recognition of congenial behaviors in a retail context.

Construct Summary
To adapt this model to a retail context requires a specific
operationalization of each component of the model introduced in Figure 1. As
exogenous constructs, individual differences among consumers and interstore
differences are accounted for. These constructs serve as drivers for a number
of subsequent emotional, motivational, and behavioral consequences.
One clear factor emerging from previous research into retail personalities
is that stores are much more than mere innate objects. Rather, stores, like
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other environments, have an "affective quality" (Russell and Pratt 1980) which
are posited as being explained along two basic bipolar dimensions; excitinggloomy and relaxing-distressing. While no previous researcher has employed
this construct in the study of a retail store’s physiognomic properties, various
others have expressed a similar belief by referring to a store’s: "emotional
material" (Oxenfeldt 1974), "psychological aura" (Martineau 1958), "flavor"
(Zimmer and Golden 1988), or most commonly, as a psychological effect
arising from its "atmosphere" (Kotler 1974). A store’s "affective quality" is
important to the study of retail-consumer encounters because it allows for an
account of interstore differences with respect to their ability to impact
consumers’ subsequent emotional and behavioral responses. In conjunction
with an assessment of individual differences among perceptions of a store’s
more functional qualities (e.g., size, location, etc.), as often expressed as
comprising a store’s image, a store profile can be obtained which accounts for
both its practical and affective qualities. These factors contribute to several
hypotheses to be enumerated below.
Like store personality, an individual’s personality will also influence
reactions to an environment (Russell and Snodgrass 1987). More specifically,
numerous previous attempts at typing shoppers have produced a variety of
useful context-specific personality measures (Darden and Reynolds 1971). Of
these various typologies, a recent attempt at distinguishing shoppers based on
their relative amounts of experiential versus functional shopping motivations has
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proved quite encompassing (Attaway 1989). As a second element of a
consumer’s Individual personality, shopping process Involvement, or how
personally relevant shopping as an activity Is to a consumer, may also account
for consumer shopping dispositions (Slama and Taschlan 1985). Empirical
evidence has shown Involvement to be linked with emotional and motivational
responsiveness of consumers (Laurent and Kapferer 1985). Hence, a
consumer’s experiential or functional shopping tendencies, as well as their
relative amounts of shopping relevance, should Influence their reactions to a
retail environment.
The literature review paid a great deal of attention to consumer emotion
and its role as a mediator between an environment and a person’s subsequent
reactions (e.g., Lazarus 1982). With specific context to the model to be tested,
an extensive amount of evidence was presented demonstrating that consumer
emotions could be accounted for using self-reports of three basic dimensions:
pleasure, arousal, and domination (e.g., Russell 1978; Holbrook et al. 1984;
Havlena et al. 1986; 1989). Thus, emotional reactions to a retail environment
can be assessed along these three related dimensions.
These emotions are expected to alter a consumer’s approach/avoidance
(a/a) tendencies within a retail environment. In a similar manner, Mehrabian
and Russell (1974) have operationalized a/a tendencies in terms of a persons
willingness to spend time in a place, associate with others in that place, and
willingness to explore an environment. Donovan and Rossiter (1982) have
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adapted this operationalization in a study of store-induced emotions by adding
an additional element ~ willingness to spend money in a place. Each of these
studies has provided evidence for a single a/a factor which can be used to
account for a majority of variance in these measures.
The final construct in the model accounts for a consumer’s personal
assessment of the value acquired from a retail encounter. Value is expected to
be derived either from utilitarian (in an economic sense) or hedonic behavior.
This reflects Alderson’s (1957) idea that consumption activities can address
needs either through instrumental (utilitarian) or congenial (hedonic) means.
Thus, personal shopping value can be obtained either through material or
informational acquisitions, or based on a hedonically rewarding experience
which may or may not involve a purchase.

Research Hypotheses
The C-E-V model of consumer-retailer encounters implies a number of
specific hypotheses (see Figure 2.1). Each link and node in the model are
included based on previous empirical and conceptual evidence as presented
throughout this chapter. A more specific list of various hypotheses to be tested
in this dissertation, and a brief review of its conceptual support follows.
Hypothesis 1. The first hypothesis concerns the impact of shopper
personality on emotions encountered during a retail encounter. Clearly, some
consumers perceive trips to a store as nothing more than a task; a function that
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must be carried out to sustain their current state in life (Engel et al. 1990).
However, a large portion of consumer are motivated by the multifaceted nature
of shopping and visit stores in pursuit of pleasure and sensory gratification in
addition to any functional benefits which might be obtained (Tauber 1972;
Bellenger and Korgaonkar 1980; Hirschman and Holbrook 1982). In addition,
experiential consumers’ cognitive orientation may allow them to be more
receptive to environmentally induced emotions than would other consumers
(Grossbart et al. 1979; Costa and McCrae 1988). Therefore, experiential
shoppers are expected to perceive the retail environment as more pleasurable,
and to gain higher levels of sensory stimulation from it, than are functional
shoppers. Or, as implied by the model:
H1a: Experiential motivation is positively related to pleasure and arousal.
The effects of individual difference characteristics on the third feeling
dimension (domination) are less clear. Previous conceptual evidence appears
to be mixed with respect to the effect of shopping motivations on domination.
For example, "nontask" (experiential) shoppers have been hypothesized as
being affected more by environmental conditions in retail stores than are "task"
(functional) shoppers (Eroglu and Machleit 1990). If so, it would be expected
that these shoppers would experience lower levels of control (domination) over
the environment. In contrast, "experience seekers" (Venkatraman and Maclnnis
1985) are generally more comfortable or at home in a retail envionment than are
other shoppers (Stephenson and Willet 1969; Bellanger and Stanton 1976). If
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SO,

they are likely to feel more free or experience higher levels of domination

than would shoppers with low levels of experiential motivations. Thus, rather
than offering a specific hypothesis, this relationship will be examined in the
context of the model to provide empirical evidence as to which of these effects
may be more pronounced.
Similarly, how personally relevant shopping as an activity is to a
consumer will impact their responsiveness to retail environments. Specifically,
high levels of involvement have been hypothesized as creating increased
arousal (Holbrook and Hirschman 1982) and personal pleasure (Laurent and
Kapferer 1985). Further, shoppers with high levels of involvement have been
noted as having a greater sense of purpose or control while shopping and less
influenced by environmental conditions (Williams et al. 1978; Eroglu and Harrell
1986). Thus, high involvement is likely to lead to high feelings of domination.
This evidence leads to the following premise:
H1b: Consumer shopping process involvement is positively related to
pleasure, arousal, and domination.
Hypothesis 2. Differences among environments are expected to
influence consumer emotions depending upon their affective quality (Ittleson
1973; Kotler 1974; Gardner 1985; Ghosh 1990). As discussed above, a store’s
affective quality can be appraised in terms of its relative level of exciting-gloomy
and relaxing-distressing qualities. Assessing the potential for a store
environment to influence emotions in this manner parallels Holbrook and Batra’s
(1987) assessment of an ad’s affective content. Similarly, the range of emotions
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evoked by consumers can be accounted for using PAD. In general, an exciting
(gloomy) retail environment is expected to lead to increased (decreased)
consumer perceptions of pleasure and arousal while within a store, leading to
the following hypothesis:
H2a: A store’s exciting-gloomy quality is positively related to consumer
experiences of pleasure and arousal while within that environment.
In other instances, a distressing environment has been associated with
perceptions of increased arousal and a loss of control among consumers
(Smith and Curnow 1966) Eroglu and Harris 1986). Therefore:
H2b: A store’s relaxing-distressing quality is negatively related to
consumer experiences of arousal.
H2c: A store’s relaxing-distressing quality is positively related to
domination while within that environment.
Taking a more traditional orientation, previous patronage models suggest that a
consumer’s functional attribute beliefs about a store are capable of directly
affecting shopping behavior. This effect is similar to the direct effect of
perceived store image (defined traditionally as a cognitive measure) on
patronage behavior hypothesized by previous authors (Mazursky and Jacoby
1986; Monroe and Giultinan 1975). If so some direct influence could be exerted
on a/a tendencies.
H2d: Perceived functional quality is directly related to a/a.
Hypothesis 3. As posited by Holbrook (1986), emotions are expected to
mediate relationships between a person and their environment. In reviewing the
literature, this view is clearly supported (e.g., Ekman 1971; Izard 1977; Plutchik
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1980; Lazarus 1982). Consequently, emotions encountered while In a retail
store are expected to influence consumers’ shopping behavior. One manner in
which these effects can be captured is along the retail a/a characteristics
mentioned above. More specifically, pleasurable emotions have been shown
psychobiologically to be associated with approach tendencies (Davidson et al.
1990) leading to the following hypothesis.
H3a: Consumer pleasure experienced while within a retail environment
is positively related to a/a.
Additional evidence also indicates that arousal is associated with a/a. For
example, increased phasic activation within the brain, which is an indicant of
arousal (Anderson 1990), has been associated with attentiveness to a market
stimuli (Kroeber-Riel 1979). Thus, with respect to the model:
H3b: Arousal is positively related to a/a.
Forming a similar hypothesis for the effects of domination is difficult due to a
lack of previous evidence. However, Mehrabian and Russell (1974) suggest
that there is a preference to remain in an environment over which one has
control. Therefore, similar to the effects of pleasure and arousal on shopping
behavior.
H3c: Dominance is positively related to a/a.
In addition to a/a accounts of shopping behavior, each of these relationships
would also be expected to hold using behavioral observations rather than selfreports. Thus, a similar structure is expected to hold using behavioral
observations of behavior in place of self-reported a/a.
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Hypothesis 4. The final result of a C-E-V model is an account of the
personal value obtained from interacting with an environment. Was the
experience worth while or not? Interacting with a retailer is posited as providing
value through either intrinsic (experiential or hedonic) or extrinsic (utilitarian)
satisfactions. One result of this perspective is that "[t]he value of a thing is the
amount of happiness it produces" (Russeli and Snodgrass 1987). More
specifically a hedonic perspective equates consumer value with the amount of
pleasure obtained (Bloch and Bruce 1984). Thus,
H4a: Consumer perceptions of pleasure in a retail environment are
positively related to hedonic value.
Likewise, arousal has been associated with evaluations of the worth of leisure
activities (Unger et al. 1983).
H4b: Consumer arousal perceived while within a retail environment are
positively related to hedonic value.
An additional requirement of a valuable activity is perceived freedom (Unger et
al. 1983). If consumers feel as though they are being controlied they are not
likely to obtain personal value from that experience. Thus,
H4c: Consumer domination of an environment is positively related to
hedonic value.
Additionally, the shopping activities represented by a/a are also capable of
directly creating a rewarding experience for the consumer (Darden and Dorsch
1990). In terms of the model this effect can be expressed in the form of the
following hypothesis.
H4d: Consumer a/a is positively related to hedonic value.
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In contrast, utilitarian value is more likely to be obtained through task
facilitation in terms of material acquisitions. Although pleasure is expected to
create hedonic satisfaction, it has also been shown to be associated with
increased efficiency in completing various tasks (e.g., Isen 1987). Thus, in a
similar manner the following hypothesis is offered.
H4e: Consumer perceptions of pleasure are positively related to
utilitarian value.
However, high levels of arousal have been shown to decrease task
performance in a shopping context (e.g.. Langer and Saegart 1977), leading to
the following hypothesis.
H4f:

Consumer perceptions of arousal are negatively related to
utilitarian value.

With respect to a/a, while a certain amount of approach tendencies are
required to complete a shopping task, an increased number may be indicative
of an unsuccessful attempt to obtain the desired product or information. While
these additional behaviors have the potential to create hedonic value, they may
Interfere with accomplishing some utilitarian task.

With respect to the model,

the following hypothesis is offered.
H4g: Consumer a/a is negatively related to utilitarian value.
The effects of domination on utilitarian value are unclear. In some instances a
controlling retail environment could lead to a more efficient acquisition of goods
and/or information. On the other hand, it may lead a consumer to make a
choice which does not closely fit their utilitarian needs. These two opposing
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relationships may serve to confound any findings with regard to domination.
Thus, no specific hypothesis is offered with respect to this effect. However, a
direct effect from a store’s perceived functional characteristics and consumer
satisfaction with a retailer has been shown (Westbrook 1981). That is, a store’s
functional quality can lead to increased ease in completing a shopping task. Or
as represented in the model:
H4h: The functional quality of a store is directly, and positively related to
utilitarian value.
The following chapter describes the research methods of a study designed to
examine these research hypotheses.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODS

The research questions examined in this dissertation were raised and
explicated in chapters one and two. To examine these issues and address the
research hypotheses, a study was designed which accounts for interstore
differences, individual differnces in shopper predispositions, consumer emotions
experienced during a retail visit, their approach/avoidance behavior, and their
assessment of perceived value arising from a particular retail visit. Chapter
three describes the research methods adapted in this dissertation. Specifically,
each of the following will be discussed: (1) operationalization of the constructs
involved in a C-E-V model of retail interactions, (2) the study design, including a
description of the sampling frame to be employed, and (3) a prospective
approach to data analysis.

MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS
This section describes how each construct will be operationalized in the
subsequent study. Each construct’s conceptual underpinnings and
measurement history has been discussed in detail in chapter two. Where
possible, measurement devices used in previous studies are adapted. Where
no such previous measures are appropriate, new scales are developed. The
first section describes a preliminary study designed to measure the affective
quality of stores included in the dissertation study. The remaining sections
112
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describe measurement devices administered to dissertation shopping
respondents as described in the data collection section of this chapter.

A Preliminary Study of a Retaii Environment’s Affective Quality
Measuring Objective Affective Content. As discussed in chapter two, a
measure of retail personality should consider a store’s affective quality or
content. Previous measures of store "personality" have concentrated on
assessing consumer perceptions of functional aspects and may not completely
represent Martineau’s (1958) original dual conceptualization, or recent research
indicating the importance of affect in creating a retail gestalt or image (Zimmer
and Golden 1988).

In an effort to account for this shortcoming, this

dissertation concentrates on a store’s affective quality or content.
Russell and Pratt (1980) have developed a measure of a place’s
"affective quality." An extensive scale development process resulted in 40
affective descriptors of places representing an hypothesized structure capable
of being summarized along two bipolar dimensions (exciting-gloomy and
relaxing-distressing). Factor scores derived from these scales were employed
in assessing the affective content of a wide range of places such as a nightclub,
a wilderness area, an airport bathroom, an elevator, and a nude beach. These
scales were shown to exhibit high leveis of internal consistency as indicated by
coefficient a (Cronbach 1951).
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Subsequent studies have employed these scales successfully in
assessing the affective quality of a wide range of environments (Russell and
Snodgrass 1987). Considering the past success of these measures, this 40item measurement device is employed in an effort to account for interstore
differences in affective content, or their emotional "aura" as discussed by
Martineau (1958) and Kotler (1974).
Accounting for the affective content of stores allows a more direct study
of interstore differences among their physiognomic properties. As such, it could
be an important environmental variable in a C-E-V model of consumer-retail
activities. This approach parallels the work of Holbrook and Batra (1987) in
studying emotional aspects of television advertising. In this study, a group of
"judges" were employed to describe the affective content of a number of
television commercials using terms relevant to advertising. These ratings were
factor analyzed and the resulting factor scores were used as input to models
predicting (1) the type and level of emotions among subsequent respondents
exposed to the commercials, (2) their attitude toward the ad, and (3) attitude
toward the brand. Holbrook and Batra (1987) reported modest levels of
interjudge reliabilities (a = .50) for the assessment of an advertisement’s
affective content.
Preliminary Study. To ascertain the appropriateness of Russell and
Pratt’s (1980) measures to the study of retail environments, a preliminary study
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was designed and Implemented. This preliminary study employed both
unstructured and structured techniques as follows.
As an initial analysis, a convenience sample of 47 consumers selected
from the university community (both students and nonstudents included)
responded to a number of open-ended queries including free-associations and
thematic apperception tests (TAT). One of the questions queried respondents
with respect to their favorite store to visit. Directly following, respondents were
asked to list six "feelings" which describe their favorite retail store, and six more
describing their least favorite store (ex. "Walmart is

"). The thematic

apperception test pictured a consumer leaving one of a number of retail stores
like those to be examined further in this dissertation. Respondents were
provided with six blanks with which to fill in the way the consumer pictured felt.
The affective terms recovered in this unstructured manner indicated a great deal
of overlap with the items used by Russell and Pratt (1980) providing evidence of
the appropriateness of these measures for applications to retail environments.
From this analysis, a survey instrument resulted which is intended to
provide a way of discriminating each of the ten stores based on their respective
affective content. A group of 198 respondents, or "judges," was asked to
describe a number of familiar stores in the Baton Rouge area using Russell and
Pratt’s (1980) measures. Respondents were asked to the complete the self
administered survey instrument at the request of student interviewers. Each
student was instructed to obtain five completed surveys from a variety of Baton
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Rouge area consumers in return for course credit. Respondents obtained in
this fashion are expected to be similar demographically to those used in the
main dissertation study. Each "judge" was asked to respond using an 8-point
agreement scale (1 = strongly disagree, 8 = strongly agree) based on how well
each of the affective terms described one the nine stores included in the study.
The stores included in the study were indicated as being patronized most often
in pretests employing various groups of consumers from the university
community. Each judge rated only one store and was randomly assigned to
that store. If a judge was unfamiliar with a store, they were asked to rate a
store with which they were familiar.
Results. Responses to the forty affective adjectives were submitted to a
factor analysis rotated using procedure promax which allows for correlated
dimensions. In view of the interrelatedness of each affective category, an
oblique rotation appears most appropriate (Russell and Pratt 1980; Conte and
Plutchik 1981; Holbrook and Westwood 1989). Although in previous research
two bipolar dimensions were recovered, the eigenstructure of the factor solution
strongly suggests a three-factor solution, accounting for 61.8 percent of the
total sample variation (versus 47.9 percent for a 2-factor solution).
Table 3-1 contains factor loadings of each variable on each component.
Based on the factor loadings, dimensions one appears representative of stores
having exciting and pleasant (E/P) affective qualities; dimension two is indicative
of stores having relaxing and sleepy (R/S) affective qualities; and dimension
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three appears to be representative of store’s rated as being unpleasant and/or
distressing (U/D). These findings are roughly consistent with those of Russell
and Pratt (1980) with one major exception. The extra dimension recovered is
indicative of separate, although related, dimensions of positive and negative
affective qualities rather than bipolar dimensions as recovered by Russell and
Pratt (1980). This would be consistent with Westbrook’s (1987) supposition that
positive and negative affective factors represent distinct dimensions. Likewise,
other researchers have found empirical affective inventories to vary situationally
with respect to their bipolar or unipolar nature (Diener and Emmons 1985;
Jones and lacobucci 1989; Edell and Burke 1988). Thus, it appears the
affective quality of retail environments is best represented using three factors.
In sum, retail affective quality space appears to be well represented by
three dimensions: exciting/pleasant (E/P), relaxing/sleepy (R/S), and
unpleasant/distressing (U/D). The Cronbach a coefficient of reliability for each
dimension indicates high levels of internal consistency (.93, .88, and .86
respectively). Table 3-2 shows the intercorrelations between factors.
Based on these three dimensions, each store’s affective content can be
summarized by their average score on each factor. Table 3-3 shows each
store’s standardized factor score on each dimension averaged over each
"judge’s" rating of that store. Following Holbrook and Batra (1987), the
interjudge reliability of each store’s rating is given as indicated by coefficient a.
However, the average interjudge reliability reported by Holbrook and Batra for
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television commercials (.50) is improved upon to some extent (.77) in studying a
store’s affective content. The consistency of ratings, by store across judges
along these three dimensions, as indicated by the interjudge reliabilities,
suggests that stores can be objectively assessed using adjectives representing
a place’s affective quality.
In addition, a multivariate analysis of variance using stores as a class
variable predicting affective quality is highly significant (F = 9.40; p < .0001). In
addition, each univariate analysis of variance model, one for each affective
quality dimension, is significant as well (see Table 3-3). These results are
indicative of a significant degree of variance in affective quality across different
retail stores. Further, it appears that affective qualities are somewhat unique to
each particular store.
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Table 3-1
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF AFFECTIVE QUALITY ITEMS

Variable LabeF

E/p3

Exciting
Exhiiarating
Interesting
Sensational
Stimulating
Arousing
Alive
Beautiful
Nice
Pleasant
Pleasing
Pretty
Forceful
Active
Boring
Dull

.75
.82
.72
.79
.87
.74
.57
.78
.76
.83
.85
.81
.59
.50
-.54
-.63

Tranquil
Serene
Peaceful
Restful
Calm
Idle
Inactive
Slow
Lazy
Monotonous

Loadinas:’
R/S

Item-total R

.50

.75
.75
.68
.70
.77
.75
.65
.66
.59
.66
.74
.64
.40
.54
-.61
-.64

.81
.81
.77
.81
.73
.64
.63
.64
.58
.56

.66
.62
.53
.63
.61
.65
.65
.65
.63
.51

Tense
Hectic
Panicky
Rushed
Frenzied
Uncomfortable
Unpleasant
Repulsive
Intense
Scale Reliability (a)

U/D

.79
.74
.79
.67
.78
.58
.55
.51
.58
.93

.88

.71
.60
.70
.54
.62
.63
.55
.46
.44

.86

’ Factor loadings with magnitude less than .5 are omitted.
^ Five items from the Russeil and Pratt (1980) Inventory failed to achieve a loading of .5 or higher
on a factor and were dropped from further analyses (displeasing, drowsy, unstimulating,
dissatisfied, dreary).
^ Scales formed with items achieving the highest factor loading only.
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Table 3-2
INTERFACTOR CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
AFFECTIVE QUALITY DIMENSIONS
E /P

R /S

Exciting/Pleasant (E/P)

1.00

Relaxing/Sleepy (R/S)

-.50

1.00

Unpleasant/Distressing (U/D)

-.05

-.29

U /D

1.00
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The mean scores reported in Table 3-3 profile the variability in affective
quality across different stores averaged across "judges." For example, Dillard’s
(.68), Maison Blanche (.61), and The Limited (.75) are rated as high in terms of
their relative level of E/P quality, while Sears (-.81) and K-mart (-.62) are rated as
having quite low levels of E/P. On the second affective quality factor (R/S),
Sears (.64), Penney’s (.50) and Dillard’s (.49) appear most appropriately
described with terms indicative of R/S qualities, while these same terms appear
inappropriate in describing Walmart (-.80) or Sam’s (-.53). Variability on the third
factor (U/D) is illustrated by high levels of U/D attributed to K-mart (.29), Walmart
(.47) and Sam’s (.39) as compared to Mervyn’s (-.32) or J.C. Penney’s (-.49).
Differences in affective content as indicated by mean levels such as these can be
expected to influence consumers’ emotional and behavioral responses to retail
environments (Holbrook and Batra 1987). Thus, these measures appear
appropriate to employ as an assessment of each store’s objective affective aura,
or physiognomic properties and will be used as input into the C-E-V model tested
in this dissertation.
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Table 3-3
STANDARDIZED RETAIL AFFECTIVE QUALITY SCORES BY STORE

Store

n

Dillard’s
J.C. Penney
K-Mart
Limited
Maison Blanche
Sears
Mervyn’s
Sam’s
Walmart

22
23
15
16
26
20
18
20
24

E /P
Mean
.68
-.50
-.62
.75
.61
-.82
-.21
.01
-.12

Average Interjudge Reliability
Univariate F’
p less than;

a

.95
.85
.74
.95
.91
.85
.87
.84
.96

R/S
Mean
.49
.50
-.21
-.44
-.16
.64
.15
-.53
-.80

.73
.82
.51
.58
.71
.57
.77
.66
.70

U /D
Mean

a

-.19
-.49
.29
-.23
.08
-.03
-.32
.39
.47

.84
.70
.79
.70
.93
.53
.78
.66
.80

.67

.88
7.43
.0001

a

6.90
.0001

.75
3.62
.001

’ The F statistics represent the portion of variance among the affective quality vectors
explained by using the stores as levels in analysis of variance. The multivariate F is also highly
significant (F = 9.40; p < .0001).
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Functional Quality
Having used the construct "affective quality" to ascertain a store’s
emotional aura, some evaluation of a store’s functional attributes should be
included as well to obtain a fuller account of retail personality. James et al.
(1976) have developed a measurement instrument to assess consumer
perceptions of how well a store "measures up" on each of six functional store
attributes comprising the larger part of a retailer’s marketing mix (Ghosh 1990).
Using this instrument, each store included in the survey can be evaluated in
terms of subject perceptions of functional quality. Each dissertation subject was
asked to evaluate their assigned store on each of these six attributes,
merchandise assortment, personnel, store layout, quality, service, and price. A
seven-point scale (1 ="well below average" to 7 = "well above average") was
used to measure consumer perceptions of each store’s functional quality.
Thus, stores scoring well are expected to facilitate shopping task performance.

Shopper Motivations
In the corresponding section of chapter two previous research was
presented which indicates that shopper’s differ in terms of their shopping
predispositions. Of recent interest is the ability to distinguish shoppers based
on experiential versus functional motivations. It is in this fashion that this
component of shopper personality is operationalized in this dissertation.
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Attaway (1989) has developed a battery of 69 items aimed at measuring
a consumer’s predisposition toward functional, experiential, or symbolic
shopping motivations. These items were derived from previous research
(Darden and Reynolds 1971; Westbrook and Black 1985) and focus group
interviews. Using confirmatory factor analysis, empirical evidence of the
reliability and convergent and discriminant validity of the scales, subscales, and
individual items where applicable, is provided (Attaway 1989).
A subset of these items, specifically pertaining to experiential versus
functional shopping motivations, will be employed in this dissertation. In all, 27
items were selected as potential scale items to be used in discriminating
experiential (nonutilitarian) from nonexperiential (utilitarian or functional)
shoppers. An effort was made to select the items which best represented each
of subscale comprising the overall experiential and functional scales. A pretest
of these items was conducted using responses from 42 members of the
university community. Subjects were asked to respond to each of the 27 items
on a 6-point Likert scale. A factor analysis of these responses indicated that a
single bipolar factor could be defined based on high positive variable loadings
for experiential items and high negative loadings for functional items. The result
is a 10-item scale with characteristics as shown in Table 3-5 and a Cronbach a
coefficient of reliability of .89. Given the results of this pretest, as well as the
success of previous applications of these measures, this scale was employed in
the dissertation.
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Table 3-4
PRETEST SCALE CHARACTERISTICS: SHOPPING MOTIVATIONS

Item
1. When the going gets tough, the
tough go shopping.
2. Shopping helps me forget my problems.
3. Shopping is an experience.
4. Shopping Is a way to experience new and
different things to keep life from
becoming boring.
5. Going shopping does not make me feel
better when 1 am depressed.
6.1 often give myself a treat by going
shopping.
7.1 only go shopping if 1 need to buy
something.
8.1 like to explore stores while
shopping.
9. Shopping is not a pleasurable
experience to me.
10.1 am satisfied when 1 can find what
1 need in a store in the least
amount of time.

Factor
Loading

Item-Total
Correlation

.84
.83
.76

.78
.76
.68

.67

.57

-.76

-.67

.67

.58

-.63

-.54

.61

.52

-.74

-.66

-.58

-.50
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Shopping Process Involvement
Slama and Taschian (1985) have developed a measure of how personally
relevant shopping is to consumers. An extensive scale development process
has yielded a multi-item unidimensional scale of shopping process involvement.
Subjects are asked to respond based on their levels of agreement to items
such as, "I have little or no interest in shopping," and "Sales don’t excite me."
The scale has shown high levels of reliability (.93) and validity as demonstrated
using a multitrait-multimethod analysis. In addition, the scale has been shown
to relate to a number of consumer demographic measures. Given the past
success of this scale in measuring shopping involvement, it will be adapted to
account for this element of a shopper’s personality, in accordance with Slama
and Taschian (1985), subjects will be asked to respond to each scale item on a
six-point agreement scale.

Emotion
The measurement of emotions has been a source of controversy for quite
some time. These issues are discussed in some detail in the previous chapter.
Based on a review of this literature, it was concluded that emotion could be
measured verbally, although in the best of all worlds multiple measures would
be employed.
Mehrabian and Russell’s (1974) P-A-D paradigm, also discussed in
chapter two, has been developed to measure a person’s feelings using a self
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report technique. This approach has been shown to provide an appropriate
assessment of a subject’s feelings as experienced in a consumption situation
(Havlena and Holbrook 1986; Havlena, Holbrook, and Lehmann 1989).
Mehrabian and Russell (1974) provide extensive empirical support of P-A-D’s
reliability and validity. More precisely, Donovan and Rossiter (1982) have
employed these scales in studying consumer feelings as reported while visiting
a retail store. They report reasonably high levels of factor loadings and
reliability coefficients (a) of .90 for pleasure, .86 for arousal, and .65 for
dominance. Other authors have also employed these measures in consumer
behavior studies (Anderson 1986a; Holbrook et al. 1984; Flicker and Speer
1990; Dawson, Bloch, and Ridgeway 1990) and the recovery of these
dimensions from other scales measuring emotions verbally is quite pervasive
(Russell 1983).
Given the strength of evidence demonstrating successful applications of
P-A-D, they appear quite appropriate to use in the context of a C-E-V model of
retail interactions. However, where deemed appropriate, the terms are adjusted
slightly as suggested by Holbrook and Batra (1986) in an effort to increase P-AD’s applicability to consumer behavior. In addition, rather than using 7-point
semantic differential scales to collect the data, each unipolar item will be
anchored based on the extent to which a person is currently experiencing a
particular emotion (0 = "Do Not Feel at All" to 5 = "Very Much Feel"). In this
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manner, no assumption concerning structural differences between positive and
negative emotional categories is necessary (Westbrook 1987).

Approach-Avoidance Measures
A wide range of researchers have noted the need for more behaviorally
oriented measures of endogenous constructs in consumer behavior (Olshavsky
and Granbois 1979; Hirschman and Holbrook 1982). In this dissertation, two
types of behavioral measures will be studied as resulting from emotions
encountered within a retail environment. First, verbal reports of
approach/avoidance will be used; and second, several observational accounts
of subject shopping behavior will be made by an observer (interviewer).
Approach/avoidance (a/a) will be operationalized verbally using two sets
of independently derived scales. First, Mehrabian and Russell (1974) have
developed an 8-item Likert scale to measure an individual's generic a/a
tendencies toward an environment. It is hypothesized to be influenced by a
broad sense of physical movement toward (away from) a stimulus, degree of
attention, sense of exploration, favorable attitudes, and affiliation tendencies.
Donovan and Rossiter (1982) have adapted this scale to a retail environment
producing a similar measurement device with one exception. This exception
allows for a consideration of how willing one is to spend money in an
environment. A factor analysis of their 8-item scale produced only one factor
with an eigenvalue greater than unity, matching the results of Mehrabian and
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Russell (1974), and providing evidence that this factor can be used to account
for a/a tendencies within a retail environment.
An additional set of items designed to measure a/a will be obtained from
Byrne’s (1976) scale of interpersonal judgement and used to complement the
items above. This scale is intended to measure one’s level of "attraction"
toward another person. Meoli and Feinberg (1989) have employed this
construct to demonstrate how consumers tend to approach stores to which
they are most attracted. Thus, a three-item scale measuring "attractiveness" to
an environment will also be included as part of a battery of items designed to
measure a/a within a retail environment. Pretest subjects responded to the a/a
items on a six-point agreement scale based on their impression of the store in
which they were interviewed. The resulting battery of items, as well as the
pretest results, using the sample of 42 subjects described earlier, are shown in
Table 3-5.
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Table 3-5
PRETEST SCALE ANALYSIS: APPROACH AVOIDANCE

Item
1 feel attracted to this place
1 like to browse in this environment
1 feel like 1 belong In this place
1 am comfortable spending time here
1 like exploring this place
1 hate spending money here
1would avoid returning to this place
1 like this environment
1feel friendly toward other people in this place
1 spend more time here than 1 should
1 try to avoid other people in this environment

Factor
Loading
.89
.87
.86
.86
.85
-.83
-.78
.76
.65
.60
.59

Item-total
Correlation
.84
.84
.82
.82
.81
-.78
-.73
.70
.60
.55
.54
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In addition to self-report measures of a/a, a number of observational
variable were collected as well. Each subject was observed by an interviewer
with respect to amount of money spent and number of items purchased, the
amount and number of "unplanned" expenditures, the number of clerks and
other shoppers approached, time spent shopping, and the number of
merchandise displays approached. In a pretest sample of 42 shoppers, one
interviewer was assigned to each shopper and instructed to record this
information using 7 separate items. Each item was scored on a six point Likert
scale based on observer perceptions of subject shopping behavior. The
responses to these were standardized and analyzed for reliability and validity
(See Table 3-6). These 7 items produced a scale of a/a behaviors which
displayed acceptable levels of internal consistency as indicated by Cronbach a
(.75) and validity as indicated by principal-axis factor loadings (Smith 1974).
Although the item concerning association with clerks could be dropped and
improve the performance of the scale somewhat (.78), this would appear to be
an interesting aspect of shopping behavior and thus it was retained for use in
the dissertation.
The purpose for including this additional measure is two-fold. First, it
could potentially be used as an additional check on the validity of the structural
model resulting from these measures. Second, should the above measure
have failed to achieve acceptable scale characteristics, this scale could be used
in its place.
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Table 3-6
PRETEST SCALE ANALYSIS: BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION

Item

They touched (approached) a lot of
merchandise
They spent more than they planned
They talked to a lot of clerks
Overall, they had a good time
They taiked with you a great deai
They continued to shop long after this
interview was over
They shopped longer than 1 expected

Factor
Loading

Item-total
Correlation

.67
.63
.23
.87
.68

.51
.46
.14
.75
.52

.69
.60

.50
.41
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Personal Shopping Value
A number of previous studies have investigated consumer satisfaction
with a particular retailer (e.g., Miller 1976; Westbrook 1981; Hildebrandt 1987).
None of these studies, however, sought to obtain a personal evaluation of
shopping as an activity occupying a person’s time. That is, how well was the
time spent visiting a retailer perceived; or stated differently, how valuable was
that time? To most accurately assess hypotheses in this context, it became
necessary to develop a two dimensional measure of personal shopping
satisfaction or shopping value. As discussed previously, this measure consists
of an experiential, or hedonic, dimension resulting more in intrinsic value, and a
functional, or utilitarian, dimension more related to shopping as a task or
involved in obtaining extrinsic satisfactions.
The scale development procedure followed is closely patterned after the
advice of Churchill (1979) and Smith (1974). A preliminary list of 53 potential
scale items was obtained based on a review of previous literature and focus
group interviews involving both students and nonstudents. This preliminary list
was submitted to a pretest sample of 125 student-subjects. Each student was
asked to respond to each item on a 5 point agree-disagree scale based on their
evaluation of their most recent visit to a retail store. Based on factor loadings
and inter-item correlations, two sets of items emerged representing the
hypothesized dimensions, and 31 items were eliminated from further analysis.
Fourteen of the retained items, representing the first rotated factor, appeared to
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measure experiential or hedonic value fairly well as reflected by a high level of
Internal consistency (Cronbach « = .93). The remaining eight Items,
representing the second rotated factor, appeared to reliably measure functional
or utilitarian value (a =.84). Thus, each of these scales will be retained for use
In the final dissertation study.
The purified version of each of these scales was submitted to a new
sample of 40 nonstudent-subjects. Each of these subjects was asked to
evaluate a previous shopping trip using the reduced form of the personal value
scale. Table 3-7 shows the scale Items, as well as the factor loadings and scale
reliabilities obtained from this new sample. As can be seen, both the
experiential and functional dimension display acceptable levels of reliability (.94
and .90), and evidence of construct validity Is provided by the pattern of factor
loadings (Smith 1974). Thus, these scales appear to comprise an acceptable
two-dimensional view of personal shopping satisfaction or shopping value.
Give the success of these two scales In these two applications, they were
retained to measure personal shopping value obtained from a retail visit in the
final dissertation study. Subjects Involved In the study will be Interviewed two
days following the retail visit. This time frame should allow for them to evaluate
the functional aspects of their trip while not being too far removed from the
actual trip to cause problems with retrieving their experiences during the trip.
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Table 3-7
PERSONAL SHOPPING VALUE: PRETEST
SCALE CHARACTERISTICS

Item
1. It was really a nice time out
2. Compared to other things 1 could have done, the
time spent on this shopping trip was truly enjoyable
3. This trip was truly enjoyable
4. 1 would like to do it over again
right now
5. 1 was able to touch (or try-on)
a lot of nice products
6. This trip truly felt like an escape
7. During this trip, 1 enjoyed the
excitement of the hunt
8. This trip made me feel fulfilled
9. 1 felt really lucky during this trip
10.1 was able to do a lot of fantasizing
during this trip
11.1 had some good feelings during this trip
12. i wish 1 could have avoided this trip
13.1 purchased exactly what 1 had
planned to buy
14.1 accomplished just what 1 wanted
to on this trip
15.1 found exactly what 1 was looking for
16.1 feel this shopping trip was
successful
17.1 feel really smart about this
shopping trip
18. i couldn’t find anything 1 needed
19.1 couldn’t buy what 1 really wanted
20.1 feel really disappointed about
this shopping trip
Scale Reliability (a)

Hedonic
.90

Scale:
Utilitarian

Item-Total
Correlation

.03

.86

.85
.84

.22
.08

.81
.89

.83

.03

.75

.72
.71

.10
.23

.80
.56

.70
.68
.63

-.08
.24
.35

.69
.69
.67

.57
.52
-.71

.20
.07
.08

.54
.60
-.64

.11

.92

.81

.18
.04

.86
.83

.78
.64

.32

.72

.85

.44
-.04
-.01

.57
-.53
-.68

.61
-.69
-.59

-.38

-.48

-.60

.94

.90
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STUDY DESIGN
The following section discusses the procedures used to collect the
information needed to test a C-E-V model of person-retaller interactions in as
prudent a manner as possible. First, the actual data collection procedure will
be outlined, and second, a discussion of the sampling design is provided.

Data Collection
One of the key concerns in planning data collection for this dissertation is
to avoid contamination due to demand characteristics and other nuisance
factors (Sawyer 1975; Perdue and Summers 1986). As a precautionary
measure against such contamination, the data was collected at several different
points in time. In some respects, this requires setting up a "panel" of
respondents available over an extended time frame.
The first stage of data collection involves assessing respondent
predispositions, demographic characteristics, and a list of retail outlets
frequented which would normally be considered by that individual for a
shopping trip involving either clothing, household items, or browsing. On this
first data collection effort, subjects first responded to the shopper personality
items, consisting of the shopping motivation and involvement scales. After
completing these items, subjects were asked to respond to a list of stores
located in the Baton Rouge area based on whether or not they would consider
them as an outlet when shopping for: a) clothing, b) household items, and c)
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browsing. Upon returning this first questionnaire, subjects were assigned a
store to shop in for purposes of future data collection involving the P-A-D
measures. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of 9 stores included in the
dissertation using one constraint; subjects were only assigned to stores listed in
their consideration sets. This was done so as not to set up an unnatural
situation by requiring subjects to shop in a store they would not normally
consider as an alternative for the various types of shopping trips described
above. Also, each of the stores used in the study are located in, or within the
perimeter of, the only major mall in the Baton Rouge area. After assignment to
a store, subjects were asked to respond to the items measuring their
perceptions of that store’s functional quality as described earlier. This portion
of the data collection, involving subjects’ individual differences and store
assignment and perceptions, took place over a two week period.
The second stage involves an actual visit to the retail store assigned
based on information collected in the first stage. This visit took place at least
two weeks, but no more than 10 weeks, after completion of the prior stage.
During the visit, respondent emotions encountered while within the retail
environment were assessed using the P-A-D approach described earlier. In
addition, all a/a measures and interviewer observations were made at this time.
The final stage of data collection involved collecting information pertaining
to how much value was obtained by the respondent from their retail visit. In
other words, a day or two after the shopping trip, subjects were queried using
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the two-dimensional personal shopping value scale discussed above. In
addition, subjects were administered the Crowne-Marlow (1964) scale to assess
their relative propensity to respond in a socially desirable manner.

Sampling Design
Given the nature of data collection, and extended time-frame over which
subject-information was gathered, it was necessary to gain cooperation of
research subjects for a length of time ranging from four to twelve weeks. This
extended time period may help insure some degree of "naturalism" within the
research setting. Factors such as these, as well as simple pragmatism,
contributed to precluding employment of a probability sample in this study.
To overcome the problem of gaining cooperation of subjects over an
extended time-frame, student-subjects were considered as potential
respondents. Data collection could begin at the beginning of a term and
proceed through its course. In addition, subjects could receive class credit for
participating as an incentive to complete the research task. However, if
student-subjects are used, it would be necessary for them fill out a portion of
the intermediate survey while actually within a retail environment. While this
type of response can be supported with previous research (Donovan and
Rossiter 1982; Anderson 1986a; Russell and Snodgrass 1987), this procedure
may be improved from a naturalistic standpoint by using interviewers familiar to
the subject (Flicker and Sneer 1990). In addition, student-subjects are more
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susceptible to demand characteristics, particularly when research involves
subject matter which may be familiar to them (Orne 1962).
In an effort to make the study slightly more naturalistic, and to further
reduce the possibility of contamination due to artifacts, a modification to the
simple use of student-subjects was made. Rather than having students serve
as research subjects, they were required to recruit nonstudent participants
agreeing to cooperate through the length of the project. In this manner, the
research subject could be personally interviewed by their respective student
recruiter while on a shopping trip, making the interview, as much as possible, a
normal part of the shopping trip. Subjects were told that their participation
would help the student fulfill a course requirement. The resulting sample would
seem especially suited to testing the theory advanced in this dissertation. This
is made particularly clear when the theoretical nature of this dissertation is
considered as opposed to an "effects application" which may have to wait for
future studies (Calder, Phillips, and Tybout 1981; 1983). That is, the aim of this
study is not to generalize beyond the sample characteristics employed, rather it
is to scientifically test hypothesized relationships. Using this procedure, a
sample of 425 respondents, the characteristics of which will be discussed later,
participated in the study.
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PROSPECTIVE DATA ANALYSIS
The C-E-V model of person-retailer interactions depicted in Figure 1 can
be represented mathematically using a simultaneous multiequation system.
This leaves several alternatives for statistically testing the model. As a first
alternative, path analysis could be used to test research hypotheses included
within this representation (Wright 1960; Darden 1981) and rejected (not
rejected) based on empirically derived path (parameter) coefficients. For
example, if we hypothesized that subjects indicating high levels of experiential
shopping personality would report higher levels of pleasure while within a retail
environment, this could be supported by a significant and nontrivial path
coefficient from shopper personality to pleasure.
However, a couple of points are worth noting about this model that may
allow application of an even more powerful technique. First, each of the
measures in the model can be assumed to be of interval level or higher as
currently operationalized (Labovitz 1967; Gaito 1980). Second, each individual
construct is modeled as having multipie reflective indicators allowing for an
account of measurement error (Dillon and Goldstein 1984). Considering the
level of measurement involved, the employment of multiple indicators without an
assumption of perfect measurement, as well as the multiequation nature of the
conceptualized model, a simultaneous structural equations model may be most
appropriate.
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Two computer programs, EOS and LISREL, are currently in vogue for
estimating parameters and model fit of structural equations systems. Anderson
and Gerbing (1988) have recently reviewed the use of structural equations
modeling in social sciences and recommended a two-step approach to theory
testing using this technique. The initial concern in structural equations modeling
should be on establishing the construct validity of the measurement model
involved. Only when the measurement model is shown to hold in the data can
one proceed to test structural relationships. The structural model is then tested
by including causal paths between each construct as guided by theory.
Nomological validity of the structural model is then made by comparing fit
indices between the hypothesized structure, a null model, a saturated model,
the next most likely parsimonious representation, and the next most likely model
giving up an additional degree of freedom. Considerable evidence of
nomological validity is provided when the hypothesized structure obtains a
goodness-of-fit not significantly different from the next most likely model
containing an additional path and/or from a saturated structural model, and a fit
significantly better than the next most likely model conserving an additional
degree of freedom and/or from a null structural model. In addition, numerous
fit indices in addition to an overall chi-square test have been mentioned as
useful in assessing a model’s validity (Netemyer, Johnston, and Burton 1990).
These include the adjusted goodness-of-fit (Joreskog and Sorbom 1984), root
mean square residual (RMSR) (Bagozzi and Yi 1988), the normalized residuals
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(Blalock 1985), a boot-strapping technique using simulated sampling variance
(Bone, Shimp and Sharma 1989), and the normed fit index (NFI) (Bentler and
Bonnet 1980).
To test the overall fit of the model hypothesized in this dissertation a
number of these indices can be called upon. First of all, the overall chi-square
test can be employed as outlined by Anderson and Gerbing (1988) and
highlighted above. Second, both the measurement model and structural model
should obtain a GFI or a NFI of about .9 or better. Third, normalized residuals
resulting from model estimation should not exceed 2.0. Given that an
acceptable model fit can be obtained, individual hypotheses can be examined in
much the same way as they would under traditional path analysis. That is,
significant and nontrivial path coefficients with the desired sign would tend to
indicate that a hypothesized relationship might indeed exist; or, it at least exists
in this data.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The following chapter describes data analysis conducted to assess the
dissertation sample characteristics and measurement results. While chapter 3
described (1) a preliminary study designed to determine the affective quality of
stores, and (2) the sources of measurement devices used in the dissertation,
this chapter quantitatively describes sample and measurement characteristics
resulting from implementing the study design. First, sample characteristics are
discussed; second, scale analyses are conducted on each scale administered
to this sample; and third, an overall assessment of the quality of the
measurement model is presented.

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Each respondent agreeing to participate in the study was queried with
respect to their gender, age, income, and education. While generalizability of
results was not a priority in generating a sample, these characteristics are
useful in assessing how representative the data is relative to the population in
general. Table 4-1 summarizes means and frequencies of these characteristics.
All together, 425 subjects participated in the project. Of these, 21 subjects were
eliminated due to attrition and incomplete responses.
Upon viewing the characteristics of the sample, several deviations from
the population in general are apparent. First, over half of all subjects reported
143
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their age to be less than 25 years old. In contrast, only one quarter of the
population of the Baton Rouge MSA fall into this category. However, the
average age compares more favorably with the average profile of the
population. A plausible explanation for the high percentage of younger
respondents can be traced to the recruitment process. Even though the
student-interviewers were encouraged to recruit nonstudent participants, its
likely that the majority of people with whom they commonly associate are of
ages similar to themselves. In addition, some student-interviewers may have
been unable to gain cooperation from people other than students. Thus it is
not surprising that the sample is, in general, relatively young.
The frequencies of respondent income reflect a similar pattern as a result
of the younger than average sample. For example, over half of all respondents
report a personal income of under $10,000. Considering the age of the sample,
the high amount of respondents reporting low personal incomes is expected.
The actual buying power of the younger subjects in the study may be quite
higher than their "incomes" would indicate due to sources of support other than
a job.
The frequencies of highest educational level reported compare more
favorably to the population. About 20 percent of all subjects reported having
attained a college degree. However, the large percentage of respondents
reporting having attended some college is indicative of the average age of a
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respondent. In addition, 36.2% of respondents reported being male, so more
females (63.8%) are included in the sample than in the population in general.
Thus, the high percentage of younger respondents included in the
sample may limit the generalizability of the study’s results. However, the
characteristics of the sample appear quite typical of patrons of the major mall
within which, or around which, the stores involved in the dissertation are
located. For example, the typical (average) patron of this mall has been
reported to be about 30 years of age and reports having completed 14 years of
formal education (some college).’ Thus, while the results may not be
generalizable to the entire geographic area, they may apply quite well to typical
mall shoppers. Further, as this dissertation is considered a study of theoretical
process rather than an "effects application" (Calder et al. 1983), this limitation
does not effect any conclusions drawn from the study results.
Nonetheless, a statistical examination of differences in respondents
attributable to a student-status was carried out. A MANOVA was conducted
predicting each of major construct comprising the overall model using
respondent status (student/nonstudent) as a predictor. The results suggest
that students do not respond differently than do nonstudents (F = 1.22, p >
.31). Thus, given these results as well as the goals of the dissertation, this
sample appears appropriate for testing the proposed model.

’ These figures based on the most recent survey of Cortana Mall patrons as
reported in an interview with Amy Greer the marketing director at Cortana Mall.
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Table 4-1
SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

S a m p le

C h a ra c te ris tic

Frequency

AGE
Under 20 years
20-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
50-60
Over 60

6 .7
57.1
13.5
7.2
11.2
2.5
1.7

58.0
14.7
8.0
6 .7
3 .6
9.0

B a to n R o u g e

Standard D eviation

28 years

12.9 years

32 years

$21,000

$16,000

$32,000

%
%
%
%
%
%

14 years

EDUCATION
Some High School
High School Graduate
Some College
B achelor's Degree
M aster's Degree
Other

.8 %
15.0 %
64.5 %
15.3 %
3.5 %
1.0 %

GENDER
Female
Male

Mean

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

INCOME
Under $10,000
10,001-20,000
20,001-30,000
30,001-40,000
40,001-50,000
Over $50,001

Mean

-

-

63.8 %
36.2 %
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SCALE ANALYSES
The following section provides information on the quality of measurement
devices administered to the subjects in the sample described above. While a
number of the scales have been adapted from previous studies which support
their reliability and validity (see chapter 3), similar assessments are needed here
to assess their applicability in the present context (Peter 1979). Reliabilities
were assessed by computing coefficient alpha (Cronbach 1951), while construct
validity was assessed using factor analyses (Smith 1974). The results are
presented in the following order: (1) individual differences among shopper
personalities (motivations and involvement), (2) each subject’s perceptions of
their assigned store’s functional quality, (3) emotions (Pleasure, Arousal, and
Domination), (4) approach/avoidance (a/a), and (5) personal shopping value
(utilitarian and hedonic).

Shopper Personality
Shopper personality measures were captured along two related
dimensions. First, subjects’ relative level of experiential shopping motivation
was assessed (Attaway 1989), and second, their level of shopping process
involvement was obtained (Slama and Taschian 1985). Since the two sets of
items, based on face validity, may appear somewhat difficult to discriminate
among, a confirmatory factor analysis was conducted on this submodel of the
entire measurement model (Blalock 1985).
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Table 4-2
SHOPPER PERSONALITY MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Item

Scale Loadinos
Motivations
involvement

ITR

Motivation Items
1. When the going gets tough, the tough go shopping.
2. 1 only go shopping if 1 need to buy something.
3. Shopping is a way to experience new and different things
to keep life from becoming boring.
4. Going shopping does not make me feel better when i
am depressed.
5. Shopping is not a pleasurable experience to me.
6. I like to explore stores while shopping.
7. I often give myself a treat by going shopping.
8. Shopping helps me forget my problems.

.74
-.65

.64
-.58

.70

.63

-.68
-.67
.61
.76
.72

-.61
-.53
.50
.66
.66

Involvement Items
9. I am a careful shopper.
10. Consumer sections of the paper are highly relevant to me.
11.1 pay attention to advertisements for products I am interested
in.
12. I spend a lot of time and effort making a purchase decision.
13. I am willing to spend extra time shopping to get the lowest
price on goods of high quality.
Cronbach alpha
inter-factor Correlation

.86

.67
.55

.59
.48

.68
.66

.59
.57

.76

.61

.79
.22

Fit indices
degrees of freedom
GFI
RMSR
Rentier’s NFI

220
64
.92
.07
.95
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Table 4-2 shows the scale characteristics resulting from this analysis
including loadings estimated using maximum likelihood and a summary of the
overall fit indices. While 10 items were used to measure experiential shopping
motivations in the pretest described in Chapter 3, two items were dropped due
to low loadings and item-total correlations in an effort to further purify the scale
(Churchill 1979; Smith 1974). Similarly, while 10 items were included in the
survey instrument to measure shopping process involvement, only five items
were retained for use in further analyses after examining preliminary factor
loadings and item-total correlations. Each scale achieved acceptable levels of
reliability as indicated by coefficient alpha (.86 and .79 respectively), and the
overall fit indices are indicative of a reasonable fit to the data given such a large
sample size (Bentler and Bonett 1980; Carmines and Mclver 1981).
An additional concern for these scales, to assess construct validity, is
whether the scales measure two distinct underlying constructs. Several
analyses provide evidence of discriminant validity between these measures.
First, after conducting several preliminary factor analyses, with promax rotated
principal components, few deviations from the hypothesized structure of the two
scales was evident. That is, little tendency among the motivation and
involvement items to cross-load appeared during these procedures. Second,
the phi coefficient obtained in the confirmatory analysis, representing the
correlation between the two underlying factors, is a modest .22. While this
coefficient is statistically significant, it does not cause great concerns about the
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ability to distinguish between these two factors. Third, the variance extracted
from each factor (.48 and .45 respectively) exceeds the square of the
correlation between these two factors (Fornell and Larcker 1981; Netemyer et
al. 1990). These results are consistent with the
one and two-dimensional solution

difference statistic between a

= 419,1 df, p < .001). The results of

these analyses provide a strong case for the discriminant validity between the
experiential shopping motivation and shopping process involvement measures
used in this dissertation.
These results provide support for the construct validity of these
measures. Thus, both the (1) shopping motivation and (2) shopping process
involvement measures presented here are considered adequate for further
analyses. Table 4-2 shows the items comprising these measures.

Functional Quality Perceptions
Each individual’s perception of the functional quality of their store was
assessed along seven functionai store attributes. Subjects were asked to
evaluate each store based on how well it compares to other stores on the
following attributes: (1) merchandise assortment, (2) store personnel, (3) store
layout, (4) quality of assortment, (5) service, (6) prices, and (7) convenience of
location. Of these seven items, one through five were retained for further
analyses based on factor loadings and item-total correlations.
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Of the five remaining items, adjusted item-total correlations all exceed .64
except for the first attribute (merchandise assortment, ITC=.51). Factor
loadings exceed .73 for all attributes with the exception of "merchandise
assortment" which achieves a loading of .56 on the single factor. The
goodness-of-fit equals 95 with 5 degrees of freedom and the GFI equals .91.
Coefficient alpha for the scale is .83.
Thus with the exception of attributes six and seven, this scale seemed
adequate for representing each subject’s impression of the functional quality of
the store. In retrospect, it is not surprising that prices and location did not
perform well in the scale analysis. The "prices" attribute, as listed on the
survey, may have had a dual interpretation. Some subjects may have
interpreted the scale as meaning prif'es were "above average," while other
subjects may have meant that the store performed "above average" where price
is concerned. Additionally, since the stores studied in the dissertation had
similar locations, and since "convenience of location" is the only attribute
external to the store, there may be little variation among subjects on this item in
common with the other items in the scale. Thus, the remaining five items are
used in this dissertation.

Emotions
To say the least, measuring emotions can be perilous (Weiner 1982). In
fact, there remains a debate over whether or not underlying factors should be
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used to explain emotions (see Holbrook and Westwood 1989). Perhaps these
difficulties explain an apparent lack of confirmatory factor analyses of emotion
scales across the marketing and psychology literature. Nonetheless, given that
the weight of evidence supports a dimensional structure similar to the
Mehrabian and Russell (1974) paradigm when measuring emotions evolving
from consumption situations (Havlena and Holbrook 1986), and the fact that
these dimensions are hypothesized to have moderate levels of intercorrelation,
a confirmatory factor analysis may be appropriate to determine the degree of
construct validity obtainable using P-A-D scales. Table 4-3 summarizes results
of this analysis.
For Pleasure, loadings estimated using maximum likelihood range from a
magnitude of .64 for "malcontent" to a high of .81 for "pleased." The pattern of
loadings closely resembles that found by Donovan and Rossiter (1982) in a
previous application of P-A-D in a retail setting. The scale reliability as indicated
by coefficient alpha is .85.
For arousal, loadings range from a low of .70 to a high of .82. While
Mehrabian and Russell (1974) suggest a six-item scale to measure this factor,
only five items were retained as a result of the scale analysis. In general, the
items dropped here also displayed relatively lower loadings in previous
applications (e.g., Mehrabian and Russell 1974; Donovan and Rossiter 1982).
Scale reliability is .86.
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Table 4-3
P-A-D SCALE RESULTS

Scale

item

Pleasure

Pleased
Happy
Satisfied
Content
Annoyed
Unhappy
Dissatisfied
Malcontent

Arousal

Aroused
Excited
Stimulated
Unaroused
Unstimulated

Domination

Powerful
Bold

Cronbach Alpha for each scale:
Inter-factor Correlation Estimates:
Pleasure
Arousal
Domination

Pleasure

Scale
Arousal

Domination

.81
.78
.78
.72
-.64
-.68
-.66
-.64

ITR
.68
.68
.67
.63
-.56
-.60
-.61
-.60
.69
.68
.71
-.62
-.55

.75
.76
.73
-.82
-.70
.79
.84

.85

.86

.82

1.00
.68
.30

1.00
.38

1.00

.68
.74

Fit indices:
degrees of freedom
GFi
RMSR
Bentler’s NFi

424
87
.88
.06
.86
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In contrast to these first two factors, some difficulty was encountered in
defining domination. This was not unexpected however; in previous
applications (e.g., Donovan and Rossiter 1982; Flicker 1990; Dawson et al.
1990) only pleasure and arousal were retained due to poor scale results for
domination. For example, Donovan and Rossiter (1982) found only one item (in
control) with a loading of greater than .55 which would load on this dimension.
Here, exploratory factor analyses revealed similar results. While two items have
consistently higher loadings (powerful and bold), other items hypothesized as
comprising this factor (e.g., in control, free, important, etc.) displayed loadings
on the order of .4 to .5. Upon estimating P-A-D using a maximum likelihood
confirmatory analysis, these items with lower loadings displayed relatively high
normalized residuals (substantially over 2). Thus, while other items do correlate
somewhat with this factor, only "powerful" and "bold" were considered highly
reliable and valid indicants of domination in this examination. These two items
are retained as indicators of an underlying factor and correlate .67.
Based on the results above, each individual scale appears acceptable.
However, further testing is required to assess the acceptability of the resulting
battery of items. The correlations between pleasure, arousal, and domination,
range from a low of .30 to a high of .68 for the relationship between pleasure
and arousal. Given these results, and previous applications also uncovering
correlated factors (Russell 1978; 1983), a further test of the discriminant validity
between these factors was performed as described in the shopper personality
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section. In each case, the variance extracted (.52 to .67) in each factor using
items shown in the table, exceeded the square of the correlation between
factors. In addition, given the relatively high correlation between pleasure and
arousal (<|) = .68), the measurement model was reanalyzed setting this
correlation estimate equal to one. A significant

difference was found between

the two model fits (%^ = 371, p < .0001) demonstrating a better representation
of the data using correlated but different factors and providing evidence of
discriminant validity (Bagozzi and Phillips 1982; Anderson and Gerbing 1988).
To summarize, each individual scale displayed acceptable scale
characteristics, and the P-A-D items considered together displayed reasonable
fit indices and construct validity. Hence, as in previous applications to
consumer behavior, this emotion inventory was considered appropriate for use
here.

Approach/Avoidance (a/a)
Consistent with previous applications of environmental psychology, the
impact of emotions on behavior were captured using an approach/avoidance
(a/a) scale developed by Mehrabian and Russell (1974) and adapted to a retail
setting. Eleven six-point Likert items were included in the survey instrument to
capture self-report a/a. After conducting a scale analysis, including exploratory
factor analysis and examination of item total correlations, six items were
retained for further use. Items concerned with interpersonal affiliation failed to
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load on the primary factor. These results are consistent with Donovan and
Rossiter (1982). Since additional factors contributed little explanatory power
(only one eigenvalue greater than one), and since general a/a was of interest
here, rather than any specific component (such as affiliation), only the primary
factor was retained for analysis.
Table 4-4 shows results of a confirmatory factor analysis of these six
items. The maximum likelihood estimates of the factor loadings range from .61
to .89, and in general, are considered acceptable. In addition, the reliability of
the composite scale is .89. In terms of overall fit, the model x® goodness-of-fit
is 47 with 9 degrees of freedom, yielding a goodness-of-fit index of .96, and a
root-mean-square-residual of .03. All are indicative of a satisfactory fit to the
data.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, an additional measure of a/a tendencies was
also recorded by the interviewers based on their observations of subject
behavior while shopping in their assigned store. The resulting construct is
hypothesized as being interchangeable with the above self-report measures of
a/a. In a sense, this measure could serve as a validity check.
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Table 4-4
SELF REPORT APPROACH/AVOIDANCE SCALE RESULTS

Item
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1 like this environment.
i feei at ease browsing in this store.
i feei comfortabie spending time here.
i iike exploring here.
i feei attracted to this piace.
i feei like i belong in this piace.

Cronbach alpha

ML
Loading
.72
.61
.78
.67
.87
.86
.89

Fit indices:
degrees of freedom
GFI
RMSR

47
9
.96
.03
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.69
.57
.75
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Seven items were originally hypothesized as comprising this scale.
Consonant with the pretest findings however, one item, concerning talking with
clerks, failed to achieve a high degree of correlation with the combined scale.
Thus, following a preliminary principal components analysis, only six items were
used to estimate the fit of this measurement device using maximum likelihood.
Table 4-5 shows results of estimating a unidimensional factor comprising these
six items using maximum likelihood. Where the word "they" appears in an item,
it refers to the respondent-shopper. The survey instructions relayed this
information to the student-interviewer.
Overall, the scale results are satisfactory (Joreskog and Sorbom 1988).
While two of the loading estimates proved somewhat lower than they would be
ideally, each loading estimate was statistically significant providing some
evidence of the ability of these items to represent the underlying construct
(Anderson and Gerbing 1988). Further, the overall scale results are indicative of
a good fit to the data. The

goodness-of-fit statistic is 14.0 with 9 degrees of

freedom (p < .12), the GFI is .96, and the RMSR is .05; all are indicative of a
good fit.
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Table 4-5
BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION SCALE RESULTS

Item
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

They approached a lot of merchandise.
They spent more money than they had planned.
Overall, they had a good time.
They continued to shop long after this Interview was over.
They shopped longer than 1 expected.
They talked with me a great deal.

Cronbach alpha

ML
Loading
.64
.40
.66
.71
.63
.30

ITC
.51
.34
.56
.57
.53
.25

.72

Fit Indices:
y?

degrees of freedom
GFI
RMSR

14
9
.96
.05
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Personal Shopping Value
As discussed earlier, numerous authors have referred to a dichotomy of
value or satisfactions which can be derived through shopping. The dichotomy
has taken numerous labels, congenial-instrumental (Alderson 1957), hedonicutilitarian (Bloch and Bruce 1984), intrinsic-extrinsic (Holbrook 1986),
experiential-functional (Holbrook and Hirschman 1982), etc.; however in each
instance it reflects both task-oriented and self-indulgent goals which can be
obtained through shopping and various other consumer activities.

The

development of a two-dimensional scale to measure each aspect of this
dichotomy was described in Chapter 3. After further fine tuning of its items, the
scale was administered to dissertation respondents upon completion of their
shopping trip. The results of a confirmatory factor analysis of this scale are
summarized in Table 4-6 and are useful in establishing its construct validity.
Taken individually, each scale displays high levels of validity and reliability.
For hedonic value, eleven items were retained and display loading estimates
ranging from .69 to .83 and averaging .74. The item-adjusted-total correlations
display a similar pattern with correlations ranging from .67 to .80. This
dimension also displays a high level of internal consistency as indicated by an
alpha of .93. Four items were retained to assess functional shopping
satisfactions. These items best reflect a task-orientation or an assessment of
accomplishment resulting from an interaction with a retailer. The loading
estimates for these items range from a magnitude of .56 to .80 and item-total
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correlations ranging from .54 to .66. Cronbach alpha for this scale is .80.
Thus, based on the pattern of loadings (Smith 1974) and item-total correlations
(Churchill 1979), as well as high coefficient alphas (Cronbach 1951), these
scales appear both valid and reliable.
Examining the overall fit indices provides a further test of construct
validity. The x® goodness-of-fit statistic is 315 with 89 degrees of freedom, the
GFI is .90, the RMSR is .05, and Rentier's NFI is .94. All are indicative of a
reasonable fit to the data considering a sample size of over 400 respondents
(Bentler and Bonett 1980; Carmines and Mclver 1981). Given these results,
these 15 items, measuring two underlying factors, are retained for further
analyses.
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Table 4-6
SHOPPING VALUE SCALE MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Item

Scale Loadinos
Hedonic
Utilitarian

ITR

Hedonic
1. It was really a nice time out.
2. During the trip, 1 enjoyed the excitement of the hunt.
3. Compared to other things 1 could have done, the time
spent shopping was truly enjoyable.
4. This trip truly felt like an escape.
5. 1 enjoyed being emersed In exciting new products.
6. 1 enjoyed the shopping trip for its own sake, not
just for the items 1 may have purchased.
7.1 continued to shop not because 1 had to, but
because 1 want«J to.
8. 1 had a good time because 1 was able to act on
the "spur-of-the-moment."
9. While shopping, 1 was able to forget my problems.
10.1 felt a sense of adventure.
11 .This shopping trip was truly a joy.

.72
.76

.68
.74

.83
.76
.77

.80
.73
.70

.71

.68

.69

.67

.69
.71
.73
.81

.67
.69
.71
.78

Utilitarian
12.1
13.1
14.1
15.1

accomplished just what 1 wanted to.
couldn’t buy what 1 really needed.
found just the item(s) 1 was looking for.
was disappointed because 1 had to go to another
store(s) to complete my shopping.

Cronbach alpha
Inter-factor Correlation

.93

.80
-.66
.78

.66
-.57
.64

-.56

-.54

.80
.16

Fit Indices
degrees of freedom
GFI
RMSR
Bentler’s normed fit index

315
89
.90
.05
.94
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OVERALL MEASUREMENT MODEL
Although the individual scales appear adequate for use in testing the
dissertation hypotheses, a confirmatory factor analysis was conducted by
combining each measurement submodel discussed above into one large model.
An overall confirmatory is useful in assessing whether or not the measurements
maintain their validity when considered together. Some problems may be
detected using an overall model which might be overlooked by only
concentrating on submodels. For example, although tests of discriminant
validity were performed in submodels where it was thought there may be some
problem in distinguishing between factors, an overall model run will allow for
detection of any unexpected problems with discriminant validity between
constructs of the various submodels. In addition, any tendencies for indicators
to split-load, indicating a lack of congenericy, can be check by analyzing the
pattern of residuals (Costner and Schoenberg 1979).
Subject responses to the 54 items resulting from above scale analyses
were correlated and submitted to a maximum likelihood confirmatory factor
analysis. The

goodness-of-fit statistic for this 9 construct model was 2,550

with 1341 degrees of freedom. For models with a large number of variables,
and a large sample size. Carmines and Mclver (1981) suggest that

to

degrees of freedom ratios on the order of 3 to 1 or less are indicative of
relatively good fits to the data. Thus, the ratio of 1.90 to 1 achieved here is
indicative of an adequate model. However, following Costner and Schoenberg
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(1979), an analysis of the pattern of normalized residuals from estimating this
model uncovered some Inconsistencies. Three variables, one each from the
shopper motivation, pleasure, and experiential satisfaction scale displayed a
relatively high number of normalized residuals significantly greater than two.
Two possibilities to correct for this unaccounted for covariation appear to be (1)
allow for split-loadings based on the pattern of residuals, or (2) to drop these
variables from the overall measurement model. Of these, only the latter
alternative would result in a congeneric measurement model, and thus, it was
selected as the most appropriate course of action (Costner 1969; Werts,
Joreskog, and Linn 1973). Hence, a model containing the remaining 51
variables was estimated, the results of which are shown in Table 4-7 and Table
4-8.
The overall measurement model results are shown in table 4-7. The
statistic of 2,250 with 1,188 degrees of freedom, while clearly significant, results
in a

to degrees of freedom ratio of 1.89 to 1, which again, is indicative of a

reasonably good fit (Carmines and Mclver 1981). In addition, comparing this
model, with 51 indicants, to the 54 indicant model discussed above, yields a
difference of 300.3 with 153 degrees of freedom (p < .05). Thus, dropping the
three variables appears to have significantly improved the fit. In contrast,
dropping the next most likely candidate to be dropped, based on the
normalized residuals, yielded an insignificant

difference ratio (1.45; p > .05).

Examining the normalized residuals further, out of 1275 residuals, only 53
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exceeded a magnitude of 2.0 (4 percent), 9 exceed 2.5, and no residual
exceeded 3.2. As this provides a rough estimate of how many residuals are
significantly different from 0, it would appear that this small number of large
residuals would fall into the bounds of sampling variance (Costner and
Schoenberg 1979; Glymour et al. 1988). Looking at other statistics, the RMSR
of .05 is indicative of a good fit, and the GFI, TL reliability, and Bentler’s NFI all
approach .9 the accepted standard of comparison for these statistics. The
overall measurement model results, given the large number of variables and
subjects, appear to be reasonably good.
The factor loadings estimated by LISREL VI (Joreskog and Sorbom 1982)
are shown in Table 4-8. All of the loadings shown are significant (p < .001)
indicating some degree of construct validity. In addition, the loadings are
consistent in magnitude to those estimated in the submodels discussed earlier.
As evidence of this stability, the correlation between the submodel and overall
model loading estimates is .998. As a further check of discriminant validity, the
variance extracted in each factor was compared to the square of the
correlations between that factor and the other eight factors. In each case, the
variance extracted was greater than the square of the correlation. Table 4-9
summarizes the inter-factor correlations and variance extracted in each factor.
Thus, the statistical results support the discriminant validity of constructs
comprising this measurement model.
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In sum, the overall results, as well as the submodel measurement results,
support the construct validity of these measures. Therefore, these scales will
be used in testing the dissertation hypotheses. The next step is to use these
factors to estimate a structural equations model representing relationships
hypothesized in Chapter 2.
Finally, the overall measurement model was reestimated using the
behavioral observation measure of approach/avoidance rather than the selfreport scale. Once again, stability in the overall results is indicative of a
reasonably good measurement model. The overall fit indices after making this
substitution remain virtually the same. As evidence, the

with 1,188 degrees

of freedom is 2,242, only eight less than reported above. Thus, the remaining
fit indices are identical to those reported in Table 4-7 to the second decimal
place. Table 4-10 shows the loading estimates obtained from this analysis. As
can be seen by comparing the loadings from the two overall measurement
models, the loadings are stable, further supporting the quality of measurement
obtained. Thus, there appear to be two equally valid measures of the important
dependent variable of a/a, either or both of which can be used in hypotheses
testing.
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TABLE 4-7
SUMMARY OF OVERALL MEASUREMENT MODEL RESULTS
Statistic
X® Goodness-of-fit Index
Degrees of Freedom
x^/Degrees of Freedom Ratio
GFI
RMSR
Bentler’s NFI
Tucker Lewis Reiiability

Result
2,250
1,188
1.89
.81
.052
.89
.88
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Table 4 -8
OVERALL MEASUREMENT MODEL LOADING ESTIMATES

Item
M o tiva tio n s (SM)
SHI
SM2
SH3
SM4
SM5
SM6
SM7
Involvement (SPI)
SPIl
SPI2
SPI3
SPI4
SPI5
F m c tio n a l Q u a lity (FQ)
FQ1
FQ2
FQ3
FQ4
FQ5
Pleasure (PL)
PL1
PL2
PL3
PL4
PL5
PL6
PL7
Arousal (AR)
AR1
AR2
AR3
AR4
AR5
Domination (DO)
DOT
D02

SM

SPI

FQ

PL

Factor:
AR

DO

A/A

HV

UV

.76
-.63
.70
-.70

-.66
.74
.73
.66
-.5 3
.66
.65
.80
.58
.71
.76
.75
.71
.80
.81
.78
.73
.68
.64
.62
.63
.73
.79
-.82
-.78
.81
.82

A /A

A/A1
A/A2
A/A3
A/A4
A/A5
A/A6
Hedonic Value (HV)
HV1
HV2
HV3
HV4
HV5
HV6
HV7
HV8
HV9
HV10
U t il it a r ia n Value (FV)
FV1
FV2
FV3
FV4

.74
.59
.80
.69
.88
.85
.76
.82
.77
.73
.70
.69
.68
.72
.74
.80
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Table 4-9
ESTIMATES OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN FACTORS

SM

SPI

FQ

PL

Shopping Motivations
Shopping involvement
Functional Quality
Pleasure
Arousal
Domination
A/A
Hedonic Value
Utilitarian Value

1.00
.16
.16
.14
.25
.18
.27
.57
-.01

1.00
.08
.02
-.01
.12
.13
.12
-.03

1.00
.34
.39
.06
.54
.31
.18

1.00
.66
.26
.47
.44
.30

% Variance Extracted
in each Factor

53

45

50

60

Factor

Factor:
AR

DO

A/A

HV

UV

1.00
.36
.69
.61
.24

1.00
.20
.29
.02

1.00
.60
.17

1.00
.15

1.00

57

67

59

55

50
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Table 4-10
OVERALL MEASUREMENT MODEL LOADING ESTIMATES
USING AN OBSERVATIONAL MEASURE OF APPROACH AVOIDANCE
Item
M o tiva tio n s (SM)
SMI
SM2
SM3
SM4
SMS
SM6
SM7
Involvement (SPI)
SPI1
SPI 2
SPI3
SPI4
SPI5
F m c tio n a l Q u a lity (FQ)
FQ1
FQ2
FQ3
FQ4
FQ5
Pleasure (PL)
PL1
PL2
PL3
PL4
PL5
PL6
PL7
Arousal (AR)
AR1
AR2
AR3
AR4
AR5
Domination (DO)
D01
D02
A/A (O bservation)
0BS1
0BS2
0BS3
0BS4
0BS5
0BS6
Hedonic Value (HV)
HV1
HV2
HV3
HV4
HV5
HV6
HV7
HV8
HV9

HV

10

U t il it a r ia n Value (FV)
FV1
FV2
FV3
FV4

SM

SPI

FQ

PL

Factor:
AR

DO

A/A

HV

UV

.76
-.63
.70
-.70
-.66
.74
.73
.66
-.4 8
.65
.64
.80
.58
.71
.74
.77
.71
.80
.81
.78
.73
.68
.64
.62
.63
.74
.79
.83
.78
.80
.83
.58
.38
.85
.60
.49
.28
.76
.83
.77
.73
.70
.70
.69
.71
.73
.80
.79
- . 66

-.57
.78
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CHAPTER FIVE
HYPOTHESES RESULTS
Chapter two outlined a number of research hypotheses implied by a
C-E-V model of retailer-consumer interactions. Having derived acceptable
measurement devices for the constructs involved in such a model (Chapters 3
and 4), the purpose of this chapter is to describe statistically the results of
testing each hypothesis using a structural equations model. The overall results
of testing this model are presented first, followed by the statistical results of
individual hypotheses tests as implied by the paths estimated in the structural
model. Finally, a discussion of possible improvements to the model is
presented.

OVERALL MODEL RESULTS
The C-E-V model introduced in the earlier chapters was tested using a
two-stage modeling approach similar to that suggested by Anderson and
Gerbing (1988). The first stage, discussed in the previous chapter, was
performed to derive a suitable measurement vehicle independent of any
constraints imposed by the theoretical model. The second step involves
imposing the hypothesized theoretical structure on the data to examine its
overall fit. Further, William and Mazer’s (1986) approach to testing the structural
relationships will be followed. This approach involves using summated scales,
rather than all of their indicators, to test for relationships between the underlying

171
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constructs. Measurement error is taken Into account by setting the error
variance of each construct equal to one minus the scale reliability and/or the
loadings to the square root of the reliability. Others have noted this procedure
for correcting for measurement error (e.g., Kenny 1979; Joreskog and Sorbom
1982; Howell 1987).
Figure 5-1 reintroduces the structural model used to test the research
hypotheses. The model implies the five structural equations listed below:
=YiiSi +Yl2S2+Yl3$3+Yl5S5+(l

ns=Y

21

(5 )
1

+Y22S2+Y23$3+Y24^4+Y2555 +

( 2

(52)

'•l3“ Y31^1'''Y32^2'*'Y34^4‘''^3

(5'^)

1l4=P4ini +P42n2+P32n3+Y4aS6+(4

(54)

^5“ P51^l'*'P52^2'''P53^3'''P54‘n4'*'^5

(^-^)

+P62^2'""P63^3'''P64^4^Y66^6'*^('6
Where:
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r\^=p!easure

r\2=arousal

r\2=domination

^^=approachlavoidance

ti ^=hedonic-shopplng- value

Ti6=functional- shopping- value

$1 =shopplng-motivations

^2=shopplng-process-lnvolvement

^2=excltlng-affectlve-quallty

i^=relaxlng-affectlve-quallty

unpleasant-affective-quality

^ç=percelved-functional-quality

Subject scores on each scale administered to dissertation "shoppers,"
combined with the three affective quality scores (Chapter 3) for the store In
which they shopped, were correlated, and the resulting correlation matrix was
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used to produce maximum likelihood parameter estimates for each of these
equations using LISREL VI. Table 5-1 displays the correlation matrix used to
estimate this model.
Table 5-2 summarizes the overall fit statistics derived from the parameter
estimates. The model chi-square of 160 with 34 degrees of freedom is
indicative of something more than sampling variance remaining to be explained
(p ^ .001). However, Gentler (1980; Gentler and Chou 1987) points out that
even small specification errors can lead to significant

statistics.
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Table 5-1
CORRELATIONS MATRIX OF SUMMATED FACTORS

PL
AR
DO
A/A
HV
UV
SM
SPI
EX
RE
UN
FQ

Endogenous Measures_____________
Hedonic U t i l .
Value
Pleasure Arousal Dominate A/A
Value

Shop.
Mot.

Shop.
Inv.

1.000
.578
.179
.440
.422
.309
.141
.068
.154
-.127
-.039
.276

1.000
.188
.127
-.090
-.016
.114

1.000
-.013
.064
-.058
.077

1.000
.319
.603
.556
.217
.242
.054
.267
-.196
.042
.329

1.000
.135
.258
.001
.181
.119
.007
-.005
.016
.032

1.000
.518
.177
.224
.122
.340
.187
.006
.456

1.000
.149
.532
.153
.201
-.090
-.050
.234

1.000
.013
-.028
.051
-.155
.128
.182

Exogenous Measures
A ffe c t ive Qua I it y :
Unpl.
E xcite Relax

1.000
-.539
-.052
.296

1.000
-.320
-.249
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This effect is more pronounced when the sample size is high. Thus, other fit
indices may provide additional evidence of the overall fit. Bentler’s NFI (.87) is
indicative of highly significant improvement over the null model although slightly
lower than would be expected of a model which "fits" the data. However, the
goodness-of-fit index (.94) is reasonably good. In addition, the total coefficient of
determination for the structural equations is .39, the root-mean-squared-residual is
.08, and only 4 of the

6 6

normalized residuals exceeds 2.0.

Thus, the model implied by the research hypotheses appears to fit the data
reasonably well compared to the standards of comparison discussed in Chapter 3,
and it represents a significant improvement in fit over the null or other more
parsimonious representations. However, additional structural relationships may be
indicated. A more detailed discussion of this issue will be presented after
discussing results of testing individual hypotheses.
The fit statistics of a structural model, while providing a useful overall
summary, do not fully address the validity of each individual hypothesized
relationship (Joreskog and Sorbom 1988). To more fully investigate each
hypothesis developed in Chapter 2, an examination of the statistical significance of
each parameter estimate, as indicated by its t-value, is presented. Table 5-3
displays the parameter estimates for each theoretical relationship, its t-value, and
the coefficient of determination for each structural equation. In addition. Table 5-4
lists the various research hypotheses, the corresponding path coefficient(s), and the
results of t-tests examining the statistical significance of each estimate. A more
detailed discussion of the results of testing individual hypotheses follows.
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Table 5-2
OVERALL FIT STATISTICS FOR STRUCTURAL MODEL
Statistic

Result

X® Goodness-of-fit Statistic
Degrees of Freedom
Goodness-of-Fit Index
RMSR
Bentler’s NFI
Total R^ for Structural Equations

160.2
34
.94
.06
.87
.39
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Table 5-3
PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR EACH STRUCTURAL EQUATION
Predictor

Pleasure

Exogenous Factors
Motivations
Involvement
Exciting AO
Relaxing AO
Unpleasant AO
Perceived FQ

.13*
.07
.11
.00

Arousal

.28*
.04
.26*
-.09
.02

Domination

HV

.01
.32*

.06

.02
.62*
-.09*

.19

UV

.21*
.10*

Endogenous Factors
Pleasure
Arousal
Domination
A/A
Coefficient of
Determination

A /A

.06

.55

.13*

.26*

.35"
.04
-.09
-.05

.45

.15

.05
.39*
.1 1 *

p < .05
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Table 5-4
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INDIVIDUAL HYPOTHESES TESTS
H.:

Description

Path(s)

H la :

Experiential motivation Is positively related to
pleasure and arousal.

Yi,
Yg,

.13
.28

2.20'
5.05'

H ib :

Consumer shopping process involvement is
positively related to pleasure, arousal and
domination.

Yi 2
Y22
Y32

.07
.03
.10

1.05
0.39
1.65'

H2a:

A store’s exciting-gloomy quality is positively related
to consumer experiences of pleasure and arousal
while within that environment.

Yi 3
Y23
Yi 5
Y25

.11
.26
.00
.02

1.55
3.77'
-0.11
0.39

H2b:

A store’s relaxing-distressing quality is negatively
related to consumer experiences of arousal.

Y24

-.04

-.47

Estimate

t-value

H2c:

A store’s relaxing-distressing quality is positively
related to domination while within that environment.

Y34

.01

0.25

H2d:

Perceived functional quality Is positively related to
a/a.

Y46

.32

7.25'

H3a:

Consumer pleasure experienced while within a retail
environment is positively related to a/a.

P4,

.02

0.32

H3b:

Arousal is positively related to a/a.

P42

.62

8.66'

H3c:

Dominance is positively related to a/a.

P43

-.09

-1.83'

H4a:

Consumer perceptions of pleasure in a retail
environment are positively related to hedonic value.

Ps,

.06

.78

H4b:

Consumer arousal perceived while within a retail
environment are positively related to hedonic value.

P52

.39

4.36'

H4c:

Consumer domination of an environment is positively
related to hedonic value.

P53

.11

2.09'

H4d:

Consumer a /a Is positively related to hedonic value.

P54

.26

3.83'

H4e:

Consumer perceptions of pleasure are positively
related to utilitarian value.

Pe,

.35

4.08'

H4f:

Consumer perceptions of arousal are negatively
related to utilitarian value.

Pb2

.04

0.37

H4g;

Consumer a /a is negatively related to utilitarian
value.

Pe4

-.09

-1.35

H4h:

Consumer’s perceived functional quality of a store is
directly and positively related to utilitarian value.

Yee

.13

1.92*

p < .05
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Figure 5-2
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SHOPPER PERSONALITY
CHARACTERISTICS AND IN-STORE EMOTIONS

PLEASURE
SHOPPING
MOTIVATIONS

AROUSAL

SHOPPING
INVOLVEMENT
DOMINATION
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INDIVIDUAL HYPOTHESES TESTS
Hypothesis One
The first major hypothesis (HI), consisting of two parts (H1a and H1b),
represents an attempt to explain how individual differences among consumers’
shopping personalities can influence the type and amount of feelings
encountered in a retail setting. Two individual difference measures, a shopper’s
relative level of experiential (functional) motivations and shopping process
involvement, are considered here. The corresponding set of relationships are
represented by a number of paths (y’s) extending from shopping motivations
and invoivement to the three dimensions of feelings considered here: pleasure,
arousal, and domination (Figure 5-2).
Specifically, H1a predicts higher levels of pleasure and arousal
associated with consumers’ relative level of experiential shopping motivation.
Two paths are used to test this supposition. As displayed in Table 5-4, y„,
representing the path from experiential motivation to pleasure (.13), significantly
predicts the level of pleasure reported while shopping. Likewise, y, ,
2

representing the path from experiential motivation to arousal (.28) is significant.
Shoppers reporting high levels of experiential shopping motivations also report
higher levels of pleasure and arousal in the retail environment. Thus, H la is
supported by the data.
In addition to these two formal hypotheses, the path from shopping
motivations to domination is examined as well. Since the scarce conceptual
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evidence applying to this relationship conflicts with respect to the direction of
effect, no specific hypothesis is offered. However, the path found here
supports a significant and positive relationship (.

2 1

) between experiential

shopping motivation and feelings of domination of the retail environment.
H ib predicts higher levels of pleasure, arousal, and dominance among
shoppers high in shopping process involvement. The three paths comprising
these relationships (see Table 5-4) provide relatively weak support. The two
paths representing the impact of involvement on pleasure and arousal (y,z and
Y ), while in the hypothesized direction, fail to achieve statistical significance at
22

the .05 level. The path representing the influence of involvement on domination
(Y ), however, is significant and in the hypothesized direction (.10). Thus, while
32

there is little support for a relationship between shopping involvement and either
pleasure or arousal, involvement does appear to influence the extent to which a
shoppers feel dominant in a retail environment.
Overall, the data presented here provide a fair amount of support for
hypothesis one. That is, individual differences among latent consumer traits do
appear to influence the way shoppers feel in a retail environment. In particular,
those consumers with shopping personalities oriented toward experiential
shopping motivations report the highest level of pleasure and arousal.
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Figure 5-3
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN AFFECTIVE QUALITY
AND IN-STORE CONSUMER EMOTIONS

EXCITING
QUALITY

PLEASURE

RELAXING
QUALITY

AROUSAL

UNPLEASANT
QUALITY

DOMINATION
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Hypothesis Two
While H1 concentrated on the personality of shoppers, H2 attempts to
predict how differences in retail personality might influence the level of feelings
within a store. Three dimensions of affective quality were objectively determined
by a separate sample and used to represent the aura of a store as reflected in
its personality (Martineau 1958). The three dimensions can best be described
as (1) exciting, (2) relaxing, and (3) unpleasant or distressing affective qualities.
In addition, each shopper’s perceived level of functional quality associated with
the store in which they shopped are considered in H2.
Affective Quality. Table 5-4 shows a series of path estimates
representing the subhypotheses comprising this overall proposition. Only one
of the paths representing the impact of objective interstore differences on
consumer emotions (Figure 5-3) is significant. The path between a store’s
objectively determined exciting quality score and consumer reports of arousal
while in that store ( y j is significant and in the hypothesized direction (.26).
Thus, exciting store environments lead to greater arousal among its patrons.
The remaining path coefficients representing the effect of affective quality, while
in the hypothesized direction, are not significant.
Thus, there appears to be only limited support for these subhypotheses
(H2a, H2b, and H2c). However, store’s with affective quality scores indicative of
an exciting retail personality seem to create more aroused shoppers. Possible
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reasons for the poor statistical results of the other paths representing the effects
of affective quality are discussed in the limitations section.
Perceived Functional Quality. An additional component of H2 concerns
the more traditional role of perceived store image in directly influencing a
consumer’s in-store a/a behavior. More specifically, each shopper’s past
experiences with the particular store in which they shopped, as reflected in the
perceived functional quality of the store, are hypothesized as relating to a/a.
That path representing this relationship (y.,g) is significant and positive (.32).
Thus, shoppers perceiving a store as rating relatively high (low) on the
functional elements of the retail mix tend to report higher (lower) levels of
approach (avoidance) behaviors when shopping in that store.

Hypothesis Three
The set of relationships represented by H3 involves the effect of in-store
feelings on in-store shopping behavior (Figure 5-4). Each dimension of feelings
considered here (pleasure, arousal, and domination) is expected to cause
increased levels of reported a/a behavior. Thus, there are three parts to this
hypothesis. Each part represents a path (P) from a feeling dimension to a/a.
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F ig u r e 5 -4
ANTECEDENTS OF IN-STORE APPROACH/AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR
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The first part of H3 deals with the impact of pleasure on a/a. As can be
seen in Table 5-4, the estimate of this path is insignificant at the .05 level,
although it is in the hypothesized direction (.02). However, as predicted by
H3b, the path representing the impact of arousal on a/a

is highly

significant and in the hypothesized direction (.62). H3c predicted a positive
path between domination and a/a. The path (P^g) from domination to a/a is
significant, but, it is negative. Thus, high levels of domination of the
environment appear to lead to lower levels of a/a. Possible explanations for
this finding are presented in Chapter .
6

Overall, the data provide mixed results for a relationship between
feelings and a/a.. One dimension of in-store affect (arousal) displays a strong
positive relationship with in-store behavior. Another dimension (pleasure) has
little effect on a/a, and the third (domination) has a significant negative effect. A
further discussion of these results is presented in Chapter Six.

Hypothesis Four
The final set of hypothesized relationships concerns the impact of
various factors on personal shopping value. The three dimensions of in-store
feelings, a/a, and shoppers’ perceived functional quality associated with their
assigned store, are expected to differentially influence hedonic and utilitarian
shopping value. Each subhypothesis is represented by a single path in the
structural model (see Table 5-4).
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F ig u r e 5 - 5
ANTECEDENTS OF PERSONAL SHOPPING VALUE
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Hedonic value is explained by four constructs. First, a positive path is
hypothesized directiy from pleasure to hedonic value (Pg,). The maximum
likelihood estimate representing this path (.05), while in the expected direction,
is not significant. Second, H4b predicts a positive path from arousal to hedonic
value (Pk). The path coefficient representing this relationship is highly
significant and positive (.39) providing support for H4b. Third, a path coefficient
(P ) was estimated representing the impact of feeiings of dominance on
53

hedonic value resulting from the shopping trip. The resulting path coefficient of
.11 is both significant and positive supporting H4c. Finally, it was hypothesized
that a/a would have a positive effect on hedonic value. The estimate for this
path (P ) is .26 providing strong support for H4d. Thus, three of the four
54

predictors of hedonic value are supported by these data.
The more traditional of the two personal shopping value measures
(utilitarian) was specifically addressed in four subhypotheses. First, pleasure
was expected to relate positively to utilitarian vaiue (H4e). This relationship is
strongly supported by the path estimate revealed in this analysis (Pg, = .35).
Second, in contrast to its effect on hedonic value, consumer feelings of arousal
in a retail environment are hypothesized to negatively relate to utilitarian value.
However, little support is found for H4f as the estimate of Pg^ is not significantly
different from zero (.04). Third, H4g predicts lower levels of utilitarian value to
accompany higher levels of a/a. Although the path coefficient (-.05)
representing this relationship was negative, it was not significantly different from
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zero at the .05 level. Fourth, H4h predicts consumer perceptions of a store’s
functional quality to directly influence the utilitarian value derived from shopping
there. The maximum likelihood estimate of Ves (13) supports this relationship
both in terms of direction and significance. Thus, two of the four specific
subhypotheses are supported.
A fifth possible predictor of utilitarian value is consumer feelings of
domination. As discussed in Chapter 2, because the existing conceptual and
empirical evidence conflicts as to which direction feelings of dominance of the
retail environment would effect utilitarian value, no specific hypothesis is offered.
Feelings of dominance in the store can make shopping more efficient, but they
could also lead to a less than optimal decision. However, because it was felt
that domination does relate to utilitarian value, this path was estimated to shed
some light on its effect. The resulting coefficient (-.09) is negative but only
approaches significance (p < .14).
The results presented provide support for the ability of this model to
explain personal shopping value. In particular, the coefficient of determinations
in Table 5-3 indicate that the model predicts hedonic value (.45) somewhat
better than it does utilitarian value (.15). Perhaps this is because factors
external to the store environment infiuence utilitarian value more than hedonic
value (Westbrook 1981). In all, five of nine paths used to predict personal
shopping value proved significant. Thus, perceived shopping value is related to
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the antecedents considered in the C-E-V model of consumer-retailer
encounters.

Model Results Using Alternative A/A Measure
As discussed in Chapter’s Three and Four, an alternative measure of a/a
is included in this data. The alternative measure is based upon the interviewer’s
observation of the subject’s shopping behavior rather than on self-reports.

In

the overall measurement model (Table 4-10), a nearly identical structure was
estimated when the observational a/a measure was substituted for self-report
a/a. Similarly, a structural model was estimated, identical to the one above,
using this observational measure of a/a in the place of self-reported a/a. The
overall results of this model are strikingly consistent with those reported above.
The model chi-square is 166 with 34 degrees of freedom, the GFI is .94, and
the RMSR is .06. In addition, each model resulted in an identical pattern of
parameter estimates based on their statistical significance. Thus, in terms of
statistical support for each hypothesis and subhypothesis raised in the
dissertation, the models are identical. In the remainder of this chapter, all
references to an estimated model will refer to the former model utilizing the
Mehrabian and Russell (1974) type a/a scale.
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Summary of Results
The C-E-V model of consumer-retailer encounters proposed In this
dissertation Is composed of four broad hypotheses. The first hypothesis,
concerning the Impact of Individual differences In shopper personality on selfreport In-store emotions, Is supported by the model. Hov\rever, the degree of
experiential motivations within a consumer appear to be more Important
Indicators of In-store emotions than Is shopping process Involvement. The
second hypothesis, concerning the Impact of Individual differences among
stores on customers’ In-store emotions. Is supported to a lesser degree. Of the
three objective affective store dimensions considered here, only a store’s
exciting quality appears to have a significant Impact on self-report emotions.
However, consumers’ subjective perceptions of a store’s functional quality did
appear to Influence directly In-store shopping behavior. Third, some support
was found for the hypothesis emphasizing the Impact of In-store emotions on
shopping behavior. In particular, self-reported arousal has a strong effect on
a/a. The final set of hypotheses deals with a dichotomy of values which can be
obtained from Interacting with a retailer. The paths Implied by the model
support the Idea that In-store emotions Influence perceived value both directly
and through their Impact on a/a. This would appear particularly true for
hedonic value. Overall, a varying degree of support Is found for each of the
four major hypotheses.
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ALTERNATIVE MODELS (EXPLORATORY FINDINGS)
As indicated above, the fit statistics resulting from testing the model,
while indicating a reasonable fit, show room for improvement. Anderson and
Garbing (1988) outline guidelines for testing additions to an original theoretical
structure. They suggest that the fit of an hypothesized model should be tested
against the next most likely model with an additional path added. The two
model chi-square statistics can be compared, and if there is no significant
difference between the two models, it is likely that the hypothesized structure
fits the data as well as any construct-enhanced representation. Following this
procedure, four possible improvements to the model are discussed and
presented as exploratory findings which may be relevant to future research.

Improvement # 1
Following Costner and Schoenberg (1979), the normalized residuals
were examined for possible improvements in model fit. Of the four residuals
greater than two, one residual (6.5) is far greater than the others and suggests
a direct path from shopper motivations ($,) to hedonic shopping value (ris).
Thus, the model was reestimated by adding this additional path.
The overall fit shows significant improvement over the original model (see
Table 5-4). The
.01) resulting in a

of the new model is 54.0 with 33 degrees of freedom (p =
difference statistic of 106 (p < .001). The model GFI and

Bentler’s NFI both increased to .98, and the RMSR dropped to .04. The path
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representing this relationship (ys,) was estimated to be .44 with a t-value of 10.6
(p < .001). Thus, the data suggest a strong direct relationship between
experiential shopping motivations and perceived hedonic shopping value.
Previous path estimates appear unaffected by this addition. All previous
significant paths remain significant and with essentially the same estimated
value (within

. 0 2

or less).

Improvement #2
Following the same procedures as above, only two of the

6 6

normalized

residuals exceeded 2.0 after adding Ysi to the model. The pattern of residuals
indicates an unaccounted for source of covariation between a respondent’s
perceived functional quality of the store in which they shopped ((g) and
pleasure reported while shopping

(t),).

The model was reestimated adding a

path (Y,e) to consider such a relationship.
The resulting model produced a

value of 36.0 with 32 degrees of

freedom which is indicative of a fit to within sampling variation of the original
correlation matrix (p = .28). The

difference statistic (18.0) is indicative of a

significant improvement in fit over the previous model (p < .001). The new path
(Y,g) estimate is .28 with a t-value of 4.3 (p < .001). Previous path estimates
were not significantly affected by adding this additional path. Thus, the data
support a relationship between perceived functional quality and pleasure which
is relatively independent of other relationships in the model.
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Improvement # 3
Given the fit of the previous model to the data, there appears to be little
room for improvement. All remaining normalized residuals are less than two.
However, based on the relative magnitude of residuals remaining, an additional
improvement to the model, if any exists, might be found by estimating a path
from perceived functional quality to arousal (yzs)- To examine the effects of
freeing this path, the model was estimated again.
The model with this third improvement produced a
degrees of freedom (p = .47). The

of 30.8 with 31

difference statistic, indicating the

statistical improvement over the previous model, is 5.2 which is significant at the
.05 level. The new path estimate is .27 with a t-value of 4.2 (p < .001). Once
again, other path estimates remain stable supporting the validity of the
relationships represented by previous paths. To a somewhat lesser degree
than the previous improvements, the data reported here supports a relationship
between perceived functional quality and arousal.

Improvement #4
After adding the three paths discussed above to the model, all
normalized residuals remain less than two and for the most part approach zero.
However, one residual is higher than the rest (1.6). It suggest a relationship
between the unpleasant affective quality of a store and perceived utilitarian
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shopping value (yss). To investigate the possibility of such a relationship, the
model was reestimated.
The resulting

is 25.3 with 30 degrees of freedom (p = .71). The

difference statistic between this and the previous model is 4.8 indicating another
incremental improvement in fit (p < .05). The resulting path coefficient is .14
with a t-value of 2.4 (p < .05). While estimating this path slightly attenuates the
relationship between a store’s exciting affective quality and self-report arousal
(Vaa) to .18, it remains statistically significant (t = 2.5; p < .05). Thus, another
relationship suggested by the data is between an unpleasant store environment
and perceived utilitarian value derived from shopping there. Table 5-6 shows
the resulting parameter estimates and coefficients of determination from
estimating this model.

Summary
Four improvements to the hypothesized model are suggested be the
residual analyses conducted here. Although additional paths were freed in an
attempt to investigate further improvements, none proved significant. Thus,
following procedures outlined by Anderson and Gerbing (1988), one
improvement suggest a possible direct relationship between a shopper’s
experiential motivation and perceived hedonic value (Ys,), two suggest
relationships between a shopper’s perceived functional value of a store and the
feelings they report while shopping there (y ,s and Yzs). and finally a relationship
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between the unpleasant quality of a retail environment and perceived utilitarian
value (Yes) is suggested.
While improvements to the original model are apparent, they do not
affect the validity of the dissertation hypotheses. Adding new paths did not
change the significance or direction of any previously estimated path. Also,
only two improvements to the original model resulted in a likelihood residual
matrix ( ) which was within sampling variance of the correlation matrix used to
2

fit the model.
In addition, while exploratory findings can suggest improvements to a
model through this type of post-hoc analysis, these new reiationships should be
retested in future studies in an effort to examine their validity (Glymour et al.
1987). A discussion of possible explanations for these new paths is provided in
Chapter Six. Also, following Anderson and Gerbing (1988), the hypothesized
structure could be "trimmed" and reestimated eliminating insignificant paths.
However, this would only serve to artificially increase the fit of the modei, rather
than test theory, and thus this step was not taken.
Finally, in addition to the structural paths discussed above, several of the
constructs in the model are hypothesized to be correlated to one another. The
factors that were assumed to display significant levels of intercorrelation were
discussed in the previous two chapters. To account for this, (|) coefficients were
estimated between the follov/ing variables; ( ) between the two measures of
1

retail personality, (2) among the affective quality stores, and (3) between
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perceived functional quality and the remaining exogenous constructs. In
addition, to account for the intercorrelation among the PAD items, three i|r
coefficients were estimated. In ail cases, the estimates of these correlations
were consistent in sign and direction to the estimates presented in the
measurement model.

The Impact of Social Desirability
As mentioned in Chapter 3, respondents were administered a portion of
the Crowne-Marlow Social Desirability Scale to examine the potential impact of a
tendency to give socially desirable responses rather than their true thoughts
and/or feelings. This scale has been commonly used in previous studies to
consider the potential confounding effect of respondent acquiescence based on
the types of items being administered (e.g., Westbrook 1980; 1987; Oliver and
Desarbo 1988). If responses to other relevant scales show significant
correlation with social desirability, the effect of this potential confounding
variable could be partialled out. Subject responses to these nine-items were
factor analyzed producing a seven-item scale yielding a Cronbach a of .67.
To examine the potential for confounding due to socially desirable
responses, the summated factors used as input to the structural model (see
Table 5-1) were correlated with the summated social desirability scale. None of
the correlations resulting from this procedure are significant. The highest level
of (magnitude) correlation indicated from carrying out this procedure represents
the correlation between shopper motivations and social desirability (-.07 p =
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.15). Thus, social desirability is not considered a threat to the results presented
in this chapter.
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Table 5-5
OVERALL FIT STATISTICS FOR IMPROVED MODELS
Improvement
Statistic
Goodness-of-fit Statistic
Degrees of Freedom
Goodness-of-Fit Index
RMSR
Rentier's NFI
Total R® for Structural Equations

Original
160.2
34
.94
.06
.87
.39

#1
54.0
33
.98
.04
.98
.47

#2
36.0
32
.99
.03
.99
.50

#3
30.8
31
.99
.03

#4
25.3
30
.99

1.00

.02
1.00

.58

.60
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Table 5-6
PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR EACH STRUCTURAL EQUATION: IMPROVED MODEL

Predictor

Pleasure

Exogenous Factors
Motivations
Involvement
Exciting AQ
Relaxing AQ
Unpleasant AQ
Perceived FQ

.11*
.03
.06
.00
.28*

Arousal

.23*

.00

Domination

.19*
.10*

.12

HV

UV

.44*

.18*

-.01
-.02

.01

.27*

.02

.24

.14*
.09*

.30*

Endogenous Factors
Pleasure
Arousal
Domination
A /A
Coefficient of
Determination

A /A

.06

.61*
-.09*

.11*
.29*
.11*
.22*

.35*
.04
-.09
-.03

.58

.61

.18

p < .05
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The first two chapters of this dissertation developed a consciousnessemotion-value (C-E-V) model of consumer-retailer encounters largely based on
previous research in environmental psychology (Holbrook 1986). Statistical
results of empirically testing this model were presented in the previous chapter.
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize and appraise these results in terms
of their potential contribution to the retailing and consumer behavior literature.
First, the results of testing the four overall hypotheses are recapitulated;
second, theoretical and practical implications stemming from this analysis are
presented including a discussion of potential contributions and study limitations;
and finally, a section on future research issues related to this dissertation are
discussed.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Four major hypotheses, each with a number of more specific
subhypotheses, are included in the proposed C-E-V model of shopping
activities. Figure 6-1 depticts the paths supported statistically by the data
presented here. While the constructs included in the model cannot fully explain
each response measure considered, the extent to which they do predict may
increase knowledge of what types of associations would comprise a more fully
specified model of consumer shopping behavior. The first hypothesis
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considered is based iargeiy on previous research concerning interpersonal
differences among shoppers and how they affect the type and level of emotions
experienced in a retail environment. Second, varying retail environments, as do
other environments, are posited to cause variations in levels and types of in
store emotions. Third, the level of various emotions experienced while in a
store affect the in-store behavior of consumers. And finally, perceptions of
psychological value perceived by consumers resulting from a shopping trip are
influenced by the previous variables.

Interpersonal Differences and PAD
Results of testing the first overall hypothesis indicate that the level of
consumers’ experiential shopping motivations is significantly related to the level
of emotions reported while shopping. Consumers high in experiential
motivations tend to report higher levels of pleasure, arousal, and domination
(PAD) while in a retail environment. This research is consistent with previous
research hypothesizing segments of shoppers who enjoy shopping and
segments who do not (e.g., Darden and Reynolds 1974/1975; Bellanger and
Korgaonkar 1980). Those consumers viewing shopping more as a task (low in
experiential motivations) tend to be less pleased, less aroused, and feel more
controlled by retail environments than are other shoppers. Thus, it does appear
that interpersonal differences do influence shopping emotions.
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However, the results provide only limited support for the impact of
shopping process involvement on PAD. While all three relations were in the
hypothesized direction, only the impact of involvement on domination is
significant. Shoppers high in involvement are high in feelings of control over the
retail environment.
While involvement is sometimes noted as having a motivational
component (Engel et al. 1990), these results may reflect a fundamental
difference between the two constructs. It is possible that a consumer could
have high levels of experiential motivations but low levels of involvement. For
example, a consumer who truly enjoys shopping activities may be constrained
situationally from partaking in such activities. Perhaps they are time constrained
due to their jobs or other considerations. In contrast, a person could be highly
involved (read ads, spending time making shopping choices, etc.) but not be
motivated in a manner in which they find personal gratification in those activities.
They may view shopping as another chore that must be done. This may
explain why the only significant relationship was between involvement and
domination. Those consumers who put a great deal of effort into their
shopping, regardless of the reason for that effort, feel more in control.
Previous authors hypothesizing a link between involvement and pleasure
and arousal (Holbrook and Hirschman 1982; Bloch and Bruce 1984) may have
intended to employ an involvement concept which captured a hedonic
motivational element (Laurent and Kapferer 1985) more so than the scale
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employed here (Slama and Taschian 1985). However, since motivations were
considered as a separate construct in this dissertation, an involvement scale
which captured level of effort seemed more appropriate. Thus, interpersonal
differences in shopping process involvement only partially influence in-store
emotions, whereas, interpersonal differences in shopping motivations appear to
have a more pervasive impact.

Interstore Differences
The test of the second overall hypothesis was somewhat less successful
than that of the first. Of all the interstore differences in the impact of affective
quality on PAD, only one displayed a significant path coefficient. Stores rated
as having high levels of an exciting affective quality by the sample of judges led
to greater levels of arousal among shoppers while in that store. The level of a
store’s relaxing and distressing affective qualities demonstrate little effect on
PAD. Thus, there is only limited support for the proposition that objectively
determined interstore differences relate to the level of emotions experienced by
shoppers while in that environment.
There are several possible reasons for this result. First, it may be that
there was insufficient variability among the stores examined in the dissertation
to reveal significant differences in the amount and type of emotions reported by
shoppers while in those stores. While Holbrook and Batra (1987) followed an
identical methodology to reveal significant relationships between objective
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affective advertisement content and emotions experienced by consumers
exposed to these ads, their study included a far greater number of advertising
stimuli than the number of stores included in this study. Further, the type of
stores considered here did not vary as much as possible. For example, no
local merchants or specialty stores were included in the dissertation. Thus, the
affective content of the advertisements assessed by judges in the Holbrook and
Batra (1987) study represent a more complete range of the types of ads
encountered by consumers. Aside from potential limitations in methodology, it
may be that only one aspect of affective quality is relevant in a retail context.
Perhaps only a store’s "excitement" content influences its customers' emotions.
Further research is needed to clear up this issue.
In contrast to the effect of affective quality on emotions, a store’s
perceived functional quality (or image), as expressed by dissertation
respondents, significantly and positively relates to in-store a/a behavior. As this
variable captures consumers’ previous experiences with a retailer, it supports a
relationship between consumer beliefs and patronage behavior commonly
posited in existing patronage models and traditional store image research
(Monroe and Guiltinan 1975; May 1975; Darden 1979; Mazursky and Jacoby
1986). While to be statistically precise, this measure would be more
appropriately labeled an interpersonal difference because it concerns
consumers’ subjective perceptions, it is included in this main hypothesis
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because it concerns perceptions of a store’s characteristics rather than a trait of
an individual.
Thus, partial support is found for the impact of objective interstore
differences in affective quality on PAD. More specifically, an exciting quality
leads to increased arousal. However, a fairly strong level of support is found
for a direct impact of perceived functional characteristics on in-store a/a
behavior.

The Impact of PAD
The third main hypothesis concerns the impact of PAD on in-store a/a
behavior. The data presented here, consistent with previous research
(Donovan and Rossiter 1982; Anderson 1986a), support a relationship between
emotions and a/a. In particular, the level of arousal reported by dissertation
respondents demonstrated a strong positive effect on a/a. Shoppers
experiencing high levels of arousal are more likely to explore, feel comfortable,
and spend resources in a store environment.
In contrast, consumer feelings of domination of the environment relates
negatively to a/a. That is, consumers with high perceptions of control spend
less time in the store. This may be due to increased shopping efficiency
accompanying feelings of control which means that shoppers complete their
task more quickly. While previous authors fail to provide empirical evidence of
this relationship, the findings are not consistent with Mehrabian and Russell’s
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conceptual (1974) hypothesis positing that people generally remain in an
environment longer when they feel in control. Considering the types of
environments studied by Mehrabian and Russell (1974), this result is not
surprising. Feelings of domination could have quite different effects in
museums and parks than it would in a retail store where there is often some
task to fulfill aside from simply experiencing an environment. In sum, these
findings lend further support to the effect of environmentally evoked feelings on
a/a.

Antecedents of Perceived Shopping Value
The final main hypothesis involves the effect of several constructs on
perceived shopping value. While the results provide support for the main
hypothesis, a different set of relationships emerge for the two dimensions of
shopping value. These differences appear to reflect the nature of each
dimension.
As hypothesized, increased levels of consumer arousal and domination
in a store are associated with increased levels of hedonic shopping value. The
effect of pleasure, while in the hypothesized direction, is insignificant. These
results correspond to Unger et ai.’s (1983) supposition that arousal and
perceived freedom are crucial elements to an intrinsically valuable experience.
Thus, a shopping trip is viewed as more satisfying congenially, or as an end in
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itself (Alderson 1957), when consumers Intrinsically experience arousal and
domination in a retail environment.
The data also support a positive relationships between a/a and hedonic
value. The greater the a/a activities the more rewarding a shopping trip is
congenially. This finding supports the hypothesis raised by Darden and Dorsch
(1990). In a conceptual paper, they posit that shopping activities like browsing
and exploring can provide a rewarding experience aside from any good or
service acquired in a store.
While arousal, domination, and a/a significantly predict hedonic value,
pleasure and perceived functional store quality display significant direct
relationships with utilitarian shopping value. The impact of pleasure on utilitarian
value is consistent with and extends Isen’s (1987) work which showed that
subjects experiencing pleasure are more efficient in completing various
"shopping tasks" like selecting from a number of alternative goods. Since
utilitarian value more precisely reflects instrumental (a means to an end)
consumer behavior (Alderson 1957), increased pleasure leads to greater
extrinsic value through task facilitation. In addition, consumers possessing
more favorable beliefs about a store’s functional quality report higher levels of
utilitarian value. This supports Westbrook’s (1981) supposition that a store’s
tangible attributions can increase satisfaction with a retailer.
The different findings appear consistent with the makeup of each
dimension of shopping value. To obtain hedonic value, consumers can
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experience excitement (arousal), feelings of freedom to do as they please
(domination), and/or participate in relatively high amounts of various shopping
activities as reflected by a/a. To obtain utilitarian value, shoppers desire a
pleasurable environment, and one with which they have a favorable impression
of its functional attributes, in which to complete their shopping task. Another
result of the dissertation, which further points out the differences between these
two dimensions of perceived shopping value, is the difference in sign in the
relationship between a/a and each dimension. As discussed above, the
relationship between a/a and hedonic value is positive and significant. For
utilitarian value, the relationship with a/a is negative although it only approaches
significance (p < .12). Thus, the increase in activities that yields hedonic value
may get in the way of completing the instrumental task of shopping and
contribute to levels of utilitarian value.

Exploratory Findings
In addition to the findings discussed above, several other relationships
were investigated as a repercussion of the residual diagnostics resulting from
fitting the hypothesized model to the data. The first parameter estimated based
on error diagnostics indicates a direct positive relationship from consumer
shopping motivations and hedonic shopping value. In the dissertation data,
consumers high in experiential motivations reported relatively high levels of
hedonic shopping value. In retrospect, there does appear to be a rationale for
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this relationship. Consumer satisfaction, seen as a measure of the value of an
event or object, is to some extent a motivational construct (Westbrook and
Black 1985). in addition, the addition of this path does not significantly alter the
size of the indirect relationships between shopper motivations and hedonic
value. Therefore, while emotions experienced by consumers do serve in a
mediating role as suggested by numerous authors (e.g., Holbrook 1986;
Lazarus 1982; Plutchik 1980), this mediation is not total (Baron and Kenny
1986; Darden et al. 1987). There is strong evidence of both direct and
mediated effects of shopping motivation on hedonic value.
Two paths, from perceived functional quality to pleasure and arousal,
were suggested by the residual diagnostics. Consumers evaluating a store
more favorably on its functional attributes report higher levels of positive affect
while in that environment. These high levels of affect may help explain why
consumers typically patronize stores for which they have a favorable image
(Mazursky and Jacoby 1986). In addition to the hypothesized direct effect of
perceived functionai quality on a/a and utilitarian shopping value, there also
appears to be an indirect effect through the intervening variables of pleasure
and arousal.
Two reasons for these findings are apparent given that a consumer’s
past experience is captured by this measure. As discussed in Chapter 2, affect
has an evaluative component (Cacioppo and Petty 1989; Osgood et al. 1957).
Thus, consumers’ evaluations of a store’s functional elements would be
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expected to relate to affect. Further, the data may be consistent with the
subjective familiarity effect (Zajonc and Markus 1982). People tend to show
higher levels of positive affect toward those things with which they are most
familiar. If familiarity is being captured by the functional quality measure, then
these two relationships are not surprising. In sum, these two relationships
indicate that an addition to any effect which a store’s affective quality may
exhibit on affect, consumers’ cognitive appraisals of its functional attributes
appear to influence the level of pleasure and arousal experienced in that
environment.
The final relationship suggested by error diagnostics is from the objective
affective quality of "unpleasant" to perceived utilitarian shopping value. The
more unpleasant an environment the less utilitarian value is perceived. This
result appears consistent with the results of other hypotheses concerning
shopping value. Those results showed that utilitarian value, as opposed to
hedonic value, is driven by the level of pleasure experienced in an environment.
Logically then, it might be expected that an unpleasant environment may inhibit
utilitarian value but not affect hedonic value. To further validate this result, as
well as other relationships added through residual analysis, further testing in
additional studies is required.
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IMPUCATIONS
The C-E-V model of retaller-consumer encounters was designed and
tested In an effort to contribute several substantive, theoretical and pragmatic
insights to the extant knowledge base on consumer shopping activities. A C-EV framework was adapted because it focuses on person-environment relations
and explicitly accounts for emotions and the psychological value which may
result from conducting an activity within a given environment (Holbrook 1986).
Further, while it does not make any rational man assumption, it does not
portray consumers as mindless. Rather, person characteristics influence the
interpretation of environments leading to differences in emotions encountered in
an environment (Lazarus 1982). These emotions influence the activities and
perceived psychological value resulting from the encounter. The study
described herein tests such a model and provides some initial empirical support
for a C-E-V framework in explaining consumer experiences. A brief discussion
of some of the more specific implications follows.

Individual Differences
A number of previous studies have used environmental psychology as a
conceptual framework to study shopper emotions and how they affect in-store
behavior (e.g., Grossbart et al. 1975; Anderson 1986a). However, interpersonal
and interstore factors which may explain differences in emotion have been left
predominantly for future study (Donovan and Rosslter 1982). On the few
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occasions when individual differences have been investigated, the interpersonal
variables used were generally not in a consumer context (e.g., Grossbart et al.
1989), and the interstore differences have focused on one specific aspect of a
store such as its newness (e.g., Flicker 1990).
The dissertation results support the use of shopping-specific individual
difference measures to explain the level of various emotions experienced by
consumers while conducting their shopping activities. Using a scale derived
from a motivational based shopper typology (Attaway 1989), the dissertation
provides evidence that consumers high in experiential shopping motivations
report higher levels of each dimension of affect considered here (PAD).
Therefore, retailers should not expect all consumers to respond to their
environment emotionally in the same manner. Theoretically, this finding supports
the "consciousness to emotion" link of the C-E-V model as proposed by
Holbrook (1986). Holbrook posits that consciousness is determined by "general
consumer characteristics" which directly influence each component of emotion.
In addition, limited support was found for differences in the amount of
feelings experienced by shoppers due to the affective quality of a store. Given
the possible reasons for these limited results as discussed above, further
research into the impact of actual store characteristics on consumer emotions is
in order. However, the relationships revealed here, between an "exciting" store
and the level of arousal reported by consumers, supports a conceptual
hypothesis raised by Gardner (1985) which posits a direct path from the
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physical setting of a consumer activity and the affect which they experience
during it. Holbrook (1986) posits the same relationship and points out that the
physical setting is also an integral part of the consciousness of consumers.
From a practical standpoint, interstore differences in the ability to evoke
different feelings in consumers may support the tremendous differences in
expenditures of retailers in constructing and maintaining a store personality as
discussed in Chapter One. Exciting stores like Maison Blanche or Dillard’s
appear to evoke higher levels of arousal among its consumers. Increased
arousal has a number of positive effects to be discussed later. Thus, retailers
such as these may know how to capitalize on environmentally evoked
emotions.

Personal Shopping Value
An additional extension of traditional applications of environmental
psychology to consumer behavior is the attempt to explain the perceived value
derived from the shopping activity. Rather than treating shopping as simply an
instrumental behavior in which the end result is the purchase of some good or
service, the model tested in the dissertation treats consumer interactions with
retailers as a goal oriented activity designed to provide value, satisfaction, utility,
or benefits (Darden and Dorsch 1990). The various constructs operationalized
in the dissertation demonstrate the ability to explain to some extent differences
in perceived shopping value resulting from store visits.
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Two dimensions of shopping value were examined in the dissertation.
These dimensions reflect a dichotomy discussed by a number of previous
authors. Holbrook (1986), as an outcome of the C-E-V approach, discusses
value derived from a consumer experience as being either extrinsic (for
example, obtaining the use of a product) or intrinsic (for example, gratifying
sensory stimulation). Similarly, Alderson (1957) discussed consummatory
benefits, derived through congenial consumer behavior, as well as instrumental
benefits which he views as a means to an end. From exchange theory
perspective (Bagozzi 1979), these two dimensions account for economic as well
as social or psychological utility. Similarly other authors (e.g., Bloch and Bruce
1984; Batra 1986; Venkatramen and Maclnnis 1985) have referred to hedonic
versus utilitarian benefits. Empiricaily, this dichotomy is supported by the data
presented here.
The results of this dissertation suggest a different set of explanatory
variables for each dimension of value. Consumers experiencing relativeiy high
(low) levels of arousal and domination, and who participate in more approach
(avoidance) activities, report significantly higher (lower) levels of hedonic
shopping vaiue. Therefore, for retailers to create an intrinsically valuable
experience among consumers, they should strive to create an inviting and
exciting environment. In contrast, utilitarian shopping value is predicted most
by pleasure and by a direct effect of the perceived functional quality of a store.
High levels of a/a and domination showed smaller but negative effects on this
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extrinsic or instrumental measure. A pleasurable but efficient store environment
wfiich stresses its traditional functionai retail mix may help create utilitarian
value.
These findings lead to somewhat of a paradox. The factors which lead
to a intrinsically rewarding retail experience may oppose somewhat factors
leading to high levels of extrinsic rewards. Perhaps this could be the basis of a
segmentation strategy for retailers by attempting to specialize in providing one
or the other type of value.

Cognition versus Behavior
The results presented here may also be relevant to the debate between
cognitive-rational and behaviorist-emotional explanations of consumer behavior.
While the effects of retail environments on shopping behavior have been
referred to as "the retail Skinner’s Box" (Markin et al. 1976), and previous
applications of environmental psychology have been labeled simple stimulusresponse models (Donovan and Rosslter 1982), this study provides a more
complete explanation of this effect by adding additional explanatory variables.
The evidence provided here not only shows that retail stores (stimuli) have an
effect on consumer behavior, but it shows that person and store characteristics
contribute to emotions which cause differences in behavior.
Further, the model presented here allows both traditional cognitive as
well as emotional effects on shopping behavior. In particular, the direct paths
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from perceived functional quality to a/a and utilitarian value reflect the ability of
this approach to predict some aspects of cognitive consumer behavior.
However, many of the remaining relationships more accurately portray the
emotional or experiential side of consumer behavior. Thus, this model allows
the consumer to be viewed as both intellectual and emotional. It neither
ignores the way consumer thinking or consumer feelings. Similar approaches
may help reconcile this debate and provide further evidence of the
commensurability of these two approaches (Allen and Janiszewski 1989).
Additional evidence is presented here concerning the mediating effect of
consumer emotions. The hypothesized model relies on nearly a totally
intervening role for consumer emotions (PAD). Although this model fit the data
quite well, some improvements were suggested which demonstrate that not all
the effects of consumer emotions are totally intervening. For example, shopper
motivations were shown to have a direct impact on hedonic value. Adding this
path however, did not diminish the existing indirect relationships through the
emotions experienced in-store. Thus, while emotions did mediate the
relationship, this mediation is not total.

Segmentation Basis
The results presented here may suggest an emotional segmentation
basis best illustrated by the varying predictors of the two shopping value
dimensions. It appears that retailers can position themselves as a highly
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arousing store in which shoppers tend to stay for quite some time. This
exciting environment would be quite capable of satisfying congenial or
recreational type shopping needs by producing hedonic value. In particular,
those consumers high in experiential shopping motivations would seem a likely
target market for this type of store. Further, the increased levels of a/a would
indicate that these consumers would not only feel comfortable spending time in
such an environment, but they would tend to spend their money as well. Thus,
this would seem a lucrative strategy for certain retailers and may explain the
success of some newer innovative retailers (e.g., Sharper Image, Tiffany, etc.)
discussed in Chapter One.
Since the types of shopping behaviors which create utilitarian or
functional value are inconsistent with those creating hedonic value, a
segmentation strategy appealing to consumers uninterested in congenial
aspects of shopping may be suggested as well. High levels of utilitarian value
appear to result when customers experience a pleasurable environment in
which they expend a small amount of resources in completing their task. Selfservice stores offering fast and efficient check-out may appeal most to these
types of shoppers. While the empirical evidence presented in the dissertation
does not directly provide evidence of what types of shoppers are most likely to
react to this type of appeal, intuitively the "apathetic" or "economic" types (Stone
1957; Darden and Reynolds 1971; Westbrook and Black 1985), or
nonrecreational shoppers (Bellanger and Korgaonkar 1980), appear most
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consistent with this orientation. However, further work is needed to provide
more specific evidence as to which store characteristics create which type of
emotions among its customers.

Contributions to Générai Patronage Models
It is has been said that the "ultimate test of consumer research" can be
measured by what takes place in the retail store (Engel et al. 1990). If so,
explanations of the activities and phenomena experienced by store patrons are
important to the development of integrative models of consumer and patronage
behavior. However, experiential elements are largely ignored in the existing
models.
Patronage models generally account for an impact of perceived store
attributes on store choice (Monroe and Guiltinan 1975) and, at times, on in
store purchase behavior (Darden 1979; Sheth 1983). Likewise, the C-E-V
model tested here includes an impact of physical store characteristics
(perceived functional quality) on in-store behavior. This model also explicitly
recognizes the efficacy of emotions on consumers’ in-store shopping behavior.
Several dimensions of affect significantly predict in-store shopping behavior
(a/a) while controlling for the effect of a store’s physical variables. Should a
similar effect continue to be revealed in future studies testing these relations in
varying retail contexts, traditional patronage models should incorporate the
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impact of emotions on in-store behavior in addition to the effect of traditional "in
store information processing" (Monroe and Guiltinan 1975).
In addition, the eventual goal of traditional patronage models is often to
predict purchases (Sheth 1983; Monroe and Guiltinan 1975). The model
presented here is slightly broader accounting for the perceived value obtained
from visiting a retail store. In doing so, it explains how consumers can
accomplish both instrumental and congenial goals through shopping. Hence,
nonpurchase experiential, as well as traditional purchase behavior was shown
to relate to other variables measured in the model. This suggests an extension
of the previous models by accounting for multiple dimensions of perceived
value. Additionally, this variable is likely to exhibit feedback links on future
shopping decisions which are posited in the C-E-V framework (Holbrook 1986)
but not empirically tested here.
Similar comments can be made to existing integrative models of
consumer behavior. While these models sometimes account for the effect of
"marketer dominated stimuli" on information processing (Engel et al. 1990), no
account is made of consumer emotions or any other experiential element. The
model tested here suggests that in addition to the effects of market stimuli
(retail environment) on traditional information processing, additional components
need to be added which represent the potential impact of consumer feelings.
Also, by accounting for two dimensions of perceived value, rather than simple
purchase or nonpurchase, an experiential or hedonic side of consumer
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behavior, as discussed by numerous authors (e.g., Hirschman and Holbrook
1982; Holbrook et al. 1984; Bloch et al. 1984), is explicitly recognized as an
important aspect of consumer behavior. Further, by accounting for these
elements, marketing practitioners and theorists might heed the caveat of
Copeland (1923) concerning the ill consequences of ignoring consumer
feelings.

Limitations
Each of the possible contributions of the dissertation should be
interpreted in the light of limitations of the study design and results of this
dissertation. In addition, the relationships examined here should be retested in
other contexts to further examine their validity. More specifically, limitations of
the study design center around the generalizability of the results and the
measurement techniques employed.

Generaiizabiiity. The generalizability of the dissertation results are
constrained by a number of factors. First, the sample employed was not
completely isomorphic with the general population of the SMSA from which
respondents were selected. For example, the mean age among respondents is
4 years younger than that reported among the population in general. This may
indicate a disproportionate representation of students or student-aged people
among respondents. However, the sample characteristics are quite similar to
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the characteristics of customers commonly patronizing the stores examined in
the study. In addition, the sample may not be generalizable to consumers
outside of geographic region in which the data was collected (Baton Rouge).
Second, the stores studied here did not include a full range of retailers. The
study examined a number of discount and department stores. The applicability
of the model to other types of retailers, specialty stores, in-home shopping,
catalogs, for example, remains uncertain. Another limiting factor is that each
dissertation "shopper" was accompanied by an acquaintance (the interviewer).
Since some differences have been noted between group and individual
shopping (Granbois 1968), tests of this model for individual shopping may differ
slightly. However, the use of an interviewer allowed the advantage of having
emotions assessed in-store rather than retrospectively (Russell and Snodgrass
1987; Wapner 1987). Given the transiency of feelings upon leaving one
environment and entering another, the advantage of this approach would
appear to out-weigh the drawbacks (Gardner 1985).
While the results are limited by factors such as these, it should be noted
that the goal of the dissertation was simply to test the model to find support
within the constraints implied by the study design. Therefore, generalizability,
while an admirable goal, was not emphasized. Appropriately, "effects
applications" examining the boundary conditions of these findings require
additional studies (Calder et al. 1983).
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Measurement. The results of this dissertation are also limited somewhat
due to the use of a number of self-report measures. In particular, the validity of
self-reports of emotions has been called into question (see Chapter Two for a
review of this topic). However, recent evidence has supported the convergent
validity of self-report, behavioral, and psychobiological measures of emotion
(Davidson et al. 1990). An examination of the theory using iess obtrusive
measures would not only increase the validity of the dissertation resuits, but it
would also add to this body of evidence concerning the convergent validity of
emotion measurement. Likewise, the perfect study might include alternative
measures of consumer involvement and/or motivation. In large part, this
"limitation" is indicative of the continuing debate between advocates of selfreport and more behavioral measures of consumer and social psychological
research (Churchill 1987).
Another limitation in terms of measurement concerns the measurement of
a store’s affective quality. For the most part, hypotheses regarding this variable
failed to achieve the desired result. One possible reason may have been
touched on earlier. While the preliminary study designed to assess stores’
affective quality demonstrated a great deal of consistency across consumers in
their store descriptions, too few and too similar stores may have been
employed to generate sufficient variability to drive endogenous measures. In
addition, a greater number of stores may have resulted in an affective quality
factor structure that more closely resembled that uncovered by Russell and
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Pratt (1980) in studying environments in general. A study design assessing the
affective quality of a greater number and variety of stores may provide a more
adequate test of these hypotheses.
Another potential limiting factor is the use of nonprofessional interviewers.
While using numerous interviewers, each with limited training, has some
advantages over more traditional techniques (Abromson and Mosher 1975;
Feild 1976), it can also be argued that trained interviewers are an important tool
in eliminating nonsampling error (Churchill 1987). Likewise, a retail store is not
the best setting in which to conduct a personal interview. Ideally, a less
distracting and more sterile environment would be used. The reality of the retail
environment, however, may be difficult to duplicate in a laboratory setting.
Again, similar studies using different methodologies will be useful in further
validating results introduced in this dissertation.

PROLOGUE
If the purpose of the dissertation is to begin a career, as opposed to
ending one, it should be looked upon as a beginning rather than an end. The
model groundwork laid by the study carried out and described in this
dissertation has the potential to lead to a number of interesting future research
topics. For example, some of the alternative models examined may lead to
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interesting studies. In addition to some of the topics already mentioned, Figure
6 - 2

shows a brief sketch of some salient topics stemming from this initial study.
From a practical standpoint, a focus on person-environment encounters

may provide valuable insight. If a store's affective quality does significantly
impact shopping behavior, then mapping its antecedents and/or correlates
more accurately is an important issue. Also, does the affective meaning of a
retail store impact store choice, and if so, what is the incremental contribution of
this new variable over traditional cognitive store interpretations. Further, what is
the effect of in-store affect on retail performance? While this study supports a
relationship between increased levels of consumer feelings on in-store behavior,
does this relationship translate into more successful retail operations? Does it
have an effect on organizational variables? These issues as well as others may
be useful to retailers.
From a theoretical standpoint, several research issues emerge. Among
these are the transfer of affect among consumer environments. For example,
do the feelings created in one retail environment influence those encountered in
subsequent environments. This may be particularly relevant to multipurpose
shopping trips. Although this model provides evidence of an impact of feelings
on consumer behavior, the precise mechanism through which this impact is
accomplished provides grounds for additional study. How do emotions
influence consumer information processing in the retail environment? Which
specific emotions lead to which specific emotional effects? What is the relative
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magnitude of effects attributable to consumer emotions as compared to
traditionally studied cognitive effects? Issues such as these could be useful
both theoretically and practically. Also, it may provide empirical support for
some previously held intuitive beliefs.
Other related studies encompass a wide variety of topics. For example,
the emotional antecedents and consequences of the purchase and/or the
impulse purchase may be studied using a similar framework. In addition, a
closer examination of the validity of a dichotomous shopping value instrument
could be useful in further supporting both a utilitarian and an hedonic side of
consumer behavior. Studies concentrating on shopping styles may provide
some insight. Do experiential shoppers have different styles or techniques for
shopping than do others? Thus, this sample of additional studies indicates that
the results provided here, while useful and interesting on their own, open the
door for a wide variety of future studies.
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APPENDIX A

The following page displays an example of the survey instrument used in the
preliminary study discussed in Chapter 3. The objective of this study was to
obtain objective estimates of the affective quality of the retail environments
studied in the dissertation. The values obtained using these scales were used
as input into the structural model. Only the items (affective quality inventory) on
the left were used.
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Please circle the number corresponding to your agreement with how well each of the following
terms describes Maison Blanche. If you are unfamiliar with this store, please cross it out and
describe the first store that comes to mind with which you are familiar. To help avoid any
confusion, think of how well each of these items would fill in this blank:

Maison Blanche is
STRONGLY
DISAGREE
ACTIVE
1 2
1 2
ALIVE
1 2
AROUSING
BEAUTIFUL
1 2
BORING
1 2
1 2
CALM
DISPLEASING
1 2
DISSATISFYING 1 2
DREARY
1 2
1 2
DROWSY

STRONGLY
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

STRONGLY
DISAGREE
1 2
COURTEOUS
FRUSTRATING
1 2
FATIGUING
1 2
1 2
HAPPY
SHAMEFUL
1 2
REWARDING
1 2
SATISFYING
1 2
FRIENDLY
1 2
BIG
1 2
DESIGNER
1 2

■> AGREE

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

->
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

STRONGLY
AGREE
6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8
6 7 8

DULL
EXCITING
EXHILARATING
FORCEFUL
FRENZIED
HECTIC
IDLE
INACTIVE
INTENSE
INTERESTING

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

EXPENSIVE
DARK
PUSHY
COMPETENT
PERSONALIZED
SOLD OUT
BARGAINS
IN A MALL
CROWDED
CHEAP

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

LAZY
MONOTONOUS
NICE
PANICKY
PEACEFUL
PLEASANT
PLEASING
PRETTY
REPULSIVE
RESTFUL

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

BRIGHT
INCOMPETENT
EFFICIENT
ORGANIZED
CLEAN
FAMILIAR
DISCOUNTS
WELL DESIGNED
A DREAM-WORLD
ONE-STOP SHOP

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

RUSHED
SENSATIONAL
SERENE
SLOW
STIMULATING
TENSE
TRANQUIL
UNCOMFORTABLE
UNPLEASANT
UNSTIMULATING
NOISY

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

REASONABLE
SALES
CONFUSING
FUN
INNOCENT
HIGH-CLASS
DISGUSTING
SUBURBAN
SMELLY
VARIETY
NEW

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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APPENDIX B

Appendix B displays an example of the survey instruments used by the
student interviewers to collect the information from the dissertation
"respondents" that was necessary to test the model described in Chapter 2.
The measurement characteristics for these measures is described in Chapter
4. These instruments were administered in various phases as described in
Chapter 3.
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September 1990:
Dear Volunteer:
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this class project. I’m sure we’ve all
experienced the frustration of dealing with companies who were not
"consumer" oriented. This project is intended to give business students a
clear view of the importance of considering the consumer in marketing
planning and strategy. In doing so, it is hoped that marketers can better
accomodate consumer demands and desires.
The project will require your responses to a few short surveys to be
administered by the student. The first survey will ask a few questions aimed at
describing what type of consumer you are. This survey will be followed up by
getting your impression of a particular retailer. The second stage will involve
you inviting the student to accompany you on a routine visit to a retail store.
The third stage will occur two days following this store visit and ask a few
questions about your impression of the shopping trip. Although the majority of
items are not of a personal nature, all responses will be held in strictest
confidence.
Upon completion of the project the student will be happy to inform you of the
results of his/her analysis. In addition, some of the information collected will
be compiled in an effort to improve retail service from a consumer’s point of
view. Again, thanks for helping out.
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1. Please respond to Hie toUomng items basetf on your level of agreement (1 ==STPONGLY DISAGREE, 2=DISAGREE,
3=SUGHJLY DISAGREE. 4=SUGHTLY AGREE. 5= AGREE. 6=STR0NGLY AGREE). Basically, these Herns are an
adempft to descritte you vrilh respect to your Itehavior as a consumer. Some of tliese Hems may seem quHe unusual.
However, please mark the response which best IHs the way you feel about each particular Hem. Hem's an example to
help make things clear.

I enjoy Tiger football................................................................

123456

Since I strongly agmed wHh this statement, I circled a 6.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE- >

STRONGLY
AGREE

1. When the going gets tough, the tough go shopping............................................ 12 3 4 5 6
2. i am satisfied when i can find what I need in a store in the least time............... 12 3 4 5 6
3. i only go shopping if I need to buy som ething...................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 6
4. A good shopper always has enough information before shopping ................. 1 2 3 4 5 6
5.
6.
7.
8.

I always compare prices before making a purchase............................................ 1 2
Shopping is an experience....................................................................................... 1 2
Shopping is a way to experience new things to keep life from being boring . 1 2
Going shopping does not make me feel better when I am d epressed
1 2

3
3
3
3

4 5 6
4 5 6
4 5 6
4 5 6

9. Shopping is not a pleasurable experience to me
12 3
10. i like to explore stores while shopping
12 3
11. i often give myself a treat by going shopping
12 3
12. Shopping helps me forget my p ro b lem s............................................................... 12 3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

13.1 am a careful shopper.............................................................................................. 1 2
14.1 am not interested in sales....................................................................................... 1 2
15.1 have little or no interest in shopping ................................................................... 1 2
16. The consumer sections of the newspaper are highly relevant to m e .............. 1 2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4 5

5 6
5 6
5 6
6

17.1 am too absorbed in personally relevant matters to worry about shopping . 1 2
18. 1 spend a lot of time and effort making a purchase decision
12
19.1 view shopping as a petty activity, not relevant to my concerns in l i f e
12
20. 1 pay attention to advertisements for products I am interested in ................... 1 2

3
3
3
3

4 5 6
4 5 6
4 5 6
4 5 6

21. 1 am willing to spend extra time shopping to get the lowest price
on goods of high q u a lity .......................................................................................... 1 2 3

4

5 6

4
4
4

5 6
56
5 6

22. Shopping is a rather petty issue compared to thinking about
how to make more m oney....................................................................................... 1 2 3
23. i clip many coupons from the newspaper
1 2 3
24. i behave more like a person much younger than i actually a m
1 2 3
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2. Please re a d the following hypothetical descriptions. Please Indicate ho w w ell each description fits you
personally using the scale provided. For example, if the description describes you almost exactly, you might
circle the response labeled V e ry Well.'

A.

T h in k o f a p e rs o n w h o y o u b e lie v e ju s t en jo y s s h o p p in g a s a n activity in itself a n d likes the

e x p e rie n c e . T h is p e rs o n c a n b e d e s c rib e d a s only g o in g s h o p p in g w h e n th e y w is h to
e x p e rie n c e

one or more

o f th e fo llow ing e le m e n ts o f s h o p p in g : a ) a n activity th a t is different

fro m th e e v e ry d a y : b ) to e n jo y s e n s o ry e le m e n ts s u c h a s th e s to r e ’s a tm o s p h e re ; c) recreation ;
d ) a c h a n c e to fa n ta s iz e a b o u t th in g s; o r e ) a w a y o f g e tü n g ph ysical e x e rc is e .
N
oie
te
ilW
ta N
o
tV
e
ryW
#
ll

How WELL DOES THIS DESCRIBE YOU?

1

N
o
lW
tll

2

N
u
c
tn
J

3

S
o
m
e
w
tM
tV
V
tfl V
e
ry
W
e
tJ

4

5

E
x
ire
m
e
tyV
V
«
ti

6

7

B . T h in k o f a p e rs o n w h o y o u b e liev e g o e s sh o p p in g a s a w a y to re c e iv e o th e r ty p e s of selffulfillm ent b e y o n d o b ta in in g a p ro d u c t.
w h e n th e y w ish to e x p e rie n c e

T h is p e rs o n c a n b e d e s c rib e d a s o n ly g o in g sh op ping

one or more

o f th e follow ing: a ) fe e l fulfilled a s a pe rs o n ; b) m ix

w ith o th e r p t o p le ; c) h e lp th e m fe e l b e tte r w h e n th e y a re d e p re s s e d ; d ) e n jo y th e feeling of
“p o w e r" th e y h a v e w h e n b e in g s e rv e d b y a s a le s p e rs o n o r s h o p in a n ex clu s ive outlet.
N
o
(a
iâ
.1
W
*0 N
o
tV
tryW
in

HOW WELL DOES THIS DESCRIBE YOU?

1

N
o
*W
e
* N
u
e
tn
l

2

3

S
o
m
e
w
titlW
e
a V
e
ry
W
tU E
m
m
e
'yV
.«
il

4

5

C . T h in k o f a p e rs o n w h o s e o n ly re a s o n to s h o p is to m a k e p u rc h a s e s .
d e s c rib e d a s o n ly g o in g s h o p p in g w h e n

one or more

6

7

T h is p e rs o n ca n be

o f th e fo llow ing o c c a s io n s arise: a) they

n e e d to p u rc h a s e a s p e c ific item ; b) th e y w is h to ob tain p ric e in fo rm a tio n a b o u t a p rod uct; or
c) th e y w is h to o b ta in in fo rm a tio n a b o u t th e p ro d u c t in g e n e ra l a n d /o r s p ecific b ra n d s .
K
o
ta
la
H
W
tU N
o
tV
e
ryW
e
ll

How WELL DOES THIS DESCRIBE YOU?

1

N
o
tW
e
*

2

N
u
tt/*)

3

S
o
m
e
w
h
a
tW
e
DV
e
ryW
e
ll

4

5

v
rei

6

7

P la c e a "1" in th e b la n k n e x t to th e d e scrip tio n w h ich b e s t d e s c rib e s y o u (A, B , o r C a b o v e ), a
"2" in th e b la n k n e xt to th e d e s c rip tio n w h ich is th e s e c o n d b e s t d e s c rip tio n o f y o u , an d a "3" in
th e re m a in in g b lan k .

think a s:oro -s :-ie
might mark a '4' or

3. Please give m e an overall evaluation of each of the stores listed below. For example, if you
worst in town, you could evaluate it by circling 'O'. If you think a store is about average, you
‘S'. II y ou are com pletely uniamiliar with a store, you m ay leave that line blank.

VERY

VERY
BEGIN:
BAD------Maoy’s ...................... ___ 0
1
K-mart ...................... . . . 0
1
W a im a rt................... . . . 0
1

Mervyn's

................ . . . 0
J.C. Penney ............ ___ 0
Sears ...................... ___ 0
Maison Blanohe . . . . . . 0
Sam’s Wholesale . . . . . . 0
Dillard’s ................... ___ 0
The L im ite d ............... . . . 0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

'
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8

GOOD

s
9

8

9
9
9
9

8
8

9
0

8

9
9

8
8
8

8
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4. Som e well-known stores are again listed below. Please rate whether o r not you would consider each of the
following stores on shopping trips Involving a)ciothing, b) household Items, or c) a shopping trip in which you
sim ply w ant to brow se or look around. By consider, I sim ply m ean stores that you would evaluate as a
potential outlet for a particular shopping trip. It's o.k. to circle "Would Consider" for m any or aii stores in each
situation If y ou w ould or d o consid er each o f them In each situation. Two exam ple stores are rated below in
case there is som e confusion. O f the two retailers listed In the example, I w ould consider R ich's as an outlet
for all three shopping situations (clothing, household Items, a nd browsing), therefore, I circled a "1" under
"Would Consider" for each. With respect to the next example store, I w ould consider L.L. B ean as an alternative
when shopping for clothing a n d for browsing, but not for household items, thus I responded as shown.

jyPE OF SHOPPING TRIP:
EXAMPLES:

a. Ciottiirtg

b. H o useho ld Item s

Would C o m id e f

Would C onsrdH

Would Not Consfder

c. Brow sing

Would Not C om lde r

W ould C onsider

W eald Not Consider

Rich’s
L.L. Bean
BEGIN:

TYPE OF SHOPPING TRIP:

S to r e s

a . C lo t h in g
W culd C on»ider

Walmart
Mervyn’s
J.C. Penney
Sears
Maison Blanche
Sam’s Wholesale
Dillard’s
The Limited
Macy’s

b . H o u s e h o ld Ite m s

W ould Not CoMt«d«r

W ould C onsider

W ould Not Corrslder

c . B r o w s in g
W ould Consider

W ould Np[ Consider

2

2

2

2
2

2
2
2

2

2

2

2
2

2
2
2

2

2

5.

Please circ le the num ber that best reflects the average num ber of times p e r month that you participate in
each o f the types o f shopping trips listed below. Often, a consum er m ay shop for any or aii o f these purposes
on single visit to a store o r m ail. Remember, these items are concerned with about h o w often you shop for the
following p urposes In a typical month's time.

Type

of

Shopping Trip

G ro c e rie s ..................... 0
Household Items . . . . 0 1

Number
1 2 3

of times per month:

4 5

6 7

8 9 or more

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

or more

C lo th in g ........................0

1 2 3

4 5

6 7

8 9 or more

Browsing

..................... 0

1 2 3

4 5

6 7

8 9 or more

........................0

1 2 3

4 5

6 7

8 9 or more

Catalog
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1. The portion of the project attached to this sheet is designed to get each of your volunteer’s
detailed impression of various retail stores. This portion is to be completed by each volunteer
as soon as possible and must be completed at least several days prior to the actual retail visit
to avoid biasing their responses. Its best that you get this done in the next few days.

2. Below is the name of the stor^ which will you are to study in the remaining part of this
project. This is the store to which you are to accompany this subject and conduct the in-store
interview.

"F I"
Sometime between now and the deadline listed in your class outline, you should accompany
your partner on a visit to this store. It would be best for you, as much as possible, to make this
a normal shopping trip for them. The ideal situation would be for them to call when they want to
go to this store. At that time, you should arrange to go along with them on the shopping trip.
The interview booklet to be used during the visit is enclosed and is marked with a II.

3. The final part of the survey (labeled ill) Is to be used to evaluate the shopping trip. It should
be administered 2 days following the in-store interview. Each completed form should be turned
in on the date indicated on your class schedule. At that time they will be graded and returned
for your use. Any remaining interviews will be conducted by telephone.
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The following items are designed to get a detailed impression o f how you would describe

"Fr.
Please think about your impression o f ' ' F 1 \ Piease evaluate ^ F 1 ' ^ on the following store attributes. Respond
b a sed on ho w w all ^ F t'' com pares to other stores with which you are famiiiar. For example, if the store is well
belo w average, circle 1; if the store is average circle 4, and so forth.

AVERiUIE

AVERAGE

Merchandise Assortment
Store Personnel
Store Layout
Quality of Assortment
Service
Prices
Convenience of Location

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

AVERAGE

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

/
Please circle the num ber corresponding to your agreem ent with how w ell each o f the following adjectives listed
belo w describes "FI''. To help avoid any confusion, think of how well each of these words would complete
this sentence: ''F t ^ i s
. For example. If 'COLORFUL' was one of the adjectives listed below, I would circle
a 7 on the scale because I feel that 'CO LO R UL' is a very accurate term to use in describing "FT'', in fact, I can
think o f le w places that are m ore colorful.

ACTIVE ...............
ALIVE .................
ARO USING..........
BEAUTIFUL ___
B O R IN G ...............

STRONGLY STRONGLY
mm- > AGREE
DISAGREE m
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CALM .................
DISPLEASING . .
DISSATISFYING .
DREARY ...............
D R O W S Y ............

1
1
1
1
1

" F I " is:

L A Z Y ....................
MONOTONOUS . .
NICE ......................
PANICKY
..........
PEACEFUL

STRONGLY
DISAGREE ■
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

STRONGLY
>
AGREE
5 6 7 8
5 8 7 8
5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8

PLEASANT ............
PLEASING ............
PRETTY ...............
REPULSIVE ..........
RESTFUL ............

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

DULL ................. 1 2 3
EXCITING............ 1 2 3
EXHILARATING . . 1 2 3
FORCEFUL ___ 1 2 3
FRENZIED
1 2 3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

7 8
7 8
7 8

RUSHED ...............
SENSATIONAL . . .
SERENE .................
SLOW ...................
STIMULATING

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3 4 5 6
3 4 5 6
3 4 5 6
3 4 5 6

H E C T IC ............... 1 2 3 4 5
IDLE ................... 1 2 3 4 5
INACTIVE .......... 1 2 3 4 5
INTENSE ............ 1 2 3 4 5
INTERESTING . . 1 2 3 4 5

6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

TENSE .................
T R A N Q U IL ............ . . .
UNCOMFORTABLE . .
UNPLEASANT ___
UNSTIMUUTING . . . .

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

2
2
2
2
2

7 8
7 8

8
8
8

8

7 8

4
4
4
4
4

5 6 7 8
5 6 7 8
5 6 7 8
5 6 7 8
5 6 7 8
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8

3 4 5 6 7 8
4
4
4
4

5 6 7 8
5 6 7 8
5 6 7 8
5 6 7 8

4 5 6 7 8
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In this stage o f your class project, you are to accompany your helpful participant shopping.
Following this introduction w iii be a set o f items to be used to interview your partner at
various times during the shopping trip. Remember, you’ll need a pencil or pen to make
some notes during the trip! This interview, along with the results from other parts of the
project, w ill be extremely useful in writing your final report. Be sure to thank your partner for
helping and assure them that their responses will remain confidential. Also, let them know
they’re helping you pass this class.
Please familiarize yourself with this booklet before beginning the trip. There are some things
you’ll have to take note of during your store visit, so its best if you are aware of them before
beginning. Also, there is no need to show the survey Instrument to your partner prior to
completion o f the task. Stay alert, make as accurate a record as possible, and try not to
Influence your helper’s responses.

LSU
MKT 3411
CONSUMER ANALYSIS
CLASS PROJECT

Subject Name or Identification:______
Phone Number & Convenient Time:
Student N a m e :__________________
S S # :______________________
Store Location:__________________
Date of interview:
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The set o f items on this page are to be asked before entermg the assigned store. A good
time to ask these questions wouid be on the way to your designated store.

1. This first set o f items deals with how your consumer-volunteer feels today. Please have
them respond to the following four items based on their level of agreement with each
statement. Where
appears in the statement it refers to the volunteer personally. The scale
ranges from 1 (STRONGLY DISAGREE) to 5 (STRONGLY AGREE). lYlark h is /h e r response by
circling the corresponding number.

/

/

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

AGREE

AGREE

Currently, l a m i n a good m o o d

1

2

3

4

5

As I answer these questions, I feel
very c h e e rfu l.................................................

1

2

3

4

5

For some reason, I am not very comfortable
right now

1

2

3

4

5

At this moment I feel "edgy" or irrita b le

1

2

3

4

5

2. This next set o f items deals with your volunteer's plans for this particular trip. Again, have
them respond based on their level of agreement.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

AGREE

AGREE

I plan on buying some clothes at this store

1

2

3

4

5

I plan on b u y im some household items . . . .

1

2

3

4

5

Mostly, I simply plan on browsing at this store

1

2

3

4

5

I don’t have any specific purchase in mind
at this time ...................................................

1

2

3

4

5
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3. As naturally as possible, try to determine about how much money yo u r volunteer believes
h e /sh e w ill spend in the store a n d write the amount in the blank below.

4. In yo u r own words, brielly describe your partner's intentions for this shopping trip. Some
examples m ight be: "i need some new shoes to go with a certain outfit," o r "I'm looking for the
latest Nintendo gam e."

The next set of items are to be asked inside the retail store. Have your
volunteer respond to these items after you’ve been in the store a while but
before you leave.
5. Just before entering the store where your shopping trip w ill take place, make a note o f the
current time in the space provided:__________________

6. After entering the retail setting, give yourself and your participant enough time for the
store's atm osphere to set in before asking questions. You'll have to use your judgm ent here,
but you should w ait until they've begun looking around at a few Items. As fo r yourself,
p ro ce e d In as norm al a fashion as possible. If you feel like browsing go rig h t ahead. Try to
make the interview Interfere as little as possible with the shopping trip. A bout h ow long v/ere
you In the store before asking questions?
7. Some emotional terms are listed on the next page. To fin d out how your partner feels alter
they've been in the store a while, ask them to what extent they feel each o f the emotions
listed. The extent to w hich they feel each should be scored from 0 to 5. If they do not feel
this emotion at all, they should report a 0. If they very much feel a particular emotion they
should report a 5. Make sure they understand that any response between 0 and 5 Is
acceptable. You are to m ark h e r/h is response in the space provided next to each term. To
help them, give an example that has to do with the temperature. Tell them, "right n ow I
w ould score the descriptor HO T with a "3“ because I feel a little warm at this time."
Remember to adjust the example to r the actual temperature o f the store. The emotional
descriptors are:
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In-store Item s
( 0 = ”D o N o t F e e l a t All" to 5 = V e r y M u c h Feel")

Score

Score
H appy

Stimulated

.

...............

P le a s e d

Excited

S a tis fie d

F re n z ie d ....................

C o n te n t

J itte r y .........................

y^Hopeful

.. ..

....................

Wide A w a k e .............

Relaxed . . .

A ro u s e d ....................

Surprised . .

Crowded

..................

Important . .

Unhappy

..................

In control . .

Annoyed ....................

Powerful . . .

U n s a tis fie d .............

B o ld ............

M a lc o n te n t.............

F re e ..............

Despairing

Unimpressed

B o re d .......................

Unstimulated

Insignificant.............

Calm ..........

C o n tro lle d ...............

Sluggish . . .

Overpowered

Dull ............

C a u tio u s ..................

Sleepy . . . .

Restrained

.............

Unaroused .

Impressed

.............

Uncrowded .

D is g u s t....................

.............

....
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In-Store Items
8 . Some slightly different descriptors o f how a person might feel while shopping are listed
below. Please ask your volunteer to respond to each Item based on their level of agreement.
The scale ranges from 0 = s t r o n g ly d is a g re e , to 5 = s t r o n g ly a g r e e . If you feel that your
subject needs an example give them one. One possible example would be your level of hunger
at this time. If you were ju s t a little hungry you m ight tell them that you would respond with a
’3" if responding to an item that read 'I am hungry a t this tim e.'

SLICHTLY

STRONGLY
feel pressured for time right n o w .....................................0
like this environment.......................................................

SUGHTLY

1

0

would avoid returning to this place ............................. 0

2

4

5

feel at ease browsing in this s to r e ............................... 0

2

4

5

2

4

5

feel comfortable spending time here ..............................0

2

4

5

try to avoid store clerks h e re ......................................... U

2

4

5

like exploring here .......................................................... 0

2

4

5

hate spending money h e r e ...........................................

2

4

5

wouldn’t hesitate to approach a clerk for help ..........0

2

4

5

feel attracted to this p la c e .............................................. 0

2

4

5

feel like I belong in this place ......................................

0

2

4

5

feel better now than before I started sho p p in g

0

2

4

5

0

2

4

5

feel friendly toward others in this environm ent

Overall, I was in a better mood before shopping

0

....

0

Items 5 -8 must be completed BEFORE leaving the store!
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The rem ainder o f this interview can be com pleted just after leaving the store. For example, you
m ight take a few minutes on a bench ju st outside the store and com plete these items. This
portion simply involves your response to som e items describing your partner's behavior or
some store characteristic which you observed in the store. You should complete these items
without their assistance. Where you see the word They’ or Their" in the remaining items, it
refers to your partner or co-shopper.
9. Based on their expressions and mannerisms during the store visit, how accurate do you

believe their responses were? (circle)

Not Accurate
1

Somewhat Accurate

Very Accurate

Absolutely Accurate
4

3

2

10. Please mark the response which best describes your volunteer's actions during the
shopping trip. Again, the scale ranges from 0 = S t r o n g l y D is a g r e e to 5 = S t r o n g l y A g re e .

They touched (approached) a lot of merchandise . 0

2

3

4

5

They spent more money than they had planned . .

0

2

3

4

5

They talked to a lot of c le rk s ....................................

0

2

3

4

5

Overall, they had a good t im e ..................................

0

2

3

4

5

They only used sales clerks when necessary . . . .

0

2

3

4

5

They continued shopping long after this
interview was o v e r.......................................

0

2

3

4

5

They shopped longer than I e x p e c te d ...................

0

2

3

4

5

They talked with me a great d e a l.............................

0

2

3

4

5

This was a normal shopping trip for your partner . 0

2

3

4

5

The store had a lot of "sales" going on

0

2

3

4

5

............

0

2

3

4

5

...............

0

2

3

4

5

After shopping, they were very "edgy" or irritable . 0

2

3

4

5

.................

After shopping, their mood had improved
After shopping, they were quite cheerful
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11. Below are some questions trying to g e t the cold hard facts. Where you don't know the
exact answer, m ake your best guess.

How many items, no matter how small, did your partner purchase on this trip?

How many of these were unintended or unplanned?

How much money did they spend?___________ .

How much of this amount was unplanned?________

If they overspent, what do you think caused them to do so?

If they only spent what they had planned, or less, what do you think caused them to do so?_

Did they buy what they had planned to buy? (yes or no)
What time did they leave the store?__________ .
How long did the visit to this store last?______________
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The following space is for you to write other notes describing what happened during this trip.
Make speciai note of characteristics of the store which you feei most influenced its customers'
behavior.

in the space provided describe what you did during this visit. Did you buy anything? Had you
planned on it?
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III
B elow are some items which ask a few questions your shopping trip. Piease respond to the
best of your reooiiection. If necessary, take a few seconds to think back about what happened
and how you felt during the trip. Note, the items refer to the visit to the store in which the
interview took place only. Remember, there are no right or wrong answers; we're only
interested in opinions and expressions. The scale ranges from 0 = STRONGLY DISAGREE to 5
= STRONGLY AGREE.

1. I shopped for a long period of time

2

3

4

2. i found a lot of bargains .................

2

3

4

3. it was reaiiy a nice time o u t ............

2

3

4

4. During this trip, i enjoyed the
excitement of the hunt.
5. Compared to other things i could have done, the
time spent shopping was truly enjoyable . . .

2

6. This trip truly felt like an escape...............................

2

7. I enjoyed being emersed in exciting new products

2

8. I was able to fantasize about owning things I could
really do without................................................
9. i enjoyed the shopping trip for its own sake, not just
for the items I may have purchased ..............
1 0 . 1 continued shopping not because I had to,
but because I wanted t o ....................................

2

3

4

11. i was able to forget my problems

2

3

4

1 2 . 1 had a good time because I was able to act on
the "spur-of-the-moment" ...............................

2

3

4

13. This trip made me feei fu ifilied ...............................

2

3

4

14. I felt a sense of adven tu re......................................

2

3

4

15. I had some really good luck while shopping . . . .

2

3

4

16. The trip was truly a joy ...........................................

2

3

4

17. I was too rushed to find what I needed

..............

2

3

4

18. I'm not satisfied with my purchase(s)...................

2

3

4

19. I purchased exactly what I had planned to buy. .

2

3

4
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20.

I accomplished just what I wanted to

................

1

2

3

4

5

21. I couldn’t buy what I really needed .......................

1

2

3

4

5

2 2 . 1felt really smart because I wasn’t distracted by
things I didn’t really plan to b u y

1

2

3

4

5

23. I spent exactly as much money as I had
planned to spend

1

2

3

4

5

.............

1

2

3

4

5

25. I may return something I purchased.....................

1

2

3

4

5

26. I’ll tell others how dissatisfied I w a s ......................

1

2

3

4

5

27. I'ii probably tell others what a good time Ihad

1

2

3

4

5

2 8 . 1 found just the item(s) I was looking f o r ..............

1

2

3

4

5

29. I was disappointed because I had to
go to another store(s) to complete my shopping

1

2

3

4

5

30. This was a good shopping trip because it was
over very q u ic k ly

1

2

3

4

5

31. I went shopping during the early afternoon

1

2

3

4

5

24. I found out just what I needed to know

The items below ask a few questions about your predispositions. Please mark the level of
agreem ent which best describes the way you feel. As before, the scale ranges from
1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE to 5 = STRONGLY AGREE.

I really enjoy a task that involves coming up
with a new solution

1

I usually end up deliberating about issues
even when they do not affect me personally . 1

2

3

2

3

4

4

5

5

I am sometimes tempted to put more thought
Into a task than is required to complete it . . .

1

2

3

4

5

Learning new ways to think doesn’t excite me

1

2

3

4

5

I have difficulty thinking in new and
unfamiliar situations

1

2

3

4

5

I only think as hard as I have to

1

2

3

4

5

More thinking just leads to more e rro rs

1

2

3

4

5

....
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Thinking is not my idea of f u n ......................................

2

3

4

I prefer complex to simple p ro b lem s..........................

2

3

4

Its enough for me that something gets the job done,
I don’t care how or why it w orks......................

2

3

4

I don’t reason well under pressure...............................

2

3

4

If I have any money left at the end of a pay
period, I just have to spend i t ..........................

2

3

4

I often buy things just because they are on sale . . . .

2

3

4

I generally make the minimum payment on my
credit c a rd s ..........................................................

3

4

Having more money would solve my problems . . . .

3

4

I would be horrified if others new of my spending habits

3

4

I sometimes feel anxious or nervous if I haven’t gone
shopping for a few d a y s ....................................

I have bought something, got home, and didn’t
know why I had bought i t ..................................
Before voting, I thoroughly investigate the
qualifications of all the candidates .................
I never hesitate to go out of my way to help
someone in trouble ...........................................

2

3

4

I have never intensely disliked a n y o n e ........................

2

3

4

I often feel resentful when I don’t get my way

..........

2

3

4

I like to gossip at tim e s ..................................................

2

3

4

I am always careful about my manner of dress

2

3

4

There are times when I take advantage of someone .

2

3

4

I always try to practice what I preach

2

3

4

When I don’t know something, I don’t mind admitting it.

2

3

4

Overall, I was completely satisfied with the shopping trip

2

3

4

....

........................
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